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too many addresses | __ the Solar System 
All the answers as to where you should mail what you've got lie below. Just pay attention & 

read all the way down the list-and you should know where things go. If yer still confused Dan Sinker— Day to day main- 

even after reading all this, then give the PPlnfoline a call & we can walk you through it. - ‘ 
tenance, planeteer recruiter, dis- 

: tribution boy, layout maker, the 
Distribution information, Mailorder information, Ads being sent in, General ied 

Correspondence, and random acts of kindness to: biggest sucker of them all 

Punk Planet Julia Cole— Day to Day main- 
PO. Box I7I1 Hoboken, NJ 07030-9998 tenance, mail, money, tied for 

make any and all checks & money orders out to JULIA COLE, not Punk Planet * 
biggest sucker 

Please send all submissions and letters to: © Will Dandy- Zine & record 

Punk Planet North collector, sucker 

PO box 1559 Chicago, IL 60690 ; 
a word to the wise: do not send records to this address. They may not get Karen Fisher—Mover, shaker, 

to the right address in time!! layout maker, sucker 

also, to all people mailing in submissions: please, if you can send along a 3 1/2” flop- 

py disk with your piece on it in a word processor file (it can be Mac or IBM so long 

as you tell us which one it is). Better yet, make it a general text file! 

Also, to those of you that TYPE IN ALL CAPS, don’t, it’s annoying. Front & Back covers by 

Dan Sinker. 
Fanzines & Records for review go to: cover photo by Karen Fisher 

Punk Planet South 

clo Will Dandy Planeteers 
Route 2 Box 438 Leeds, AL 35094 

Larry Livermore 

This is the address that you should send any art (photos, comics, whatever) to: Jim Testa 
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: Darren Cahr 

clo Lois Lame Shay Meer 

POB 721145, Berkley MI 48072 Leah Ryan 

Kim Bae 
For all you electronic whizzes (and really, who isn't) letters, submissions, and Sean Capone 

general. correspondance can be sent to: J ohn Wall: 

PunkPlanet@aol.com Josh Hooten 
and be sure to check people’s columns for their own Email Anthony Leone 

addresses, many of the columnists have them. Gee whiz : 
Oberic 

And finally, the direct line to a good time: the PPInfoline, reserve your ad space, Tim Norris 

find out submission information, and talk about distro goodies. Paul Chan 

(312) 227-6114 re 
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Matt Berland 

Steve Cook 
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Be ( ) Jim Connell 
1/3 page long (2.5" x 10") $35 
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all ads are due June 10th Matt Wobensmith 
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Graphic design rule #39 when in 
% doubt, use a photo of Bikini Kill 

Hey you guys! Punk Planet has been asking for sub- Jo 
missions from you all for a year now. Over that time, 

we're gotten maybe a handful of submissions. It's a new 

year kids, time to make a resolution: WRITE FOR 

PUNK PLANET! That's right, bold face and italics; cause 

we're fucking serious here.We rely on your submissions 

to keep going. That means that we rely on YOU.What F 

have you done for us lately? 

We will accept anything (articles, short stories, 

DIY info, comics, interviews, scene reports, anything). 

However, that’s not a guarentee that it'll get printed. We 

have space constraints and a level of quality that both 

factor into what gets in and what doesn’t. Not sure if 

you'll get in? SEND IT IN ANYWAY!! Chances are, it’s 

good enough. So why not? 

If you're trying to figure out what we ALWAYS need, 

I'll tell you: Articles, Fiction and Scene Reports, These 

are always in demand, so write, write write!! 
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A quick word to the wise: we rarely need columns! We 

have a TON of regular columnists, and just don’t have 
e 

Mail 6 ; _ | the space to print many others, so proceed with cau- 

tion. But what’s most important? WRITE WRITE 

Columns 10 - ‘ WRITE! 
We are volunteer run and we make no profit what 

Scene Reports 30 : ; ‘ so ever off of this publication. All money made goes 

back into Punk Planet. We will review any record or 
e F 

Interviews 36 5 : zine as long as it is not on a major label (even if the 

man or astroman ; 2 : oe band itself is, but the record is not) and will not be 

k 454 ae biased as to whether it is punk or not, since we have 

erosene sa about as little a clue what that means as you do. But 

on punk & design Hi ; i : keep in mind, that AIN’T no guarantee of a good 

review. If it sucks (or—more importantly—if the 
e ¥ e F : 5, 

Fiction 4 8 : : A reviewer assigned to it thinks it sucks), we'll say it sucks. 

the illiad, the odessy, : We hope you enjoy this issue, and if not, we encour- 

; age you to make your own zine. In fact, we encourage 
and the taco burger ao ; 

a 2 you to make your own zine anyway (we've been finish- 

3 for flinching F ing this section this way for a year now..). 
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FE , 
Punk Planet, 

I read Lawrence Liver- 
more’s column in issue #6 of 
yours and feel obliged to 
respond to some of the 
innuendoes he wafted my 
way cloaked in his semi-fic- 
titious story. Apparently, as 

a result of daring to report in 
MRR that LL’s: Lookout 
Records grossed 2.2 million 
in one month alone recently, 
and by having the audacity 
to ask if any of the nouveau 
riche punk rock million- 
aires had any imaginative 

plans for using their newfound wealth to 
radicalize the status quo of doing busi- 
ness in the punk scene, Larry felt the 
necessity to pull out some knives rather 
than deal with the issues themselves. 

So, first, I guess I’d best lend some 

reality to the illusions that Larry creat- 
ed. He alluded to several ‘scams’ that I 
run via MRR in order to be able to 
maintain a ‘pious’ economic punk vol- 
unteerism’ position, that when MRR 

prints its finances annually, I purpose- 

ly am not telling the whole story 
because I’ve got something to hide. OK, 
you printed the charges, so you get to 
print the facts. 

Me, I've got a part-time job that 
pays $770 a month (and no, it’s not at 
a weapons development lab, but at a 
science education branch of the Univ. 

of Calif. that specializes.in creating 
innovative curriculum for young peo- 

ple, especially kids from low income 
school districts, minorities, girls, the 
handicapped, etc). I do shipping there. 

I am supposed to work 4 hours a day, 
but only do half. I have an under- 
standing with the people there that 
allows me this luxury as long as I write 
off all my vacation and sick leave and 

get all my work done (which I do cuz I 
haul ass). I also have an understand- 
ing that I will show up every single 
workday of the year (except 3 days off 
between Xmas and New Years, which 
added to those two 4 day weekends 

' gives me an 11 day hiatus). So, short of 
being hospitalized, I am there. I also 
haven’t gone on a vacation since | 
started there in 1978. That is part of 
the price I pay for my ‘scam’ job. It 
works for fhem since they don’t have to 

Yohannon on Livermore. Yay! 

sorry, it’s a short mail section this issue, ‘cause we’ve gotta keep this puppy under 96 pages! 

worry about all the work getting covered 
and because it’s an entry level job that 
most people would leave after a year or 

so and they'd normally be retraining 
dissatisfied, upward mobile and overed- 
ucated workers. I give them continuity 

and reliability, and they give me the 
time and energy to put into Maximum 
and other community projects. 

That $770: is my whole income. 
$300 goes to rent. I have a room in the 
basement at the MRR headquarters— 
which is two floors ‘of a four floor 
house. The way rent is calculated by 
the IRS in a live/work scenario is by 
square footage. My room takes up 

about 1/6 of the total space here, the 
rest being common rooms for MRR 
work. The total rent is $1550 a month, 
which is amazingly low by SF stan- 
dards (and we must have the only good 
landlord in history because he hasn’t 
raised the rent in 7 years!) In reality, I 

pay a bit more than I should, but that 
difference covers my share of utilities, 

so it works out. Like with my ‘real’ job, 
I have a deal with MRR, which is to be 

available 7 days a week, and I am hard 
at work from about noon to midnight 
(excluding ever-wonderful naps), every 
day of the year. I went away on 2 week- 

ends in the last 10 years. This puts a 
large crimp in my social life (as does 
living in a house where 80 other people 

have keys and come in all hours of the 

day and night), but that is. again part of 
the price for my ‘scam’. (Oh, by the 
way, I can’t remember Lawrence ever 

complaining about the $200 rent he 
paid while he lived here). 

The rest of my money goes to food 
and cigs. I also get about $400 or so in 
tax returns, and on the years when 

MRR staffers get a bonus, so do I, the 
same max amount they receive (this 
year, $500). This extra money goes to 
clothes (about $200 a year) and enter- 

tainment. As far as the car, about 95% 
of its use is MRR related (which is the 
only reason for its existence), and so is 

the MRR cost proportion. 
And that’s it. If this is Larry’s idea of 

a scam, then let’s trade situations. I 

could go traipsing off to England all the 
time and be an absentee owner. And he 

could get up at 8 each and every day, 
rush off and do some physical work at 
the U, then pick up the mail, answer it, 
send out subs, answer phones, scan in 
interviews, do some layouts, pay the 

bills, clean the bathrooms, teach new 
volunteers everything they need to 
know, balance everybody’s needs, has- 

sle the people that flake, keep all 
equipment running, proofread, make 
and meet all deadlines, etc, etc, etc, up 
till midnight or one. Do that 7 days a 
week, 365 days a year, every year till 
you drop. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not 
complaining cuz I choose to do this, 
but I sure as hell know this is not a 
scam or something to hide. 

Having (hopefully) deodorized the 
shitty smelling smokescreen that Larry 
blew this way, I'd like to pose my thesis 
again. Yes, there is something repulsive 
about a few people making millions off 
punk, and even grosser that some of 

those people have readjusted their out- 
looks because of the money (or the way 
the money was made). Larry used to be 
vehemently against major label incur- 

sions but has found nice ways to 

change and rationalize his opinions 
when he realized what it might mean 
for his pocketbook. He could at least be 
honest that he’s changed, that he’s 

gone from radical to liberal as his 
financial situation changed. He seems 
to be a guilt ridden rich guy now and 
tries to hide that reality by deflecting 
questioning rather than dealing with it 

square on. My original query was, and 

is, that since so much capital is now in 
the hands of a few punk entrepre- 
neurs, are they going to function just 
like the hippie capitalists—nicey nice 

liberals at best? Or will they now try to 
use that power (and it is power) to do 

something other than business as 
usual. They are in a position to help 
reorganize the whole distribution game 
(at least within punk), but I’m afraid 

the most we're going to see is the old 
“Well, I hire my friends and pay them 
and the bands well” routine. While 
that’s better than being a shithead 
boss, that’s hardly an ‘alternative’ to 

the overall economic system that caus- 
es most of our social ills and conflicts, 
which is what spawned the whole punk 
reaction in the first place. It’s just busi- 
ness as usual. 

Larry’s column was pretty cowardly 
and cynical. Rather than deal, he 
chose to ridicule and misinform, defi- 
nitely taking the low road. If the volun- 
teer structure at MRR is held in such 
low esteem by Larry, why did he work 

here for so long? Why has he champi-: 



TP 
oned Gilman St, which was modeled by 
us on the same structure, if he’s so 

down on that concept? (I’m afraid the 

answer here is that Gilman puts 
money in Larry’s pocket; it’s the 

spawning grounds for the East Bay 
bands he {actually, David Hayes} has 
made his reputation on). And why does 

he stoop to comic book generalizations 
about punks or ‘the scene’ and use 
half-truths in portraying how things 
work here at Maximum? MRR donated 
money to a bunch of other zines, which 
is in keeping with our ongoing desire to 
put our profits back into the punk 
scene (as. with Gilman, Epicenter, 
Blacklist, etc). Yet Larry twists it into 

an ugly “loyalty buying” thing. MRR 
hasn’t changed its approach or attitude 
over the years, but Larry certainly has, 
and he now seems to be a very bitter 

and disingenuous person. 

Tim Yohannon 

Maximum Rock & Roll 

Punk Planet, readers, etc: 

Lawrence Livermore's 

latest column in your rag has 
shown once again that he has 

& absolutely no problem with 

taking personal conversations 
and broadcasting them to the 
punk scene. Ironically, less 
than a week before Tim 
Yohannan sent me the col- 
umn, I had a two and a half 
hour conversation with 

Lawrence about just that. 
Lawrence, in an 

attempt to slam Tim 
Weasel’s two cents. Oh boy 

Yohannan, used a small 
part of a conversation I had with him 
last year to make the claim*that I write 
a column at Maximum for the money. 
While I did tell him exactly that in a 
last ditch attempt to get him off my 
back, it was only one of many reasons 
I gave him for staying with MRR. 

Lawrence was justifiably upset that 
I had been a major influence in his 
decision to leave Maximum and yet 
hadn't quit myself, as I’d swore I'd do. 
I explained that. as pissed as I was 

about the way Jeff Bale was treated by 
Tim, my biggest concern was that the 
stifling of columnist’s opinions was. 

going to become a trend along the lines 
of the rules Tim had just implemented 
regarding what music would and 
wouldn’t be covered - a decision ‘that 
resulted in the birth of Punk Planet 
(and by the way, I dunno if Lawrence 
has campaigned to get Bale a gig at 
Punk Planet, but somehow I kinda 
doubt it). 

I tried to explain to Lawrence that I 
had thought about my decision to leave 
MRR and had ultimately decided to put 
it on hold until December ‘94. My rea- 

sons for this were A. Tim claimed that 
the stifling of columnist’s opinions was 
neither a trend nor a new policy and 
suggested that I stick around and see if 
he was telling the truth, B. I had to seri- 
ously consider my own career, which 
I’ve been trying to move in a direction 
away from music and into writing and 
C. After all the things Tim had done for 
my band as well as me personally over 

the years, I felt I owed it to him to at 
least wait and see if MRR turned into 
exactly what it oughtn’t be —a narrow 
minded rag with a party line opinion on 

everything and no variations allowed. 
Well, things have gotten better at 
Maximum. | still have my problems with 
MRR, and with Tim, but I always did - © 
the point is, things have not become 
unbearable as I feared they would. 

Lawrence wasn’t really satisfied 

with my reasons and as experience has 
shown me, I can spend hours talking 
to him about the same thing when the 
same conversation held with anyone 
else would be over in a matter of min- 

utes. Consequently, I pulled out the 
line of, “I need to stick around until 

December (which is when Tim gives 

staffers and columnists a financial gift) 

because, unlike you, I’m not loaded 
‘and I need every penny I can get.” That 
shut Lawrence up, and subsequently, 
I've discovered that mentioning the fact 
that he’s rich and his employees and 
bands aren't is a sure-fire way to stop 
him dead in his tracks. I don’t mean to 
imply that Lawrence hasn’t earned his 

money—he certainly has. Nor do I 
mean to imply that I feel I’m entitled to 

be as rich as he is—fuck it, I’m not 
willing to bust my ass to make a lot of 
money. The point is, Lawrence, lovable 
as he can be, can also be incredibly 
immature, childish, cruel and mean- 
spirited. | know that picture doesn’t 
jibe with the one your readers have in 

their minds, but Lawrence has a very 
ugly side. Because he’s so adept at 
manipulating conversations to his 
advantage and because he so enjoys 
winning arguments, it can become 
incredibly frustrating to try to work 
things out with him; any tactic that I 
can employ to shut him up and get 
back to my life is one I use. 

Lawrence has mouthed off about me 
before, both to people I know and on the 
Internet. I told him last year to cut it out 
and he said he would. I guess I wasn’t 
clear enough; always working on tech- 
nicalities, Lawrence apparently rea- 

soned that Punk Planet. wasn’t the 
Internet, so our private conversations 
were fair game. Well, we all know that 
although he often acts like a jackass, 
Lawrence isn’t an idiot and I know that 
Lawrence knew exactly what he was 
doing. He knew it was wrong, he knew it 
would start a big war along the lines of 
the Biafra/Yohannan thing and he 
knew he'd be at center stage. I don’t 
appreciate being dragged into his 
pathetic little squabbles. Let Crawford 
deal with it. Color me out of the picture. 

As far as his comments about me, 
Lawrence knows better than anyone 

that the money I get every December 

from Maximum is a spot of gravy com- 
pared to what I make from Lookout - 
Lawrence still writes my checks. 

Lawrence knows damn well that I 
could take or leave the money that I get 
from Maximum and he knows damn 
well that I had other, more important 
reasons for deciding to stay on as a 

columnist. Assaulting my integrity was 
a cheap shot, but then Lawrence’s 
whole column was a series of half 
truths and low blows. If anybody ever 
told the whole truth about Lawrence, 
I’ve no doubt he’d leave the country 
and never return. Someday I'll tell you 
kiddies about all the sleazy, nasty bull- 

shit he’s pulled on all his employees 
and just about every band that’s been 
on Lookout, from Isocracy to Green 
Day. For now, I'll just let the Internet 
roll on. That’s Larry’s playground any- 

way, isn’t it? 

- Ben Weasel 

For more on this entire 
enthralling situation, go to Larry 
Livermore’s column. The _ fun 
never stops... 
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PLATTE 

One year. It certainly doesn’t seem that 
long, but when | really stop and think about it, 
it seems a lot longer. Punk Planet has been 

around for one year. Fucking incredible. 
There are times that | hate this maga- 

zine more than anything in the world. Times 
that | sit in the “office” (an ever-growing cor- 

ner of my ever-shrinking room) near tears, 

ready to just call the whole thing off. For 
those of you that read this magazine non- 
chalantly every other month, | have news for 

you: Punk Planet is a fuckload of work. 

Every issue is the result of blood shed 

from the fingers of way too few people. The 
result of countless sleepless nights, and of 
many meals eaten cold or not at all. 

With each new issue over this year, | 

have learned a hundred new things. How to 
talk shop with printers, how to deal with dis- 

tributors that won’t pay, how to keep track 
of orders going out & preorders coming in, 

how to lay out a page in a way that is both 
easy to read and visually exciting, how to 
plead with record labels that. have forgotten 

over and over again to mail in their ads on 

time.All of these things are valuable things to 
know how to do. But (with a few excep- 

tions) none of these things are any fun at all. 
For those of you that think that punk is 

about going to shows and rocking out,! have 
news for you: punk is no fun. 

So then why do | do it? It’s certainly not 
for the money (there is none), or for the 
fame (there’s none of that either;“oh, you do 
Punk Planet, have you heard anything about 

the Riverdales?”).To be honest, I’m not real- 

ly sure why | do it. In a perverse, sadistic kind 

of way, | guess | do it ‘cause | like it. 
To know that the fruit of my (and oth- 

ers) labor can travel around the world & 
people there can have a connection with it. 

To know that Punk Planet can pass the 
Patrick Costello toilet reading challenge (by 

the way, Patrick, sine you’re reading this on 

the can, stop & clean it. It’s filthy!), and beat 
its previous record with each new issue. To 
know that the simple fact that we print fic- 

tion can get some people so pissed off. 

These are the kind of things that keep me 
going from issue to issue, especially during 

the taxing production stages. 

So Punk Planet has gone on for a year. 

And you know what? It'll go on for many 
more; even if it kills me. 

DAN TAGS ALONG WITH THE POTATOMEN 

In my last column for PP,! put forth a 
theory (well... it wasn’t really worded like 

one, but it was one none the less): the more 

you travel, the more you need to travel. | 

think that it’s a fairly true statement; once 

you fuck with your daily routine, it’s harder 

to get back into it. Eventually, you fall back 

into the rut of daily existence, but—for a 

while—your body still remembers what it’s 

like to be free of ritual constraints and it 
forces you to become restless. 

Anyway, after returning from England in 

late January, | knew that I'd be itching to 

move around more. However, PP, school, and 

working two jobs, kept me tied down in 

Chicago for longer than | would have liked. 
But, my antennae was up. 

It was a few. weeks after | got back from 
England that Larry Livermore let slip that 

the fabulous Potatomen (and | don’t say that 

they're fabulous because Larry writes for PP, 

| say they're fabulous because they just about 

fucking rule!) would be on tour in the mid- 

west in early April. He also mentioned that 

they didn’t have any show lined up for 

Chicago, and had a few dates on either side 

of that open. | told him that | could look into 

filling those dates (and before you all start 

writing me with Chicago dates you need for 

your band, don’t). Well, within 20 minutes | 
had a Potatomen show booked in Min- 

neapolis, and a tentative date for Chicago. 

Well, the Chicago one ended up not 
happening (recording, fear, & the laid-back 

Californian lifestyle being mostly to blame), 

so | asked if | could hop into the Potatovan 

and ride up to Minneapolis with them. Larry 

said sure, ‘cause Larry's nice like that. 

So it was with that back story that the 
Potatovan pulled up to my apartment and a 

bushel of potatoes stumbled out, dazed from 
their previous days recording, and needing 

to pee badly. After a brief rest stop and an 

exchange of required reading material (PP 

for the P-men & the new Lookout zine for 

me), we were off—in almost completely 

silence—to the Twin Cities. 

As | sat in the silence of the van (with 
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half of my ass on the seat and the other half 

on someone’s laundry), | struggled to figure 
out how | could get home from each high- 
way exit we passed (“oh, Montrose is on the 
O’hare line, that’ll work”... “If | get off at 
Dempster, | could catch a bus down & hop 

on the Dan Ryan line”...). But slowly, the 
uncomfortable silence was broken by small 

questions, and soon we were all talking 
about virtually anything! The Chicago scene 
(and on a side note, if the Riverdales don’t 

play an-all—-ages show soon, they're gonna 

lose even more face around here than they 
already have), men with facial hair (Larry's 

hypothesis: if you were to take all the 

facial-haired men & all the clean—shaven men 
& separate them into two groups, the facial 

hair group would have more creepy people 

than the shaved ones. Potatomen drummer 
Adam “‘if this was a Ground Round tour..” 

Labelle, couldn’t disagree more (which 
seemed to be a theme for the entire time | 
spent with the P—men)), passenger pigeons, 

burritos, & Iceland were all topics sent 
through the Potatomen blender on our way 

up to Minnesota. 

So it was on a wave of good conversa- 
tion, Subway sandwiches (which incidentally 
each got 16 slices of cheese!), and cruise 
controlled speed that we sauntered up to 
the Scooby Don’t house (where the show 

was happening), fashionably late. 
Now, before | take this story further, | 

should explain something to those of you 

reading this outside of the Midwest. I’m from 

Chicago. In Chicago, it gets cold. ! don’t just 
mean chilly, | mean: way—below—freezing-for— 

many—months—of-the-year cold. | talking wind- 
chills—of—1 0— and—20—below—on-a-fairly—reg- 
ular—basis cold. Yep, in Chicago, it gets cold. In 
the Twin Cities, it gets way the fuck colder. 

So we pulled up to the Scooby don’t 
house at about 7:30, their backyard was full 
of people. People sitting on the ground, in 
chairs, talking, drinking beer, and eating 
grilled corn & tofu burgers. 

“So,” you say, “it’s a barbecue, big deal.” 
And you'd normally be quite right in saying 
that. You’re reading this in May (or June or 
even later). But this was happening on April 
8th. This was Minneapolis. This was 
thirty-three degrees. This was fucking cold. 

I’m from Chicago, | can deal with the cold. 
However, 3/4 of the Potatomen (Mass(imil- 

iano), their bassist is from Lafayette, Indiana 
& is more than happy to admit that fact) are 
from California. And well... Californians are 
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pretty much wimps when it comes to 

Weta 
So we stood together, the 3/4 of the 

Potatomen wondering whether this was a 

joke or not, awkwardly waiting for someone 

to come up & tell us what to do. No one 

did, but there were a good deal of stares 

coming in our direction. 
Eventually everything got sorted out. 

The Potatomen, at their request, would play 

first, followed by Scooby Don’t. The night 

would be rounded up by the Dillinger Four. 

So after we got a little more relaxed, and ate 
a little of the food (provided in our honor, a 

Scooby Don'’ter told us), the show began. 
The show happened smoothly, the 

Potatomen were fabulous & made more 
friends than they lost (which seemed to be 

one of Larry's bigger fears).| didn’t see Scoo- 
by Don’t, | was outside catching up with 

Dave Hake. But oh! The Dillinger Four. Fuck. 

Absolutely phenomena!!! | fucking mean it, 
they're incredible! If you have a chance, pick 

up their record, which should be out as | 

write this ($3 from Cerebellum Records PO 
Box 40308 St. Paul, MN 55104). 1 mean it, 
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too), had been told to stick around after the 

show. | don’t know what the Potatopeople 

wanted to do, but myself, | just wanted to 
get back to. the D4 house & maybe talk a lit- 
tle & then collapse. | realized that wasn’t 

going to be the evenings agenda, as | saw 

two Scooby Don'ters struggling under the 
weight of a keg of beer as the carried it into 

the basement. Yikes! 
“Don't worry,’ | was told by one of the 

gentlemen carrying the beer, ‘the beer’s free.” 
Whoo hoo! | got so smashed that | ended up 
dropping my pants & gettin’ stupid. 

“No thanks,” | said, smiling politely, “I 
don’t drink... thanks though... Do you have 
anything non-alcoholic? Soda or something?” 

“No, there’s an SA [the name of the gas 
Re-Use) aM aM ZO Olle TRI) aaa er 
which has gotten shortened to SA] around 

the corner... Have you seen Larry around?” 

A few minutes later, a band just hap- 
pened to set up in a corner & start playing. 

Whadya know! | can’t remember their 

name, or really what they sounded like. | just 

remember wanting to leave. 
So there | was, after fleeing the house, 

trudging to the gas station with Dave 

Hake, in order to get something to drink. 
Luckily, | picked up a banana chocolate 

chunk muffin at the SA & everything 
seemed good again! 

When we got back, the party had 

reached comic levels. | had to pinch myself 
at times to make sure | wasn’t in some 

low-budget frat movie. The keg was quick- 

ly being emptied (seemingly by Adam alone) 

and most. of the more sophisticated 
punkers there had moved on to ingesting 
large amounts of pot, through very humor- 

ous smoking apparatuses. ° 
“D’ya want some?” a Scooby Don’ter 

asked, swinging a pipe in my direction. 

| shook my head, “Naw”. 
He took another puff off the pipe, did 

the I’m-holding—my—breath—even—though— 

this—burns—like—shit face, exhaled into my 
face, and said “‘you sure? It’s free.” 

| said no again and turned to walk away. 
“Have you seen Larry?” he called out 

behind me. 
Now, | should take a second here to 

explain something to you, almost all of my 
friends live up in the Twin Cities. I've been 

there quite a bit & everyone I’ve ever met 

up there is extraordinarily nice (even the 

crusts & the straightedge kids!). However, 
has anyone up there ever offered me gal- 

lons of free beer, & pounds of free pot? 

C’mon, that’s a little too nice. 
| should also note here that | have no 

problem whatsoever with people getting 

drunk. None, whatsoever. In fact, | kinda 

like hanging out with people when they’re 

drunk. It’s a lot of fun! However, pot is 

another story. The smell is beyond terri- 

ble & people don’t get more fun when 

they smoke it, they just get flaky. When 

I’m around people smoking it, | just get 

really grumpy. 
So anyway, I’m getting in a bad mood, 

the D4 guys are packing up to get back to 
the safety of St. Paul. Potatomen guitarist & 
all around good guy (with the best hair in 

America) Patrick (who can hold his liquor 

AND his composure), is ready to move on, 

as is Mass who worked 18 hours the day 

before being the engineer & bass player for 
the P-men’s recording studio at his studio, 

Sonic Iguana. In fact, Mass looks like me may 

collapse from exhaustion at any moment. 

The problem is Adam. 

Adam has bought the whole show 

hook, line, & sinker (no pun intended). He’s 
ingested so many substances that he could 

be by himself on a raft in the middle of the 
Atlantic and he’d be having the time of his 

life. Unfortunately, he doesn’t see that, and 

insists that we remain. We concede for a 

few minutes (since we can’t find Larry any- 

where), then set on him again. Finally, we 

coerce him into coming to the van, where 

who do we find, but Larry—asleep in the 
passenger seat! 

We woke up Larry, & drove down to 

the D4 house, Mass went upstairs to sleep 

(after a little talking) & Larry continued his 
catnap in the van.Adam went straight to the 

beer & then went on to tell anyone that 

would listen what a great time he had been 

having at the Scooby Don’t house & that the 

place we were at now blew in comparison. 

No one listened to him. In fact, he ended up 

passed out sitting cross—legged and Patrick 

and | had to carry him up & drop him into 

bed with Mass. 
With Adam gone, Larry in the house 

(finally) sleeping in Eric’s room (with Eric's fer- 

ret). Patrick, myself,and Patrick & Eric from the 
D4 sat around talking. It was wonderful. 

The next day was spent in Extreme 

Noise Records hanging out with Dave Hake 
& finally meeting Felix Von Havoc (the 

self-proclaimed “bad boy of rock & roll”), 

who may | say, is much more attractive than 

| would have imagined. 
Extreme Noise is a punk rock dream- 

land; I’ve really never been in a better 

record store. It’s staffed by surprisingly nice 

people, it has a pool table & free video 

games, they'll play music you want to hear. 
It’s got a great zine selection. | could really 
just waste days & days sitting there reading 

magazines & listening to records. It’s great. 

Bravo kids! 
Oh, | should probably plug them: 

Extreme Noise 124 W. Lake St. Minneapolis 

MN 55408 (612) 821-0119. 
That night, | just sat around with Dave 

Hake & Bill Boulger talking about hardcore 

& Emo & the fact that the next day Bill was 

going to co-star in a film called “Mall Rats.” 

Go Bill!! 
| should probably ad at this point that 

during the course of my second day in the 

Twin Cities, | learned that all the “free” beer 
& pot offered to me the night before wasn’t 
really free at all: everyone going to the show 

paid for it! How’s that for hospitality? Hope 

you enjoyed the show kids, ‘cause you 

weren’t invited to the real party, even 

though you paid for it. 
| had originally planned to come back 

from the Twin Cities via Greyhound. 
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However, all weekend | had been hearing 

‘hound horror stories and | learned that it 
was only $20 more to take the train. | 

booked my seat immediately. 
The train was leaving the station at 

eight twenty Monday morning. | set an 

alarm clock to wake me at seven, since | 

had to take two busses to get there. The 

next thing | know, it’s five to eight & I’m still 

in my underwear with a big line of drool 
leaking out of my mouth. | got dressed & 
brushed my teeth & packed my bag in less 
than five minutes. 

| ran out of Dave & Bill’s apartment & 
down the street, the whole time checking 
in back of me for the bus, so | could hop on 
when it passed me up. It didn’t. | continued 
running all the way down to University 

Avenue, where | was supposed to catch my 
second bus. It wasn’t there either. At this 

point it was ten after eight, and | was 
sweating like a fucking pig (even though it 

was maybe 30 degrees out. | flew down 

University, hopping on the bus with three 
blocks to go. | ran from the bus to the sta- 

tion, through the automatic doors & to the 
reservation desk. 

“Hasthechicagotrainleftyet?” |  stam- 
mered, forcing the words through the deep 
breaths | was taking. 

“Oh, the Chicago train has been delayed 
by an hour and a half. You can take a seat 

over in our waiting room.” 

| slumped into.an uncomfortable leather 
chair and proceeded to have a heart attack. 

So now I’m on the train, a Mennonite 
woman (they’re like Amish people except 
they can ride on trains) is sitting next to me 

(she’s the second of two wives of the man 

sitting in back of me),|’m writing in a journal 

(two issues in a row—whadya know!).And 
I’m happy. 

ADDED BONUS 

A few weeks ago | went to see 
Unwound. Some genius here in Chicago 

thought it would be a great idea to book a 
show in an art-house movie theater. | scoffed 
when | first heard the idea, and even now I’m 

not sure about the thing—sitting down to 

watch a show is a foreign concept. The last 
show | sat down at was... Bob Dylan seven 

years ago [but that’s a story for another 
day]?? So | went, | sat down, and | was fuck- 
ing moved. . A 

What can | say? There’s no better way 

to put this—I had a full-on emo moment. 

tM eMC oy Lae Le aT a 
as you are reading it. 

Unwound was fucking incredible. They 
played so slowly, sometimes it seemed that 

they weren't even moving the song forward 

at all. The rhythms moved at a subconscious 
level, like the panic you feel before you drift 
off to sleep. 

Unwound: music on the bleeding edge 
of sleep. 

Anyway, so Unwound was playing & | 

was completely wrapped up in the music, 

surrounded by people | hadn't seen in a real- 

ly really long time. Some | really care about, 

some | don’t as much, but still like. Anyway, 

seeing all these people again just brought 

back all these memories—images of who | 
was two or three years ago—ideas about 

who | may have become had | not chosen 

the paths that | did—new views of what it is 

that | have become. And the whole time, 

Unwound was playing away. And | was just 
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When they finished their set (the drum- 

mer walked off, the guitarist & bassist kept 
going, then the guitarist left, leaving the 

bassist to slowly—quietly—finish the song), 

| just sat there, stunned, for five minutes. 
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| wish | could say that music always 

moves me that way. It doesn’t. But for one 
night (and of course—like all nights that 

work this way are—it was cold, dark, and 
rainy), it did. And | can’t escape the eerie 
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going to be the same again. 
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IN CLOSING 
Thanks for reading this far, | know this 

was a long column.As always, ! welcome mail 

with open arms & love to get quick post- 

cards from people. Although | must warn 

ot UMC) me=r Uae alma lee Tania a Zell g 

mail .There are some people that have writ- 

ten me so long ago that I’m actually afraid to 

write them back now ‘cause it’s been so 

long. But, rest assured, you will get a reply, 

eventually. So mail anything (at your own 

risk, of course) to: Dan Sinker/Punk Planet 
North PO box 1559 Chicago, IL 60690. Also, 
feel free to E-mail: TastySpydr@aol.com 

This past weekend | went to a strip 

club. That's right, me: Mr. Sensitive, Mr. 
“Women Are People Too,” Mr.“‘Can | Help 
You With That?” 

| went to a strip club. 

And | am not ashamed. 
Well, slightly ashamed. Okay, and more 

than a little disgusted. 

And totally, thoroughly, and profound- 
ly amused. 

Four couples (including my girlfriend 

and !) went to Thee Dollhouse on a lark. 

Camp value, | guess, and curiosity about 

what the place was like. I’ve had all sorts of 

adventures, some of which could probably 

get me arrested, or at least profiled on 
“Hard Copy,” but | had never been to a strip 

club — so how could | pass up the oppor- 

tunity? Thee Dollhouse (not to be confused 
with Thee Headcoates) ‘is a “gentleman's 

club” which caters to well-off yuppies and 

visiting businessmen who find the experi- 

ence of standing around while partially 
naked women dance near them highly erot- 

ic. You are not, by the way, allowed to touch 

the women, or one of four very large men 
wearing tuxedos and carrying walkie-talkies 

will push your face through your crotch 

without looking up from the “Leg Show” 
magazine that they are undoubtedly reading 

for the articles. Thee Dollhouse takes Visa, 
Mastercard, and American Express. Your 

coats are checked for free, while an evening 
of drinks will cost you an amount of money 
“somewhere between the [993 net profits of 

Dow Chemical and the gross national prod- 
uct of Ghana. 

| don’t believe that | have ever seen a 
funnier sight than a man wearing a Rolex 
watch with an enormous erection beneath 
his Gap® Khaki’s slipping twenty dollar bill 
after twenty dollar bill into the garter belt of 
a woman with surreally large breasts (and it 

should be noted that there was enough sili- 

cone in the club to create a giant, gelatinous 

breast the size of Mount Hood, with a nipple 

that could cover Portland, Oregon in a flood 
of large-curd plastic lactation) while she 
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shook those nipple-less breasts in his face. 
(Yes, you heard me: no nipples. This is 

because the law in Chicago (and don’t ask me 
for the logic behind this) is that nudity is for- 

bidden in establishments serving alcohol, so 

in order to comply the dancers wear silicone 

over their nipples — which if you ask me is 

thoroughly redundant on women with this 
much plastic surgery behind them. In any 

event, this creates the impression that some- 

one attacked the dancers with a giant pencil 

eraser, making them look even more like 

plastic Barbie dolls then they already do. | half 
expect that, under their G-Strings, their 

crotches look like de-gendered Ken dolls). 

I’ve never seen people so transfixed by 

something so completely non-erotic. The 

place was distantly remote from anything 

even slightly sensual — it was done up in 
what | would call “Reagan ‘80s Corporate” 
interior design, with chrome and neon and 

(and | swear that I’m not making this up) 

ESPN playing on big screen TV sets all over 
the place. (ESPN was doing a show on off 

road racing. Somehow it seemed appropri- 

ate). These women, dressed in prom-dress- 

trailer-park chic, were tacky and overly 

made up in a way that would have rendered 

them pathetic were it not for the fact that 
Cane (TR CM a LL ay A LeeLee 00 Ma 

talked to one of them, who seemed to get a 

kick out of the way men debased them- 

selves before her partially naked body. Per- 

sonally, | would have had a difficult time 

keeping a straight face. Three Japanese busi- 

MSSM casa cll Mer (Rel! 
completely disinterested looking blond 

woman wearing five inchheels, dancing to 

AC/DC and Eddie Money. The PRS aT 

place sucked. 
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it was also pretty horrifying: a) almost every 

single one of these women had breast 

implants, big breast implants, b) all of them 
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interesting, and c) many of these guys had 

wedding bands on their fingers. | spent 

much of the evening trying to figure out 
why anyone would want to attend some- 

place like this, where you could look but 

you couldn’t touch, where the fantasy is 

everything but the fantasy is boring. To 

answer this question, | began to watch the 

one member of our entourage not with a 

girlfriend. We'll call him P. 
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P hada glazed look in his eye, which | 

initially believed was alcohol, and slowly 

determined was unadulterated lust. He 

stared at these women like a seven year-old 

girl stares at giant stuffed animals in a toy 
store, something akin to “ooh, | will make 
you mine” ringing his ears, an obsessive 
look of desperate longing quivering at the 

corners of his lips. 
Rarely did any of these men look these 

women in the eye, preferring to stare at the 

spot directly between their breasts or direct- 

ly between their legs. This was sex discon- 

nected from actually having sex, intercourse 

disconnected from actually having to commu- 
nicate with anyone. It was ... boring. We got so 
bored after an hour that we left. Surrounded 
by naked women, | was yawning. This, it should 

be noted, is quite an accomplishment. 
The irony is that, upon leaving, | saw 

several women outside who appeared to 

be walking in to Thee Dollhouse to go to 
work. These women looked perfectly nor- 
mal, and were’ quite attractive. And | real- 

ized that part of that attraction was the fact 

that they were wearing clothes, they 

weren't wearing much makeup, and that 

there was.some mystery involved — you 

couldn't immediately see their charms. The 

women inside didn’t even strip — they just 

dropped trou and stuck their seemingly 
erased nipples in your eye.As though that’s 

supposed to turn you on. 

Disturbingly enough, it turned a lot of 

people on. Supposedly (according to domi- 

nance theory feminists like Andrea 

Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon) this 
kind of thing turns men into rapists. Per- 

sonally, | think it’s more likely to turn men 
into impotent little creeps who need to 

surf cable TV to find a naked body to get 
aroused. You wonder what these guys do 
with their wives — do they try to imagine 
them without nipples? Do they picture 

them dancing to Eddie Money while grasp- 
ing a giant chrome pole? Do they picture 

them doing a table dance for Japanese busi- 
nessmen? Is this the average sex life of mid- 

dle class America? 
One friend of mine went home and 

had what he claimed was some of the best 
sex of his life with his girlfriend. Of course, 

he’s a lawyer too, so this should probably 

be understood in its proper context.As for 
me, ! went home and went to sleep. | was 

feeling too encrusted with bad cologne, my 
eyes had been blinded by too many flashing 

breasts, and | was numbed by the sexless- 
ness of it all. This was sex turned into some 

kind of bizarre, cold, capitalist commodifi- 

cation ritual. Just the way people like 

everything in this country. Except this was 
the reverse — usually, suppliers try to turn 

their goods into sexy items (cars, pens, 

detergent, shampoo — all of it is sold with 

sex) — while this was an attempt to turn 
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From the somatic looks in the eyes of P,I'd 

say they succeeded. We are very nearly 

defeated, indeed. 
Kerosene@aol.com 
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anniversary, but April, 1995 is also an 

anniversary of my own - [3 years since | 

started publishing my fanzine, Jersey Beat. 

| remember when Dan, Will, Pepito, 

Matt, Julia and some of the other people 

here at Punk Planet first started “talking” 

about doing their own fanzine on the mes- 
sage boards of America OnLine. To tell you 

the truth, | scoffed at the idea. | couldn’t 
believe that a bunch of kids scattered all 
over the country would be able to work 

together and actually get anything pub- 

lished. It’s hard enough to collaborate 

when everyone is sitting in the same room! 

Still, it’s always been my policy to encour- 
age anyone crazy enough to want to start 
a fanzine. So a few old-timers - myself and 
Larry Livermore, especially - started 

answering questions and providing whatev- 

er advice we could. My AOL bill that 

month was over $90, but at the end of it, 

the first issue of Punk Planet came out, and 
ft -MeeUay Mee Olt el nm al-l eo NICE 

- and, to their credit, publishing a terrific 

zine. | haven’t said this in public before so 
let me say it now: I’m proud of you. Con- 

gratulations on a job well done. 
If you had told me in 1982 that | would 

still be publishing a fanzine in 1995, | proba- 

bly would have either laughed or called the 
paramedics to come and take you away. 

Well, no, that’s not true. | don’t think we had 

paramedics in 1982.1 just would have called 
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the loony bin. But | still would have thought 

you were nuts. 
The time has flown by so fast that it’s 

difficult to remember just how long it’s been. 

Last week | went to see the Offspring and 
Quicksand play a big concert in New York 
City, and just to put things in perspective, 

there must have been a thousand kids at that 

show who weren't born yet in 1982.What | 

find gratifying—and also a little amazing—is 

that so many of the people who started out 

with me back then are still around. Maxi- 
mumrocknroll and Flipside are still around 
and doing better than ever. Jack Rabid was 
already publishing his fanzine, The Big 
Takeover, when | started Jersey Beat. So was 

Suburban Voice’s Al Quint. And both those 

guys are still at it too. 

Jersey Beat actually started as a “scene 
report” column in another fanzine, a news- 

paper formatted zine called Discords pub- 
lished by my college roommate Howard 

Wuelfing. (Howard now does publicity at 
Columbia Records and works with bands 
like Soul Asylum and Suede, but back in 
1982, he was a punk rocker playing in a cool 
D.C. band called the Nurses and publishing 

one of the first national fanzines with region- 

al scene reports.) My column was called 

“Jersey Beat” - a pun on the term Mersey 
Beat, which described bands like the Beatles 
who lived along the Mersey River in England. 

Back in 1982, there were a lot of cool bands 
in Hoboken, like the Bongos and dB’s, and the 

start of a local hardcore scene.Adrenalin O.D. 
was one of the first Jersey punk bands | ever 

wrote about. Even Worse, which featured Jack 
Rabid on drums (and at one point, Sonic 

Youth’s Thurston Moore on guitar) was 

another.Another cool punk band from those 

days was The Misguided. Their drummer, Lyle 
Hysen, was this cocky high school who did a 

punk zine called Damaged Goods. 

When Howard had to stop publishing 

Discords, | decided to spin off my column 

into a zine of my own. Damaged Goods, 
which was printed offset and included car- 
toons and a few badly reproduced photos, 
was my biggest inspiration. Those were the 

earliest days of “Do It Yourself-ism” and for 
the most part, you not only had to Do It 

Yourself, but figure out how to do it yourself 

as well. 
Back in 1982, desktop computers were 

still the stuff of science fiction, laser printers 

were years away, even laser photocopy 

machines were still a few years in the future. 

Kids today get a Mac for Christmas and can 
put together the first issue of a fairly good- 

looking zine before New Year's Day. Nowa- 
days, | use an IBM 486/66mz PC, MS Word 
for Windows, a HP laser printer, and MS 

Publisher. Except for the actual typing, the 
computer does all the work. But back in 
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pair of scissors, a pot of rubber cement, and 
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That’s all you really need to do a zine 
today, too - not everyone has their own 

computer, or needs one to be creative. The 

most important tool in any kind of publish- 

ing is your brain. It all starts with the desire 

to express yourself. Today, the means to 

express yourself are easier to come by than 

ever, which is why there are so many 
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published diaries. But the desire—and the 

ability—to express yourself meaningfully and 

interestingly, those are commodities that are 

as rare today as they were in 1982, when 

you could count all the fanzines published in 

the Greater New York area on one hand. 

AJ. Liebling once said that the only per- 

son who really enjoyed freedom of the press 

is the person who owns one. But today, with 

desktop publishing and low-cost copying, 

you don’t need to own an entire printing 

press. Anyone can become a publisher and 

thus enjoy one of the most basic and funda- 

mental rights guaranteed in the Constitu- 

tion. Just remember, all rights carry with 

them responsibilities, and the freedom to 
publish is no exception. 

You have a responsibility to tell the 
truth, to be true to your own convictions, 

but most of all, if you are going to start your 

own fanzine, you have the responsibility to 

make it readable. 

The biggest danger to the fanzine 
underground isn’t right wing fanatics or gov- 

ernment censorship, it’s bad, boring fanzines. 

Too many of them, and everyone tunes out. 

And if people stop reading, we might as well 
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Fanzine editors come in all shapes and 
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for a few weeks, others for a lifetime. There 
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publishing my fanzine. I've made a lot of 
friends (and a few enemies,) met dozens of 

fascinating people (some of them famous, a 

lot of them unknown but still worth 

knowing,) and traveled all over the country 
because of my zine. If you think you want to 
do your own fanzine, go for it. Just think 
about what you’re doing and why you're 

doing it, and make your zine something you 
can be proud of, and that other people will 

want to read. Otherwise, all you're doing is 
wasting paper. And there’s enough of that 

going on already. 

Unfortunately, this is going to be a bit half- 

assed, seeing that it’s already two days past the 

deadline for this column. The first part is an 
exerpt from an old column | wrote for the 

back to school issue and never sent in and the 
second part is probably more fanzine material 

than it is column material but please just bear 

with me. Here we go. 

| LUV PARTIES whoo whoo 

Being at the fraternity/sorority infested U of ° 
|, there is rarely anything to do here besides 

party, dude. One weekend, | relented and 

went to two, count ‘em, TWO parties, the 
first of which was completely unmemorable, 

the second of which | wish was completely 

erased from the history of Kim Bae. I, being 

used to avoiding helplessly stupid people, 
naively forgot that slimeballs who try to find 

a quick fuck at parties are not confined to 
eighties movies. My friend Colleen (wow! 

She has been. mentioned in every single one 

of my columns!) had the worst luck of all.A 
guy named Luke (“like Skywalker, y'know? 
AHAHA..” -an actual quote) somehow 

coerced her away from the party, shoved her 
up against a wall somewhere and tried to 
clean out her throat with his tongue. Lucki- 

ly, she escaped and has since recovered 
through intensive therapy. 

Before that happened, a guy | had never 
seen before approached me, smiled, and said, 
“Aren’t you in my art history class?” | said | 

didn’t recognize him but he was at the party 
by himself and seemed like a harmless enough 
guy so | spent about twenty. minutes talking 

to him.Around two or three AM, my friends 

wanted to split and | unwittingly invited the 

guy (his name was Tony) to come with us.We 
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ended up just going to my room and loung- 

ing around, remarking about how that was 

college was all about, man. Colleen left early 

to go to bed so it was just me, Tracy, Dave, 

and Tony.At one point, Tony asked me if | had 

just recently dyed my hair.| told him no, that 
it had been the same color for about six 

years. He responded with, “I’m surprised | 

didn’t notice it was red before because I've 

been scoping you out for a while.” | debated 

for a second then decided against batting my 

eyelashes at him (just a joke. haha.) Later 
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doorway and said, “You look really good 

tonight.” | practically slammed his face in the 

door in my hurry to get his greasy ass out. 

The next day, Colleen woke me up to 

go to lunch. While | was locking my door, 

| heard Colleen’s voice say, “Hey, Tony.” | 

looked up and to my horror, saw Tony 
walking toward us in the hallway. “I came 

by to see if you wanted to smoke some 

buds.” Avoiding eye contact, | muttered, 
“No, we're going to eat lunch.” Colleen, 

not knowing what a cretin Tony was, said, 
“Hey, maybe after lunch.” | inwardly 
groaned as Tony bombarded me with 
questions which Colleen mercilessly 
answered to the fullest extent of her 
knowledge in lieu of my complete and 

utter silence. 
Tony:What's your last name, Kim? 

Me: complete and utter silence 
Colleen: Oh, it’s Bae. B - A - E, most 

people spell it wrong. I’m most chipper 

when | envoke total misery into Kim's life. 
Tony decided, much to my delight, that 

he wasn’t hungry so Colleen and | walked 

into the cafeteria by ourselves. We sat down 
with the rest of our friends and | filled them 
all in, making Colleen feel as guilty as possible. 

After we finished our gourmet meals, we 

stepped outside so that the smokers among 

us could fix their urges and Tony, who had 
been waiting outside for me, sprang up from 
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over toward us, his greasy hair immobile even 

in the strong breeze blowing the leaves 

around outside. 
“So, ya wanna smoke some buds?” 

“No,” | said yawning, “I’m going to go do 
homework.” Tony, however, whose tiny little 
Pye Mole Mole metel! (Mie g htm) Bel 
tility, continued to pester me. Then Dave, 

who had been in my room the night before, 
suddenly raised his arm menacingly, pointed 

an accusatory finger at Tony, and shouted, 
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“Hey! YOU'RE the motherfucker that stole 
my wallet!” | pinned him down while Dave 

beat the testosterone out of him. Then, we 
shoved his limp body into a Hefty bag and 
burned it while dancing around it in a cele- 

bratory jig. 

| REALLY LUV PARTIES 
A couple weeks ago, | got an unex- 

pected call from Jenny Gee, Dummyroom 
proprietress and wife of the illustrious Joey 
Vindictive, inviting me to Joe’s 33rd birth- 
day, party. When | hung up (that just does- 
n’t sound right, hung) with her, | tried to 

remember when the last time | got invited 
to a birthday party was and started to get 
excited. | made plans with my significant 

other, Shane, and my friend Bill to go. The 
day of the party, we piled into Bill’s beauti- 
ful red, high class 1986 Acura and zoomed 
out to Roselle or whatever the hell the 
name of their town is. Walking into the 
door was like stepping back two years in 

time. A lot of people | knew in my little 

scenester girl days were there, not to men- 

tion a few other colorful characters. Joe’s 
new band played an all covers set, doing the 

Rezillos, Dead Kennedys, the Stooges, and 
many others that | didn’t recognize because 
I'm not old school enough. They were really 

fun and energetic and Jenny even sang for 

one song. After their set, Bill, Shane, and | 
gorged ourselves on beer, sodas, and pizza 

(respectively) and | weighed myself on the 
little scale in the bathroom. |16 pounds! 
gawd, I’m SOOOOOOON fat! I've got to 
start a heavy rotation of bingeing and purg- 
ing. I've just GOT to. Uh, anyway, the next 
band was called the HeeHee Wives (sp?) 
which, for some reason or another, Shane 

and Bill thought was the HeeHee Wipes 
who were pretty bad. They started out OK 

but toward the end as ‘their songs started 

melting into and turning into one another, | 
started getting irritated. They also had a song 
about a prominent alternative radio station 
in town called “Fuck QI01”. Do you get it, 
huh, huh? Fuck You, Fuck Q? My knees get 

weak at the sight of such wittiness. Unfortu- 
nately, after their set was over, Shane and Bill 

wanted to leave so | missed the Mushuganas 

and the rest of the festivities. However, it 

was nice seeing all the people | hadn’t seen 
in ages and it was nice being at an actual 

birthday party. Nice nice nice. 
Well, that’s all for now, folks. See you 

next time. Oh, and to all the people that | 

haven’t written back to, | haven't been blow- 
ing you off, | have just been extremely busy 

for the past month. 
write me at URH 122 Saunders * 906 

W. College Ct. * Urbana, IL 61801 or e-mail 
me at k-bae@ux5.cso.uiuc.edu 

This is how | want to begin “Punk 

Planet—The Documentary:” A_ short, 
dark-haired woman (me) is walking away 

from the camera. She’s inside a post office 

and the Post Office Boxes line the left wall 
while light streams in the high windows on 
the right. The woman approaches her Box 

(# 1711) which is in the top row. She 
inserts the key, opens the door, places the 
tips of her fingers on the rim of the box 

and—because she is so short—does a lit- 
tle jump to see what is inside. As she 

comes down, on the beat when her feet 

would have touched the floor, music starts 
up (The Pretenders’ “Message of Love”) 

and we cut to...something else. 
After that first scene | really don’t 

know what I'd do. | mean obviously we'll all 

get to meet Will in Alabama, Dan in Chica- 
go, Karen in Detroit, and hopefully some of 

the colorful denizens who populate The 

Punk Planet—Larry, the Jims—Connell and 

Testa, Leah, Bret, etc. It would be a fun road- 

trip kind of movie.We'd find out what their 

lives are like, what they do, why they’re 
involved. There'd be plenty of punk music, 

punk performances, discussion of DIY and 

“the scene,” politics—ideas would zing 

around as if in some sinister physics exper- 

iment. But style? Structure? Specific con- 

tent? Do | have any more concrete ideas to 

put on celluloid? No. It’s a mystery. And all 

the advice I've gotten about movie-mak- 

ing—even documentary movie-making—has 

emphasized that you've got to have a plan. 

Before you start you've got to have a plan. 
Which brings me to Punk Planet— 

The éZine. 
When | think back on our short, 
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impresses itself on me. Some of the 



earliest criticism we got was that style- 
wise we looked like MRR and that we 
apparently didn’t have any better reason to 
exist than as an alternative to MRR. | think 
if I'd been standing outside this (ad)venture 
those would have been key reasons for me 
not to get involved. | might have thought 

that it would be pointless to devote any 
time to a publication that apparently had 
no identity of its own.The curious thing of 
course, is that no one who ever looked at 
our content could ever have confused us 
with MRR. (I know plenty of our partisans 
AND detractors would agree with that!) 
We took an existing template just to get 
started and stuffed it with essence of Punk 

Planet. The exact chemical composition of 
that essence has yet to be firmly estab- 
lished and is still distilling. (Tangent brew- 

brew a tangent? Am | hungry?) We've always 

had our own identity, even if we're still dis- 

covering WHAT that identity is as we go 

along—that goes for both content and style. 
“Discovering...as we go along...” Sounds 

awfully exciting to me. And this is the key 

point as far as I’m concerned, if we'd waited 

around until we had a clear idea of what we 

wanted to be and the way we wanted to 
look, we might never have gotten off the 

ground. Believe me, even agreeing on a name 

was hard work. (Hey y'all, remember “The 
Host Is Not Responding?” “Broth?” 

“99RPM?”) Let this be a lesson to.you for all 
your DIY projects. Maybe | should let it be a 
lesson to me for my documentary. 

It’s probably not such a great idea for 
installing new plumbing. 

JuliaPrime@aol.com 

Look above and know who | am.The elo- 

quence of my form as it appears in said col- 

umn header literally croons to you, my loyal 

readers, “Relevant! Sexy! Tactfully cool!” in a 
suave voice reserved only for those who are 

as precious and coy as this one true and pro- 
fessional hipster. Call me Ace. Another instal- 

lation of all that is tragic and Hake awaits you. 

| have no attention span. | can’t watch 

bands for longer than twenty minutes even 
if | like them. | can’t write a column about 

a single topic. | can’t watch TV without flip- 
ping channels. Yeah, yeah, yeah. It’s just your 

stereotypical feat of brilliance by members 
of our sick little generation, being vacuous, 

feeble-minded and susceptible to com- 

mercial advertisement. So here | sit staring 
into a weird checker patterned screen 
containing the roaming logo of our friends 
SUGAR on their very own screen saver 
designed by Rykodisc. | think about Bob 

Mould, wondering to what extent every- 
thing that he does is still about the Twin 

Cities, Macalester College, pain and isola- 
tion. | am no emo boy so | do not identify 
with the latter two. If | had been in 

HUSKER DU | would’ve covered “Eight 
Miles High” because | like to scream, not 
because | like to emote. There is definitely 

a need for sincerity on the most basic 
level. The underground needs to reformu- 
late politics as it understands them and 

assert the few fundamental truths it can 
definitely be sure of.““Confusion is every- 
where.” Once this point is reached, the 
more sophisticated ideas will naturally fol- 
low. There is falsity in the idea that per- 
forming is deep. Anything emotional is at 
least partially an act, an abstract represen- 

tation of the “real thing”. Emo is TV. It is 
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just a little bit larger than you were before 

or after the “gig”. Ultimately feelings are 
stupid. “Relating” is over-rated, and per- 
sonal issues are deemed as tedious. Along 
toate eh Lh LOTT ULL a Cola Taras 
manifesto called “Radio Sermonettes” 
asserts, “There are no issues. There is no 

such thing as sexism, fascism, speciesism, 
looksism, or any other ‘franchise issue’ 
which can be separated out from the 

social complex and treated with ‘dis- 

course’ as a ‘problem’. There exists only 
the totality which subsumes all these illu- 
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discourse, thus rendering all opinions, pro 
and con, into mere thought-commodities 

to be bought and sold.And this totality is 
itself an illusion, an evil nightmare from 
which we are trying (through art, or 

humor, or by any other means) to awaken.” 
All | know, in the best tradition of rock and 

rollers, is the moment | exist in. It’s all | can 
concentrate on, and ultimately all that 

matters. It is my hope that jumping around 
from thought to thought inevitably, in the 
larger context, demonstrates the connect- 

edness of things. With the state of my writ- 
ing, and the lack of flow in my mindset, it is 
the best | can hope for. 

|. Talking the talk on self-conceived 
cool. All | care about is the insular music 
scene, shit-talking and slander. Boy oh boy. 
Could | re-write the same column issue 
after issue and say it’s been a good year for 
Hake? You bet. Modern hardcore scene 
tires of diapers and nighttime lullabies opt- 
ing for outrage and murder: CARBOMB 
and YAHMOS are going to take over the 
world. They are both touring this summer 
(separately). Go see them. SWINGIN’ 
UTTERS LP: awesome, consistently catchy, 

can write lyrics that hearken back to rele- 

vance and use of imagery, no paper 

envelopes for sleeves or gratuitous water 

references. Finally when they say “77” they 
mean “77”. STIFF LITTLE FINGERS/CLASH 
influence all the way. Letters regarding Beth 
Johnson in MRR #143:1 don’t know who I’m 

more for, the poor working class kids who 

definitely, definitely don’t get along with dear 

ol’ Mom and Dad, having put in many houts 

at the light bulb factory to earn their lunch 
money, or the estranged old school punk 

rocker turned crotchety curmudgeon Beth 

Johnson who takes her special brand of self- 
imposed alienation a step farther with every 

issue, Sure beats riot grrris writing in to 
complain about how their zine got canned 

last month in “Between The Lions” or some 
equally relevant bit of subcultural backwash 

(check issue #144 out, Beth Johnson vs. guys 
who don’t know their Kerouac, but try to 
get street cred all the-same.| see a talk show 

in the works here.) DILLINGER FOUR: Mein 
mackdaddys of pop, powered by mock duck, 

the Twin Cities’ latest and greatest. Imagine 
a band which "doesn’t have even one bad 
song and encapsulates the anthemic quality 

we would like all bands to have, showing a 

definite A for effort with winning tuneful 
sensibility. I've seen them every other day for 
almost two weeks now, and | can’t get tired 

of them. It did to JAWBREAKER what Kick 
did to Mountain Dew (recent Kick billboards 
boldly proclaim it the “new hardcore, psy- 
cho, nitro drink” and clocks in with the 

cheap shot “Your little sister drinks Moun- 

tain Dew”. Genius!) Forthcoming 7” record 

for DILLINGER FOUR and the CREEPERS 
by the time you have this in your hot little 
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hands. Fuck the coasts, give us Midwest kids 
some credit! Gaaah. Write Cerebellum 

Records/PO BOX _40308/St. Paul MN 
55104. THE CREEPERS: Still the band that 
everyone (me) is talking about. Recently 

lead singer gets totally trashed at first time 

college appearance and wows audience with 

openly displayed penis and wrestling with 
floor monitors. Song number one which IS 

a fuck you song turns sudden instrumental 

as he drops the mike, running out a side 
door only to reappear minutes later bring- 

ing in two grade school kids from outside, 
BMX bikes and all, proudly announcing, “I 

have found THE KIDS.” They later wow 
audience members with revealing their 

favorite band to be, you guessed it, PAN- 

TERA.The youth! Liberal Macalester stu- 

dents readily digest everything, broken 

glass, puking punk rock hero (our lead 
singer) and unanimously agree, “Much 
more spontaneous than David Yow.” Ugh. 
A compelling dissertation made by one 
student concerning THE CREEPERS wow- 
ful impact of serene anger and middle 
class frustration was cut off mid sentence 
by a huge bear hug from our lead singer, 

grabbing the young and aspiring pre-law 
undergrad from his seat, rubbing that dain- 
ty, thoughtful, aryan head in the Minneso- 
ta permafrost. Much better than any 

“cheesy ass motherfucker” comment | 
could’ve made. C’est tout, mes cheres. 
Love them, or leave them. That's how it is 
with rock n’ roll, and that’s how it is with 
THE CREEPERS. New Jersey record store 
opens for the masses:A new record store 
called Sound On Sound just opened up in 
the wake of past efforts like Reconstruc- 
tion, New York City hardcore and Sam 
McPheeters bashing. They are open |2-8 
PM Eastern time, seven days a week and 
may be expanding their weekend hours. | 

had a lengthy chat with one of the work- 
ers there talking shop on moving units, 

using hair dye to lure potential customers 
and making sure you order enough of that 

awesome new ENGINE KID album. Check 
these kids out. The revolution is contin- 
gent on having our own retail space. Sam 
Goody, no go. Sound On Sound/!60 
Woodbridge Ave./Highland Park, NJ 
08904/(408) 985-3345. BORN AGAINST 
debunked: As excerpted from “BORN 
AGAINST, The Untold Story” by Adam 
Nathanson in his zine “Paralyzed Veterans 
Of America”: “Dumb kids with big 
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aspirations and bigger mouths, we started 
BORN AGAINST to get our piece of his- 
tory secured. We succeeded in only the 
most microscopic, incestuous way. Much 
in the same way Sam and | had bought 
into the whole New York hardcore thing 
years before, then turned on it, people 

swallowed our line. Some of them were 
weaned on BORN AGAINST, but our mes- 

sage was so contained and inwardly direct- 
ed that we inadvertently trained a whole 
little mini-generation of re-enfranchised 

nerds to turn on us. We created our own 
moronic little Frankenstein, now we'll let it 

walk into walls by itself’’ Ultimately the 
McLarenesque reasoning inherent in 

repackaging all outstanding BORN 

AGAINST tracks onto an LP while reissu- 

ing all former records for the “re-enfran- 

chised nerds” mentioned above is a stroke 

of brilliance. What .a swindle. Even better 
that the Vermiform braintrust can continue 

to lambast it’s constituent buying audience 

(white, middle to upper class males with 

thick glasses and ICONOCLAST beards) 

while pawning off worthy spin off acts like 
MEN’S RECOVERY PROJECT and even 

loopier the YOUNG PIONEERS. | like to 
think this is directed towards kids who wet 

themselves at night during nightmares pop- 

ulated by gargantuan, taunting UPC codes, 

buy anything with an Ebullition logo on it 

just because it seemed like “the right thing 

to do”, or even better, thought it “might 
sound like STILL LIFE or JARA”. Ridiculous, 

_Vindicating and ultimately, justified. Viva Ver- 

miform! WORST CASE SCENARIO demo: 

The best thing approximating hardcore in 

three months, easily. Members of 
UNWOUND and some defunct Minneso- 

ta alterno-rock outfits, this blazing effort in 

the spirit of THE FAITH and VOID really 

cooks. Rumor mill has it that they’re doing 

a 7S on Lookout. Yowza. The label that got 

NEUROSIS to the big time, and document- 
ed the passing of RICE in their most dis- 

turbing LP, “Fuck You, This is Rice” with 

CHAIN OF STRENGTH cover and all. 

Diversifying our roster, are we? Well, well, 
well. Ding, ding, ding. 

2. Daisy Rooks = mistress of 
hatred. Throw on a handy MOSS ICON 
record and let’s go at it from the begin- 
ning. My column this issue has grown 
bloated and confused already as a result 
of skirting what could’ve been an entire 
column in of itself. Maybe I'll get into the 

specifics later, just because it seems too 
stupid and outlandish to be believed now. 

The basics: | was called, funnily enough, to 
be flown to New York by Wilkes & Rainey, 
a research firm contracted by the United 

Paramount Network, to meet with some 
kind of underground braintrust comprised 

of “young people your age, young people 
who do zines, and fans of alternative 
music’’ (lordy, lordy is right!) to “consult” 
on a pilot TV show which was supposed 
to address “issues. which concern young 

people and the alternative culture’’. Bigger, 
louder, faster. Hake! Now lends himself 
more easily to craziness, batteries ARE 
included! This begins the saga of Hake. 
Drum roll. Instant legitimacy, here | come. 

From what I-can tell this “chance of a 
lifetime” was a side effect of having talked to 

some dimwit reporter for Option magazine 

on “punk rock in the country” (in of itself 

another random thing that either had some- 

thing to do with my being in IMPETUS 
INTER or working for Extreme Noise). 

“Punk in the country” is a subject you right- 
ly guess | know nothing about. So | lied, | 
mean, go for the gusto, why not? “Mr. 

Option Flunkie, | sing for a band called 
“Podunk Rats”, we do Jethro Tull covers at 

45 RPM and other wacky things to fuck 
with locals, since gawd, Minnesota is SUCH 

a cultural backwater. Big hair and big fun, 
our stage show is highlighted with appear- 
ances by local diner waitresses we used to 

go to high school with who do back up 
vocals and flips timed with the music.” My 

reputation of being “in the know”. was 

thereby assured. So here | am, in New York, 
talking about “alternative culture” to a 

bunch of suits as a result of making up an 

unbelievable story for a guy who wanted a 
story about trailer parks, beer nuts and 
“white trash campiness in the vein of 

Wayne’s World”. Ha? 

| caught my first glimpse of Ms. Rooks 
sitting at a long table in the labyrinthine 
offices of Wilkes & Rainey. The otherwise 
vague sprinkling of noteworthy “alterna- 

tive” types were by and large the result of 
more misinformed researching that had to 
do with friends of a friend who was cool, 
did a zine last year on “girl issues” and is 
sad about the recent buying out of Sassy, 
and so on and so on. It’s not important. 
Refer to the above bit concerning lame- 
ass from Option and the preconceived 
notions of people on wack.Who would be 
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telling who what “alternative” is? | didn’t 
realize at the time who Daisy was, as she 

sat there chatting up a storm with a some- 
what anorexic black woman who | later 
learned was Lisa Bonet, formerly of the 
Cosby Show, currently of the pop culture 
has-been circuit after performing in a some- 

what racy sex film that involved a gratuitous 

use of chicken blood and crazy explicit 

imagery that “Bill wasn’t so down with” (her 
words, not mine). Lisa apparently is being 

groomed for the protagonist role in our lit- 
tle pilot which depicts the life and times of a 

kind of updated, female Jack Kerouac who is 
trying to “make it” on her own and aspires 

towards stardom. Rags to riches meets Mary 

Lou Lord at a Lollapalooza concert? Maybe. 
Lisa originally wasn’t supposed to meet any 

of us, but insisted on doing it as part of her 
“research”. Uh-huh. At some point she was 
called away and we didn’t see her again for 

the duration of our visit. Oh, the tears that 

come to my eyes. 
To explain why Daisy Rooks deserves 

a special numbered heading all to herself 
would be to explain why she defamed me 
in a small quarter-sized zine dedicated to 
exploring my so called collusion with Epi- 
taph, Dan Sinker and “all things lame in this 
world” which was hand delivered to me by 

a smug homey from chicks up front pos 
during a recent IMPETUS INTER junket to 
Detroit. Let’s not even mention the Milli 
Vanilli cheap shot in a recent HeartattaCk 
while we're at it. Daisy is initially intro- 
duced to me as “Anne” by Kevin Morse, 
United Paramount Network toadie 
numero uno (Anne is her real name, not to 
be used inside hardcore circles.) She quick- 
ly corrects him and smiles a broad grin 
upon discovering my identity. “I’m really. 
surprised you’re here.” She tosses her hair 

and continues to smile wickedly. “Where 
did they fly you from?” | ask trying to 
break the tension of the moment, to which 

she responds, “Well | go to school here at 
Julliard, so it wasn’t that big of a deal. | 
mean, I’m not even really here for the 

same reasons you are.” She looks over my 
shoulder to see if there’s someone more 

interesting coming into the room and 

chuckles to herself distractedly. “What?” | 
ask. Her eyes move back to me and she 
pauses, debating to herself whether to 
continue, and finally bends a little closer 
and says in a hushed voice, “I might get a 
part.” I’m confused, “A part in what?” She 

shoots me a pitying look, “A part in the 
pilot.” Ah yes, | see. There is more to say 
about this, though from a moral perspec- 
tive my only concern is how well she deliv- 

ers her lines. Other than that, this bizarre 

episode only confirms my suspicions of 
what ridiculous lengths the media will go 
to get “hip” representatives to street cred- 
ify them. Co-option is not destructive to 
the underground in general, it’s just house 

cleaning for the next rightful purveyors of 
youthful intensity to take over. “Youth” 
being a term which describes the ability for 

an individual to accept new things and to 
change. “Intensity” meaning something 

which is honest and real, and not neces- 
sarily cool. Hair flips and baleful smiles 
notwithstanding.And you ask, why did | go 
in the first place? | suppose | subscribe to 

the idea that any door they open for you 

is a door you should ideally kick down. 
Obviously | was beaten to the punch in 
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aren't in yet on this one. | remind Daisy at 
one point, “A pilot is only a pilot’? More 
intoaenxe) (Una 
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1) Ah, another deadline comes around 

and once again | am continuing my punk- 
ness by being tardy. But it’s spring break 
and I’m not supposed to think, am I? Oh 
well, it hasn’t stopped me anyways, | don’t 

think anything ever could. In fact I'd say 
that thinking too much would rank right 
up there as my top problems. So many 
things in life would be so much simpler but 
| just go and think my head off analyzing 
and over analyzing everything way past the 

point of it being funny anymore. |! worry so 

much about some stuff that | worry about 
being worried about it. It’s nuts | know, but 

| never claimed to be anything more. In 

fact, you probably know what | mean 

(maybe?). Regardless it’s a pain in the butt 
because | know life really can’t be that hard 

(‘cause | see a lot of people doing it easi- 
ly), but for some reason | just can’t let it be 
easy. Chances are if | didn’t think about 
stuff or worry about it, it would fall in line 
anyways, | mean, it has to doesn’t it? Time 
will pass regardless of how much you think 

and something will happen. There’s just no 
denying it. So what | wonder is what would 

happen if | just let time pass, but unfortu- 

nately I’m to worried about the future to do 
that. Argh, it’s just a viscous circle. The prob- 

lem is that | don’t have a way out of it. Sigh... 
Lobotomy anyone? 

2) Here’s something bizarre to note. 
People with decent memories and enough 
free time may remember a few issues ago 
that | commented on the incredibly large 
amount of crappy pop punk stuff that we 
received for review. Well, this issue we got 

loads and loads and loads more noisy and 

emo stuff than ever before. Now, part of me 

wants to think that maybe this is some weird 

reaction to all the crummy pop punk from 

before. Hmm, it makes me think (Argh! 

There | go again!!) and wonder if there might 

be some sort of pattern if | paid attention 
every issue to note the levels of different 
types of music. What do you think? Then 
again there was still a whole bunch of poppy 
stuff, but it wasn’t anywhere near as bad -(in 

quality not quantity) this time. 1 don’t know. 

3) One of the things that I’ve always 
liked about punk is the fun D.L-Y. attitude. 

Anyone can do a zine, or put on a show, or 
play in a band (‘‘Besides, it’s just punk rock 
man, you don’t have to know how to play, 
you just gotta be a punk!” (hmm, a neato 
sample fro a neato album...can you name 
it?) But it’s true, you can just be silly and 
you've got a veritable punk band (although 

it may piss me off to listen to your 7”. He 
he he.) or anything! My latest venture into 

this crazy world was a record label that my 
friend and | started, and gosh, if you ever 
had an inkling to put out a record you 

should. It’s fun! It was actually surprisingly 
easy to get bands to want to help (they’re 
D.I.Y. too remember!) and there are tons 
of label people who'll give you advice. The 
only thing it requires is TONS of patience 
and some money (Summer jobs work well 
for us youngsters). The whole experience 
has given me a really neat sense of com- 
munity in at least the hardcore scene 

(that’s what | was dealing with) if not all of 
punk rock. It’s real easy to get bummed 
out when you're surrounded by a bunch 
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apathetic people, but when you get in con- 

tact with these other people doing stuff 
(whether its bands,-labels, distributors or 

whatever) there’s an air of excitement and 
caring in what they do and it’s really great. 
| used to think | was the only person who 
felt that way, now I’m glad there are oth- 
ers. So if you wanna do something don’t 
be afraid to try, it’s a lot easier and much 

more fun than you'd think. 
4) Ok, so | do a little zine called Oh 

Well. I've decided to stop selling it com- 
pletely to people | don’t know for several 

reasons. |) I’m really bad at filling orders (if 

you ordered one and haven't gotten it, one 

will be coming soon | SWEAR)!). 2) It really 

is intended for friends of mine anyways and 
whatnot. There’s others too, but | forget ‘em 

at the moment. Anyways, if you want one 

mention it in the letter and maybe I'll send 

one, people who randomly write me to say 

“hi” may get one in return. | dunno, basical- 

ly selling it is too much for me, but please 

do write me anyways, ok? 

5) That double 7” | mentioned earlier 
(called PIGS SUCK) is for sale, in fact by the 

time you read this it'll probably be in it’s sec- 

ond pressing. It is a HARDCORE (get your 
attention?) compilation so, um...buy it if you 

like hardcore, ok? It’s got unreleased songs by 

Capitali$t Casualties, Mankind?, Terminal Dis- 

gust, FY.P., Spazz, Masskontroll, Quincy Punx, 

and Oppressed Logic. They cost $5 each, ok? 
And if you must use checks, make them out 

to “Will Killingsworth” NOT Dandy. Yes | 
know my real last name rules; thank you. Te 

he he. So, send all your orders to: Clean Plate 

Records; PO BOX 2582; Birmingham, AL 
35202. Distributors; we always are looking 

for help. 
6) So, I’ve kinda floundered this col- 

umn and | feel kinda silly, but hey, not 

everyone can be a winner and | know I’m 

not so here you go. It makes me feel kinda 

useless like maybe my column is sitting 

there between two really good ones and 

everyone just skipped this over and 

thought, “HA, that’s crap!” but that seems 
to be my place in life anyways, huh? Sigh, 

but | don’t want to think about that (hell it 

IS spring break remember!?!) so write me 
or something. I’m at the southern address 

of Twa fanzine, and also 

“WillDandy!@aol.com” Seeya. 
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Skim 
| used to hate rock stars but now that 

| know more first-hand about them | real- 

ly really really FUCKING HATE FUCK- 
ING ROCK STARS, FUCK ‘EM THEY 
CAN FUCK OFF AND DIE. | can’t think 
of a more fucked combination of person- 
ality traits—powermad and apathetic.And 
especially fuck the people who are in the 
business of selling fucking rock stars. Every 
fucking day | see more how fucking 
IMMORAL the “music business” is, I’ve 
come to realize that is the main attribute 

you have to have to rise to the top of the 
fucking music biz, you have to be a fucking 

sociopath with absolutely no sense of 
right and wrong to be able to treat human 

beings like cans of soup on the commodi- 
ties market. 

But that isn’t what | wanted to talk 

about this month. | wanted to talk about 
books. |! love books but | have been steadi- 

ly giving away or selling most of my books 

for the last several years, | used to have a 
couple thousand books and just a few 
hundred records, now | have a couple 

thousand records and just a hundred or so 

books. | think that’s because | care a lot 
more about books than | do about 

records. | moved this month and got rid of 
even more books. These are the books 

that are left on my bookshelf at home (not 

necessarily my favorite books, just the 

ones | happen to own). 
Gertrude Stein in Words and Pic- 

tures; This is Orson Welles; Hand Dance 
by Wanda Coleman; A War of Eyes and 
other stories by Wanda Coleman; Lyrics 
1966-1985 by Bob Dylan; a book of por- 
traits of Frida Kahlo that | forgot the 
name of because | loaned it to my mom; 
Punk Diary by George Gimarc; Red Aza- 
lea - Life and Love in China by Anchee 
Min; Her Blue Body Everything We Know 
by Alice Walker;A People’s History of the 
United States; The Shipping News by E. 
Annie Proulx; The Storyteller by Mario 
Vargas Llosa;The Diary of H. L. Mencken; 

Sixty Stories by Donald Barthelme; Psy- 

chotic Reactions and Carburetor Dung by 

Lester Bangs; Frida Kahlo Folding Screen; 
Roget's International Thesaurus of English 
Words and Phrases; The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary of Quotations; The King by 
Donald Barthelme; The Notebook by 
Agota Kristof; This Business of Music; The 
Thief and the Dogs by Naguib Mahfouz; | 
Can Hear Me Fine by Jean Smith; Ranters 

and Crowd Pleasers by Greil Marcus; 
Kitchen by Banana Yoshimoto; The Indian 
Lawyer by James Welch; A River Runs 
Through It by Norman Maclean; John 
Medicinewolf by Michael E. Moon; A 

Kamikaze In Her Eyes by Peter Plate; 
Come As You Are by Michael Azerrad; Bob 
Dylan Behind the Shades by Clinton 
Heylin; Hunger At The Moon by B. Child- 
ish; darkness throws down the sun by 
peter plate; The Dylan Companion; No 
Longer at Ease by Chinua Achebe; On 
Record - Rock, Pop, and the Written 
Word; Baby Driver by Jan Kerouac; The 

American Heritage Dictionary; Webster's 
New World Thesaurus; The New Ameri- 

can Roget’s College Thesaurus in Dictio- 
nary Form; The Threepenny Opera by 
Bertolt Brecht; The Quick Red Fox by 
John D. MacDonald; Chimera by John 
Barth; Writers on Writing; The War 
Against The Mafia by Tim Shawcross; Beau 
Geste by P C.Wren; Beau Sabreur by P.C. 

Wren; Writing In General and the Short 
Story in Particular;A Dictionary of Syn- 
onyms and Antonyms; The New American 

Webster Handy College Dictionary; 
Hoyle’s Rules of Games Second Revised 
Edition; The Use and Misuse of Language; 
The New American Crossword Puzzle 
Dictionary; The Viking Book of Poetry of 
the English-Speaking World; 3 Lives by 
Gertrude Stein; The Making of Americans 

by Gertrude Stein; Confessions of Rock 
Groups - The Scandals and Scoundrels of 
Rock n’ Roll; The Lost Weekend by 
Charles Jackson;The Pocket Book of Quo- 
tations; welcome To Hard Times by E. L. 
Doctorow; Setting Free the Bears by John 
Irving; The Tale of the Body Thief by Anne 

Rice; The Elements of Style; Word Play by 
Peter Farb; The Vigilantes of Montana by 
Prof. Thomas J. Dimsdale; Great Days by 

Donald Barthelme; Twelve Steps and 
Twelve Traditions; Alcoholics Anonymous 
(the Big Book); Alcoholics Anonymous 

Third Edition New and Revised; The 



Fabulous Showman - The Life and Times of 
P.T. Barnum by Irving Wallace; Miss Manners’ 
Guide To Excruciatingly Correct Behavior by 
Judith Martin; Good To Go - Short Stories 
West Coast Style; The Last Best Place - A 
Montana Anthology; The Oxford Companion 
to English Literature; Varieties of Religious 
Experience by William James; Tender Buttons 

by Gertrude Stein; Fernhurst, Q.E.D. and 

other stories by Gertrude Stein; The Home 

Book of American Quotations; This House of 
Sky by Ivan Doig; Between The Blinds - A 
Derrida Reader; The History of Montana 
State Forestry by Gareth C. Moon; Rocko- 

nomics by Marc Eliot; Of Love and Shadows 
by Isabel Allende; The Little Prince by Antoine 

de Saint Exupery; The Denial of Death by 
Ernest Becker; Ultramarine by Malcolm 

Lowry;A Pogo Panorama by Walt Kelly; The 

Complete Short Stories of Mark Twain; My 
Life as Author and Editor by H. L. Mencken; 

Women, Sex and Rock ‘n’ Roll by Liz Evans; 
Yearning - race, gender, and cultural politics 

by bell hooks; and The Wanderer - Dion’s 
Story by Dion DiMucci with Davin Seay. 

Just remember - rock stars can go to 

hell. And books are more important than 
records. 
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I'm not a math person. Never have 
been. Give me a choice between numbers 
and letters, and I'll take letters any day. 

Sometimes, though, math is important. 
Multiply $4.25 by 40 and you get 

$170. Subtract 15% and you get $144.50. 
That’s a generous estimate of what a min- 
imum wage worker brings home. Maybe 
you already know that, and think that 
everybody else knows it, too. Well, not 
everybody does, and those who do know 
don’t always do the math. How often do 
they really think about these numbers and 
what they mean? They also don’t think 
about how if and when you do get a raise, 
it’s only ¢25, or less. They don’t think 
about the fact that you get no paid breaks 
or sick time. If they think at all about the 
minimum wage, they think that the only 

people who actually work at that rate are 
retirees.on social security or kids who still 
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It has come to my attention recently 
that even nice, well-meaning, John-Lennon- 

Glasses-Wearing-Saab-Driving liberal folks 
often have no clue about these numbers. 

These are the people who've thought that | 

meant somewhere in the neighborhood of 

$20,000 a year when I've said | didn’t make 
much money. 

A lot of people also don’t know about 

the problems low-wage workers have with 

group health insurance. Well, usually they 

aren't offered any. That's problem number one. 
Problem number two is that it’s often imprac- 

tical and unaffordable. When you take home 

$150 a week, ten bucks out of every check is 
a lot. It’s silly to spend it on insurance that you 

can't use because the deductible is $500.00, 
especially if it only covers only eighty or even 

fifty percent of the bill anyway. You could say 

it’s for emergencies, but when paying your 

rent is an emergency every month it doesn’t 
make much sense to spend money on vague 
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If in the past decade or so, the minimum 

wage had been increasing in proportion with 

the rise in the cost of living, it would stand 
at about $10.50 an hour.Around here, that’s 

pretty good money. For the most part, the 

only jobs available are in the service sector, 

even if you have a degree. If you're good at 

waiting tables, you can make alright money 
until your back gives out (or your sanity). 

Otherwise, you can probably look forward 

to making $5 or $6 an hour. That doesn’t 

stack up too well against the rents, which 

are high. It’s a college town; the colleges are 

all downsizing, which means it’s time to 
make the doughnuts. The students are still 

here. They still eat and buy records and 
clothes. Otherwise, we'd have no jobs at all. 

A glance in any direction quickly reveals 

nothing but dead mill towns and struggling 

family farms. 

We have a lot of coffee shops, and the 
competition among them is lively. Only one 
starts new hires at a living wage (that’s 
very different from waving it in front of 
your face: ‘if you’re good, we'll treat you 
like a human being in just a few short 

years...) Occasionally they make public 
knowledge of their unusually decent treat- 
ment of their employees, issuing a kind of 
challenge to the coffee drinking public to 

patronize their place as a matter of princi- 

ple.A lot of people find this pretty annoying. 

Others are amused that such a lame story 

should appear on the front page of the 

paper. | even caught myself making a “slow 
news day” remark. But what they’re doing is 
important. They’re charging less money (for 

what | personally think is a better product) 
and paying better wages. Not surprisingly, 

the service is better too. The bottom line 
being that it’s not impossible. How many 

times have we all heard “I can’t” from a boss 
when we’ve asked to be paid a decent wage? 
It would almost be a relief if they would 

come out and admit that it’s just really 
inconvenient or that they plain don’t want 

to. But no, they say they “can’t afford it”. 
Well, maybe sometimes that’s true. But a lot 
of the time, it’s clearly bullshit. 

| get really pissed when | hear people 
talking about “slackers”.A rich girl | went to 

school with once used the word “slacker” to 
refer to my “friends” (she really meant my 
audience - the people who come to see my 
plays when they're performed) | think | was 
a little shocked, because | didn’t tell her to 
fuck off, and now | really regret it. Because 
what the fuck is she talking about? Does she 

assume that people work in restaurants and 
retail stores because it somehow supports 

their “slacker” lifestyle? What’s so slack 

about working all the time and having no 
money? | don’t get it. Whether or not | 
reject 1980's greed is moot. The money isn’t 
really there anyway. 

Generally, | have lots of problems with 
people in the “Theatah”. They are too 

numerous to mention here. | get every- 
thing from blank stares to deep dramatic 
sighs to nasty cracks from “Theatah” peo- 
ple when | inform them that | will not be 
able to drop everything at a moment’s 
notice to spend two weeks at some work- 
shop that my play has been selected for, or 
when | can only spend two weeks rather 
than a month. Even if | can arrange the 
time off, it’s unpaid. And heaven knows, 
everyone is so poverty-stricken in the The- 
atah these days that they can’t possibly 
offer me any actual money...just a chance 
to be seen, and to meet people. Well, | 
can’t eat handshakes. Do they really think 
I’m going to risk my job to the off-off 
chance that | will become instantly rich and 
famous at this event? Yes, sadly. They do. 

Of course, I’m single. Everything is a lot 

worse if you have children. The message 
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we're getting is that if you don’t have 
money, you shouldn’t have children, and 

that if you do and you run into hard times, 

it’s your own damn fault. You should have 
known you were going to get laid off from 

your job. How could you have brought a 

child into the world five years ago with 

that hanging over your head? You probably 

should have just been sterilized as soon as 

you reached puberty. Now you want the 

government to pick up the tab for your 

mistakes. Some people.... 
It’s a good time to be critical of every- 
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larly about welfare. The thing about welfare 
is, it’s almost impossible to live on. Most 

people can’t afford cars, some can’t afford 

phones. Just keeping up with the documen- 

tation is a part-time job in itself, especially 

without a car and/or phone (they always 

manage to put everything out of walking 

distance; you hear stories of people taking a 

$2.00 cab and getting let off two blocks 
from the welfare department to avoid 

recrimination). If given the chance, many 

welfare parents will accept part-time jobs to 

supplement their totally inadequate 

incomes, but in most cases they're unable to 
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out losing everything else. 
Finally, let's not forget that people who 

receive welfare are also taxpayers. Like 

everybody else, many welfare recipients 
work and pay taxes their entire lives, with 
the exception of the (usually few) years they 

collect welfare. Personally, | don’t see the 

problem with this. 
Furthermore, | really don’t care about 

fraud. | also don’t care that people shoplift 

at Wal-Mart and pilfer supplies at their shit- 

ty office jobs. I'd much prefer that my taxes 
pay for welfare, fraud and all, than for Bob 

Dole’s golf clubs. 
Whether you make $10,000 or 

$100,000 a year (thanks to the Reagan/Bush 
Administration) you probably pay taxes. Even 

the lamest paycheck is pinched. And on the 

low end, you feel the bite differently, like in 
your stomach. Newt Gingrich acts like some- 
body died and left him King. But really, our 

taxes support his fucking lifestyle. Talk about 

entitlements. It boggles the mind. His no-mini- 

mum-wage, no-welfare, no-school-lunches 

Contract on America will not lower the deficit 

so much as it will line the already bulging pock- 

ets of the rich. Don’t forget that he's your ser- 

vant. Dare him to do the math. 

I learned a great deal about human 
nature during my years in Hollywood. 

None of it good. 
| think Billy Wilder originally said that, but 

it could have been almost anyone who's spent 

any time in the entertainment industry. 

And they don’t need to have ever set 
foot in the City.of Angels, either; “Holly- 
wood” is a state of mind and a way of 
doing business far more than a geographi- 

cal location. 
As you might guess, this month finds me 

a bit surlier than usual about the state of the 
entertainment industry, punk rock division in 
particular. Some of you might even bridle at 

hearing the production and distribution of 

your favorite form of music as either “enter- 
tainment” or “industry,” but there it is, boys 

and girls: it’s time to face facts. 
An unfortunate byproduct of the 

explosive increase in the popularity of 
punk rock has been the increased empha- 
sis on the “business” end of the music 
business equation. There’s no one person 
or institution to blame for that develop- 

ment, though certainly more than a few 
accusatory fingers have been pointed in 

my own direction. 
But it wasn’t me, nor Mr. Brett, nor 

Green Day, nor any of the host of Green 
Day wannabees now clawing their way up 
through the punk ranks, who tipped the 
balance. It was instead, the cumulative 

actions and motives of hundreds and thou- 

sands of bands, labels, zines, radio stations, 

and, surprisingly enough, perhaps, even you, 

the quiet little consumer. 
Putting the genie back in the bottle 

now is quite another matter; | personally 

doubt whether it’s possible. For all intents 

and purposes, punk rock as we’ve known it 
is now the mainstream, or at least well on 

its way to becoming so. 
From my own perspective, sitting 

uneasily astride what | guess is now Amer- 

ica’s second largest punk rock record label, 

| see the crap flying from both ends. On 
one hand, I’m beset by bands who want to 
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maintain their indie credibility but want to 

pull down the big bucks that major label 
bands do; on the other hand I’ve got the 

grass roots punks and self-appointed con- 
sciences of the scene howling at me every 

time our label or our bands make more 

money than someone thinks they should. 
The thing is, you can’t have it both 

ways, and I’m getting a little tired of trying. 

I'm particularly tired of all the pretense and 
hypocrisy. | could write a book, and maybe 

will some day, about what really goes on 

behind the scenes with some of your 

favorite punk rock heroes. 
But that would destroy this wonderful 

little fantasy world we all have agreed to 

inhabit, would make it impossible to keep 
pretending that we're somehow morally or 

esthetically superior to the rock icons of 

previous generations. Sure, maybe we start- 
ed out to be different, to do things in a 
whole new way, but let me give you a clue: 

so did the Grateful Dead.As grotesque and 

bloated and devoid of taste and value as that 

group may have become, it’s no worse than 

what people, maybe even you, will some day 

be saying about some of today’s big punk 
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No, they're not all like that. Ironically, 
one of the groups that has done the best at 
dealing with stardom, who have changed the 

least and maybe even improved as a result 
of their success, is one that many of you like 
to brand as the great satan of sellouts: 

Green Day.| could name you a dozen punk 

bands who haven't sold 1/100 the records 

Green Day has but who have attitudes out 

to the fucking stratosphere. 
| tried to allude to some of that in a 

telephone conversation with Tim Yohan- 
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interested, understandably. He was still 

steaming about my column in the last 
Punk Planet, in which | unleashed my tem- 
per and Spike Anarkie on him and Maxi- 

mum Rocknroll. (You can read Tim’s 
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ters section.) 
| couldn’t say that | blamed him that 

much; the reason | called him was that | was 

tired of the sorry state relations had reached 

between him and myself. Some people have 
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ing Tim and me tear each other apart in 

print, but | haven't been one of them. 
Oh sure, | got a certain visceral satis- 

faction out of writing that column, but 
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whoever said revenge was sweet obviously 
had different tastes than | do. | felt, and still 
feel, that Tim has been slinging questions, 

charges and accusations about Lookout 

Records based on ideas and information that 
isn’t realistic, but | don’t have any desire to 
be enemies with him. 

In fact during all the years | worked 
with him, one of the things | respected 
about him was his ability to argue intensely 

over a political or ethical point without let- 
ting it become personal, i.e., after the argu- 

ment was over, you can still be friends, still 

discuss other things without hard feelings. 
That’s a fairly rare quality, as some of you 
may have noticed. 

One of the things | admire less about 
Tim is his tendency to play fast and loose 

with language and even facts in order to 
make what he considers an important point. 
That’s what | felt he did in his original com- 
ments about Lookout that inspired me to 

write my last column, and he’s still doing it, 

though to a much lesser extent, in his 

response in this issue. 

Granted, | overreacted; he posed a few 
pointed questions and a few leading innuen- 

does, and | dropped a rhetorical bomb. Much 

of what | wrote in that column was an 
attempt to turn things around, to show that 

| could apply the same inquisitorial tech- 

niques to MRR that he was applying to 

Lookout and make him look just as bad, if 
not worse. 

But though it might have made for 
great reading, none of it was calculated to 
promote greater communication or 
understanding, which in my own book at 
least, is the writer’s greatest calling. If | 
taught Tim a lesson, that he wasn’t the only 
one who could throw charges around, | 
taught myself a more important lesson: 
that name calling and loaded accusations 
weren't the way | wanted to conduct my 
relationships with people who share many, 
though not all, of my own values. 

Though Tim and | disagree, and proba- 

bly always will, on a few fundamental points, 

that didn’t stop me from contributing to his 
magazine for many years, or from working 

with him in the early years to help get 

Gilman off the ground. A lot of good has 
come out of things that we were able to do 
together, and while it’s not likely that we'll 
ever work together that closely again, it 

seems idiotic to squander our energy ‘in 

bickering when there is a world of trouble 

out there confronting not just the punk 

scene, but society in general. 

I've long since grown weary of these 

endless debates over who has “sold out,” or 

whether Band X is better than Band Y 

because the door price at their shows is a 

dollar lower. America is being run into the 

ground by a wild-eyed and corrupt gaggle of 
power-mad religious fanatics, and some of 

the best and brightest minds of our genera- 
tion can find nothing more pressing to argue 

about than whether something is genuinely 

“punk” or not? 

One of the main points separating me 
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that punk music and attitudes are an end in 

themselves, and that promulgating the punk 

lifestyle and values is a worthwhile applica- 

tion of one’s time and energy, | don't. To me, 

most of what was radical or revolutionary 

about punk rock ended years ago. 

That’s not to say that | don’t believe 

that independent record labels and fanzines 
and publishing companies play an absolutely 

vital role in propagating and disseminating 

popular culture, just that the question of 

whether Johnny Suburb gets his new Rancid 

CD at Epicenter or at Tower Records kind 

of pales into insignificance alongside the 

question of whether millions of inner city 
kids are going to grow up malnourished and 

uneducated, of whether our once green and 

pleasant land is going to be reduced to an 

overheated and toxic asphalt desert, of 
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country is going to continue to be the 

imprisoning and killing of people. 

| don’t mean to imply that Tim Yohan- 
nan doesn’t care about those bigger issues. 
One of the reasons | originally got involved 
with MRR was that Tim impressed me as 
someone who thought of punk rock as 
being about more than just music or enter- 
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obsession with major labels and keeping 

punk “pure” has hindered his ability to 

achieve any larger political goals. The issues 

that MRR devotes so much of its energy to 
are hopelessly esoteric and essentially mean- 

ingless to the vast majority of Americans; 

when, for example, | try to explain to “nor- 

mal” people what some of these controver- 

sies are about, | usually get nothing but blank 
stares or “Don’t these people have anything 

more important to think about?” 

One of the questions posed by Tim in 

his original column was why | didn’t get 

together with a number of other people 

who have made significant amounts of 
money from punk rock music - if | remem- 
ber right, some of them were Corey Rusk, 
Brett Gurewitz, Ruth Schwartz, and Billie Joe 
Armstrong - and set up some new distribu- 
tion system that “would benefit all the 
punks.” | have several answers to that. For 
one, | don’t even know all the people Tim 

mentioned, or necessarily share the same 

ideas or values with all of them. Secondly, |, 

and all the other people he mentioned 
already have fulltime jobs, and at least among 
the ones | know, none have so much time on 
their hands that they’re looking for a new 
hobby or second occupation. , 

Third, there are already a host of inde- 

pendent labels and distributors who are 

steadily increasing their power to get music 
into stores and homes across America and 

the world; despite major label incursions into 

the indie world, it’s more possible than ever 
for just about anyone to make and distribute 

a record. If you don’t believe me, just listen to 
the quality of some of the stuff that’s getting 

out there. And lastly, | don’t feel any obliga- 

tion or desire to do-something for “all the 
punks,” any more than'I want to do some- 

thing for all white people or all people with 

brown hair or all people who live in Fargo, 
North Dakota. 

Within the term “punk” there is now 
an incredible variety of very good and very 

bad and very mediocre people. It’s not any 
sort of united, like-minded community, and 
it never will be again. MRR, which once 
functioned as not only the “bible,” but the 
central communications channel of the 
entire punk scene, is a good example of the 
way things have changed: now that Tim has 
decided to focus more on garage and retro 
music, new magazines and new scenes have 
had to spring up to fill the void. Everywhere 
| go (I’m on tour with my band as | write 
this), | meet people who consider them- 
selves punks in every sense of the word but 
who have never read MRR or who have 
read it and think it’s completely irrelevant. 
MRR has always had its enemies, but while 
it might have been hated in the past, it 
never used to be ignored. 

It goes both ways, of course.While Punk 
Planet has in many ways begun to fill the role 

that MRR used to fill, that of representing the 

entire spectrum of the punk scene, there are 



many, especially among the old schoolers, 
who have nothing but contempt for PP. And 

that doesn’t even take into consideration all 

the HeartattaCk readers who probably 

hate both MRR and PP for being too foofy 

and frivolous. 
Anyway, enough for the notion of “all 

the punks.” If Tim wants to do something 

for “all the punks,” and if he can identify 
who they are and what can or should be 

done for them, I’d be interested to hear 

what it is and what | might be able to do to 
help. But it would have to be something 
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it easier for them to buy records and zines. 
This goes to the heart, | think, of much 

of the misunderstanding between Tim and 
myself. It’s not that one or the other of us is 

right or wrong, just that we have different 

priorities, different ideas of how to operate 
and about what is truly important. For 

instance, when | talked about the way Tim 

chooses to make his living and operate his 

magazine, | didn’t mean to say there was 
anything wrong or immoral about it (though 

| admit that the way | wrote my column 

made it seem that way), but that there were 
just as many contradictions in his way of life 

as he suggested there are in mine. 
If Tim wants to work the way he 

does, keeping a straight job which allows 

him a small but secure income and fringe 
benefits, good for him. That makes him nei- 

ther better nor worse than anyone else 
who has to make certain compromises to 

earn a living. My point was not there was 

anything shady about his job. It was a low 

blow on my part to refer to his employer, 

the University of California,as one of Amer- 

ica’s leading military contractors. It is, of 

course, but obviously the University does § 

many more things than design nuclear 

bombs. If it was a low blow, though, it didn’t 

seem particularly lower than to make a 

huge deal out of the fact that some of Look- 

out’s records are sold to Caroline, which in 

turn is partially owned by EMI, a major 

record label which in turn is owned by 
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ment in the weapons trade. 
| was trying to illustrate, perhaps not 

successfully, that it’s very difficult, if not 

impossible, to operate within a complex 

technological society without coming into 

contact with some of the enormous corpo- 
rate and government interests who control 
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think Tim and | would agree that compro- 
mise is sometimes necessary, we have 

somewhat differing ideas about which par- 
ticular sort of compromises are acceptable. 
For instance, during many of the years that 

he held his job at the University, | didn’t 
have a job at all, because | didn’t want to 

pay taxes or participate in the system in any 

way. Instead | scammed off of welfare and 

pulled various stunts of marginal legality 

and ethicality. * 
Did that make me better or worse than 

Tim? | don’t know; 1 don’t think there is any 

single answer.When | finally did become part 

of the system again, i.e., when Lookout 

became a profit-making business, | had to 

make an important decision: whether to go 

completely legit, as in the sense of giving up 

welfare and beginning to pay taxes, or of clos- 

ing down or selling the label. By choosing to 
keep the label going, | was already making 
compromises, and | knew that the pressure 

to make such compromises would increase 

as the label grew bigger. 
At the same time, | wasn’t especially 

proud of collecting welfare while other 
people worked at jobs and paid taxes to 
support me.Welfare scams may be “punk” 
in some circles, but I’ve held enough 
working-class jobs and known enough 
working-class people to see the other 
side of that equation. In the three years 
since Lookout started paying taxes, I’ve 
already paid back far more than | ever 
took from welfare, and even though way 
too much of that money went to buy 

bombs and build prisons, at least some of 
it is going to give other people the kind of 
help that | got when | needed it. | kind of 

like that. 
Another thing | like is that several 

dozen people are now earning a good living 

because of Lookout Records. Again, there is 
no way that Tim and | are going to be able 

to reach complete agreement on this issue, 

because he just doesn’t like people making 

money from punk rock. It’s fair enough for 
him to have that opinion, but neither fair 

nor realistic, | think, to expect everyone to 
live the way he does. He likes to point out 

how he works long hours nearly every day 
of the year at both his job and at MRR, how 
he almost never takes vacations or goes 

anywhere, and that’s essentially true. He's 
lived that way as long as I’ve known him, 

and | have no problem with it; unfortunate- 

ly, ’'m not sure he realizes that for the vast 

majority of people, such a way of life would 

be completely unacceptable. Most people 

want (and, | think, deserve) a bit more leisure 
and a bit more freedom out of their lives. 

Another fact is that the great majority 

of Americans suffer from a terrible eco- 

nomic and social insecurity. Many millions of 

people are only a paycheck (or welfare 

check) away from the streets, and many mil- 

lions more don’t have any reasonable 

expectation of ever having any meaningful 
or productive kind of work. For most of my 

life, | was one of those millions.As a result, 
| think | understand why people are so 

ready to sell their souls, so ready to lie and 

cheat and steal, so driven to pile up sums of 
money larger than you would think any 

rational person would ever need. Although 

at the present I’m earning more money than 

| ever made in my life, I’m still scared, just 
like most middle class Americans, because | 

know that if | lost my job | could end up 

behind the counter at Taco Bell. Or worse. 

Tim has had the same job for many 
years, and it’s a very secure job. | don’t think 
he can fully appreciate the concerns of peo- 
ple whose livelihoods aren’t so secure. 
That's not to say that he’s unsympathetic or 
unconcerned; just that his experiences have 
given him a different perspective.At present 

he makes less money and probably works 

harder than | do.At the most, his standard of 
living could be described as no more than 

lower middle class. 
But as far as | know, that’s where Tim 

has been at for most if not all of his life. I’ve 

spent much of my life, on the other hand, 

somewhere in between the working class 

and the underclass. True, sometimes during 
that period | had more money than Tim, but 

at many other points | had no money at all. 

I've spent more time living hand to mouth, 

even on the streets at times, than | have in 
the middle class realms | now inhabit. 

| don’t say this in an attempt to claim 

any sort of moral superiority over Tim, 

because | don’t feel | have any such superi- 

ority. I’m only trying to illustrate how and 

why we might have different outlooks on 

some aspects of personal economics even 
while we agree on many larger philosophi- 

cal points. 
When Tim says | am a liberal rather 

than a radical, he may be right. If being lib- 
eral means attempting to reform the cur- 

rent system rather than trying to 

overthrow it and start over, then | am 



definitely a liberal. | don’t feel wholesale 
revolution is a realistic or desirable goal in 

America at this time. For one thing, a soci- 

ety like ours is so complex and interde- 
pendent that a violent revolution would 

probably cause far more human suffering 

and damage than even the current system 

is responsible for. Second, and perhaps 

more to the point, if there were any sort of 

revolution in America today, it would 
almost certainly result in some sort of fas- 
cist and/or religious fundamentalist state. 

Why is that? Because the right is far 
better organized than we are. While we 
argue over who is “punk” and whether so- 
and-so’s. mohawk is tall enough, they're 
training militias and taking over school 
boards. Fifteen years or more of political 
punk bands and collectives and zines have 
produced nothing more than an infinitesi- 

mal number of self-satisfied and self-right- 
eous purists whose principal contribution 

appears to be routine denunciations of 

everyone who does not think, speak and 

act exactly the way they do. Meanwhile, 
America has moved so far to the right that 

there are serious questions in my mind 

about whether a lapse into German-style 
Nazism can still be prevented. 

Those of you who know your history 

will remember than in Germany of the 

1920s and early 30s, the left wing was as 
large as, perhaps larger than the right wing 
represented by Hitler and his conservative 

allies. But the left was never able to mount 
a credible opposition to the Nazi takeover 

because it could never stop fighting among 

itself. The socialists couldn’t cooperate with 
the communists, neither of them could get 
along with the anarchists, and the artists 

just thought that all politics was a bunch of 
old-fashioned nonsense. 

Well, we know how that turned out; 

many of those socialists and communists 

and anarchists who couldn’t work together 
long enough to stave off the Nazi takeover 

ended up side by side in the death camps. 

Now you may think that I’m overstating 
the case, that a bit of internecine bickering 

in the relatively tiny punk subculture is not 
likely to have any significant impact on the 
long-term political outlook for the United 

States. And perhaps you'd be right, but 

you'd be overlooking one of the facts that 

originally drew me into the punk scene: 
that at one time some of the most creative 

and radical thinking was to be found 

there. If that’s no longer true - and I’m not 
sure if it is or isn’t - | would suggest that a 
principal reason is the punk scene’s con- 

stant preoccupation with the trivial and 
the symbolic. 

Having said all that, | realize that | still 
haven’t directly addressed some of Tim’s 
specific questions about Lookout. The rea- 

son that | spent so much time outlining dif- 
ferences in our philosophies is that if you 

don’t allow for those differences, there’s no 
way that Tim or | could come up with satis- 

factory answers for each other. If he feels 
that one of the most vital uses of Lookout'’s 
resources and energy would be to expand 

the independent distribution system, then 
I’m afraid | can’t go along with him. If, on the 
other hand, | feel that it’s more important to 

contribute money to political or environ- 

mental causes, or to build a worker owned 
and operated business that operates along 
essentially socialist principles, then | don’t 
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What | do know is that the differ- 
ences separating Tim and me are relatively 
small in the overall scope of things, and 

that if we can’t fully agree on how or if 
punk “business” should operate, we can 
almost certainly agree on the need for fun- 

damental change in the way our society 

operates, and on the perhaps even more 
fundamental need to defend what rudi- 
ments of a social system we now have 

against the vicious thugs of the rabble- 
rousing right who, if they ever got their 
way, would do far worse things than clos- 
ing down our independent record stores. 

Let me then attempt to address some 

of the questions about Lookout. In the first 
place, Lookout has never “grossed $2.2 mil- 
lion” in a single month as Tim stated in his 
letter to Punk Planet. That he would use 
that figure represents a disregard for facts, 
in my opinion. That number does represent 

Mordam sales of Lookout products during 
January 1995, but since Tim has worked 
with Mordam much longer than Lookout 
has, he’s well aware that the first 15% of 
that goes to Mordam before Lookout sees 
a dime. 

All right, you’re saying, but that’s only 
$330,000, and what’s 330 grand among 
friends, right? Besides, Lookout is still left 
with $1.9 million, which ain’t hay. But 

neither does it translate into lazy days on 
the Riviera. In fact as | write this, Lookout 
is effectively broke. 

Oh sure, that’s only a very temporary 

situation.A month or two ago there was a 

million bucks in the bank; right now there’s 
almost nothing. A week or two from now 

there will probably be a million bucks again. 

And one day not long after I'll sit at a desk 
for an afternoon writing checks and just 
like that it’ll be gone again. 

No, you don’t have to start taking up a 
collection for us. The reason money comes 

and goes so fast right now is because we're 

growing so fast. In January of this year we 

sold more records than we did in the first 

nine months of. last year. By the end of 
March we'll have sold more records in three 
months than we did in the first seven years 

of the label combined. Needless to say, even- 

tually we'll have some large profits to show 

for this, but for the time being, virtually all 
the money goes right back into pressing 

more records and CDs, in paying profit 

shares to the bands and employees, and 

investing in new projects. 

Lookout at present has six full time 
employees and one part time. Each of them 
is paid a relatively low salary plus health 

care benefits, and at the end of each year is 
paid a bonus or profit share based on how 
well the label has done during the year. | 

don’t think it’s my place to reveal people's 
private financial data, but | can safely say 
that the lowest-paid Lookout employee 
earns about half again as much as Tim - but 
works full time for it - and the highest gets 
a comfortable middle class salary. 

| myself earn considerably more than 
that at present, but that’s based partly on 

the fact that | took no money at all from 

the label for the first five years. Most of 
what | get now is accumulated profit 

shares, the same sort of thing that our 
bands earn (though | could name a couple 

of bands who earn considerably more 
than | do). 

Some people have a problem with 
that; why, I’m not so sure. Nobody seems 
to think there’s anything wrong with some- 
one collecting thousands of dollars year 
after year just because they happened to 
play guitar or drums on a_ successful 
record; why should it be any less valid for 

the person who did the less glamorous 
work of putting out a record to make a 
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profit from it? 

The fact is that | put seven years of my 

life into working full time and-more at 

building a record label.At least partially as 

a result of that work, various musicians 

have now earned upwards of a couple mil- 
lion dollars. Now if Tim Yohannan wants to 

work for free or next to nothing year after 

year in order to help his favorite punk 
musicians become prosperous or even 

wealthy, that’s his prerogative. Personally, 

| feel that | shared the risks and the labor, 

and | should share in the rewards. 
That's not to say | expect to sit around 

the rest of my life collecting royalties. In 

fact, each year a certain percentage of 

Lookout ownership (and profits) passes 
into the hands of the employees, i.e., the 
ones who make it all happen. That’s social- 

ism in action, and while it’s not perfect, and 
it still takes place within the context of a 
capitalist society, it’s a hell of a lot better 

than what most companies do. 
Eventually, though, and that time may 

be coming fairly soon, I'll be making more 
money than | reasonably need. If and when 
that happens, | don’t yet know exactly 

what I’ll do. It’s something | give a good 
deal of thought to, but as of yet haven’t 

come up with any easy answers. 

Already I’ve greatly increased the 
amount of money | give away to various 
people and causes, though I’m not sure 
that the exact details are anyone’s busi- 

ness. | have responsibilities to several 
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ing financial trouble. But even still, there 

might come a time in the next year or two 

when | have extra money and will be in 

search of a cause to donate it to. 
It almost certainly won't be something 

along the lines of a new Gilman or Epicen- 
ter; while | respect those institutions 

immensely, I've already stated that | don’t 
think they are among society’s most press- 

ingneeds. Besides, they've already demon- 

strated that they're quite capable of 

supporting themselves. 
More likely the recipient of any large 

donations from me will be a political cause 

or movement, or perhaps some sort of 
media effort aimed at countering the rising 

tide of fascism. If there are those among 

you who have disposable income and wish 

to dispense it differently, be my guest; that’s 
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just how | feel about it. 
Another thing | will do with my 

money that might be different from Tim is 
that | will be setting aside a certain por- 
tion of it to provide for myself in the 
future. I’m not a young man anymore; 
while it seems amazing to think of it, I’m 

considerably closer to retirement age than 

| am to the age at which people generally 

start working. Tim himself is set with a job 
that will probably be there until he retires, 
and which probably carries a halfway 

decent pension with it. | don’t have any 
such luxury. | know what it’s like to live on 

Social Security and nothing else. | did it in 

my 20s, but! don’t think | want to try it 

again when I’m 75. 
It’s all a sort of balancing act between 

enlightened self-interest and _ social 
responsibility. | don’t know if | always make 

the right decisions. A lot of this is very 

new to me. But | constantly question both 
my motives and my actions. | will continue 

to do so, and any of you out there, Tim 
Yohannan included, are welcome to ques- 

tion them along with me. Ultimately it’s 

me who has to live with the consequences 

of my decisions. All the cheering and razz- 
ing from the peanut gallery isn’t going to 

change that. 
PS.As long as I’m attempting to clear 

things up with Tim Yohannan, | might as. 

well do the same with Ben Weasel, who 
took umbrage at the suggestion in my last 

column that he writes his MRR column 
mainly for the money. Although my entire 
column was at least semi-satirical, he took 

that part seriously, and if you're literal- 

minded enough to do the same, rest 

assured that Ben never does anything just 

for the money. 

| am pleasantly surprised that Punk 

Planet has lasted one whole year, and hap- 
pier still that it will probably be around for - 

a while longer. It’s exciting to see it all 
come together each issue, and while all of 

the “founders” are coming from way dif- 
ferent places (literally and philosophically), 

| think we all agree that’s what it’s all about 

— creating something. We like punk rock 

music so we write about records we listen 

to or zines we've read; stories, art, inter- 

views with people we admire. Yeah, we got 

inspired — okay, maybe riled up a bit — 

that Maximum Rock N’Roll was starting to 

(gasp!) censor its record reviews. Well, we 

said to ourselves, we can make our own 

zine and we won't be so haughty as to 

decide what’s punk and what's not! Yep, 

that’s probably what motivated us, but we 
would have run out of steam a long time 

ago if that’s all that’s kept us going. | think 
most of us will admit that we've been real- 
ly inspired by MRR; so many kids read it, 
we would be lucky to reach half as many 

people. It’s no secret that we started out 

to be something “sort of like MRR.” Then 

why do so many reviewers (or competi- 

tors) seem delighted to point out that PP 

is an “MRR wannabe”, ““MRR’s jealous little 

brother,” etc.? Lately more mean-spirited 
critics want it to be known how truly un- 

punk we really are. If someone knows us 

personally and doesn’t like us, it’s one 
thing, but these are people that have never 

met us! It kind of hurts, but you know, we 

are all the same people we were when we 

started. We have never presumed to set 
down any kind of punk standard for any- 
one else to follow. As we've said, if you 

don’t like it, don’t read it! Start your own 

Pana 
If anything, | think we are more aware 
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have been a mistake to put that word in 

the title. How can anyone live up to it? It’s 

like being rich; if you have to ask whether 
you are, you probably aren’t. While we 

don’t try to define the term musically, we 

think it’s all about being original and inde- 
pendent, doing it ourselves.We don’t try to 

contrive anything, only create things we 
want to see and read about. So that’s what 
you see. We just don’t have the time to 

analyze what would be the most “punky” 
or impressive thing to print. We can’t apol- 

ogize for our own taste or opinions. Yet we 

still have many discussions among ourselves 

about what is the right thing to do. We 
want to remain true to our goals as much 
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as possible. One of those is to make this 
“everyone's” magazine, but we are having a 

hard time getting other people involved. We 

don’t want to write everything in here, you 

guys; we've been inviting you to contribute 

for a whole year now! So send your stories, 
fiction, and artwork in! 

Another standard to uphold is our 
original manifesto of writing about and 
reviewing only independent music releases, 

This is harder than we thought, and some 
of you have brought to our attention the 
fuzzy areas we didn’t realize would trip us 
up — major label distribution, for one.We 
do our best on a case-to-case basis, and 
again, not because we're too good to touch 
the dirty corporate slime’s CDs, but as Dan 
has more eloquently stated, major releases 
get a lot more promotion without trying. 
This, instead, will be a forum for more inde- 
pendent music and thought. So far that’s 
how it’s going to stay around here. We'd 

like to inspire the DIY attitude as well as to 
help contribute to it. 

So now that I’ve just carefully 
described how no one knows what punk 

really is or how little | care about what oth- 

ers think it is, | am going to contradict 
myself and give you two pieces of advice 

which | fervently believe some people have 
to hear right now: 

1. Don’t hide your intelligence. Yeah, 
here at PP we're all into computers; that’s 

how we all met.Another reason to think of 
us as having no soul? On the contrary, | 

think a lot of us are of the artistic bent, so 
we really put in a lot of work to make this 
thing look good, as well as making it read 

well. That probably inspires. some of the 

criticism: if we look good we must not be 
real punks, cuz you know, if we were really 
punk, we’d have scribbles and mistakes and 

other contrived shitty-looking stuff to 
make it look really tough and stupid. Well, 

we're not stupid! Our computers suck the 
funds out of us, but they keep us connect- 
ed to people and scenes that we’d never 
know otherwise, and give us so many 
Opportunities to make things ourselves; 

write things, create art, put together this 

zine. I’m so damn sick of people acting less 

intelligent and looking less attractive than 

they are, on purpose because they think it’s 

going to score them cool points. It’s not 
about rebellion anymore, it’s a bloody fash- 
ion statement. So read books. Act smart, if 

you are. If you want to start a new society, 
you need to know how to work stuff, not 

just how to vomit on your Doc Martens. 

2. Don’t believe everything you read 
(or hear). In Punk Planet, or anywhere. 
Make up your own mind! If a review in 
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person thinks it sucks. So don’t take it so 
seriously, okay? Just because it’s typed on 

newsprint doesn’t mean it’s true. 

What about the news? Most TV news 

is full of stylishly coiffed newscasters who 

act alternately cheery and concerned, at 

the appropriate moments. It’s easy to dis- 

miss them as not being “real” newspeople. 

Do you find newspapers more reliable? | 

used to. Several years ago, working as a 

legal secretary, one of the legal disputes 

handled by our office became newsworthy. 
At first | was excited to see coverage of 

something | knew about firsthand in the 

papers. But | was dismayed to see how only 

part of the story was covered. To me, the 

“other side” was definitely “the bad guy,” 
but the newspaper felt obligated to be fair 

by printing their side of the story, even 

though the evidence seemed to show them 

to be untruthful. In fact, because the “bad 
Ey MeN Km CCU ar Ue aol Zl aril 

to speak at length about how they'd been 

wronged, they seemed to dominate the 

story. The reporter had given the whole 

foal ayaa le el Many Sel A Tan VA 

really happened here?” when it should have 

been obvious given the circumstances, to 

someone who knew all the facts. Other 
parts of the story were over-simplified, 

others just plain incorrect. | will never for- 

get that feeling of reading something in the 

newspaper (the L.A. Times, yet) that | knew 
wasn’t really true. And | learned that we 

can’t really trust anything as being the 
whole story. 

But what we hear in the “punk press” 
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repeated ad infinitum. No one ever ques- 

tions anything. For example, | have heard 

about 12 versions of the Jello Biafra beat- 

ing incident (one version says he faked the 
whole thing). But | read kids writing in zines 
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he’s a “sellout” anyway. | seriously doubt 

that most of these kids know who Jello 

Biafra really is or anything he’s done.What's 

even more humorous is that the targets of 
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these “he’s not really punk” slams have 
accomplished things that qualify them to be 
infinitely more punk than someone who 

only spouts slogans. No, scrawling “Green 
Day Sucks” and “Fuck You” all over your 
zine does not qualify you as a real punk. 
That much I’m sure of. 

Why condemn someone you've never 
met when they've lived their whole lives 

being true to punk music and independent 

lifestyle, because they've made a living off it? 
To become successful because of hard 
work, integrity and talent is not something 

to be looked down upon. Take it from 
someone who has worked in the “corpo- 
rate” office environment, if you can pay 
rent and buy food and records by helping 
to create art or music, that’s something to 

be revered, not ridiculed! Instead, our idols 
are Bill & Ted soundalikes who vow they 

will never, ever get signed to a major label, 
and assure themselves of that fate by con- 

suming mass quantities of drugs and alco- 

hol. That was punk rock about 20 years 
ago, you has-beens! 

No one can say what’s really, truly 

punk, but | guess we can all agree that punk 
is not following the crowd or doing the 
accepted. Yet the popularity of the punk 

scene has created just that situation. So 

many bands sound and look the same, so 
many zines sound and look the same. And 

you know what? Courtney Love is just a 
90’s Madonna. 

We need to stop focusing so much 

on if other people are punk or not (espe- 
cially bands or record people that you’ve 

never met!) and let go of the uppity 
sorority sister attitude. Admit you’re 

unsure. Do something different. Form 

your own opinions and let them evolve as 

you acquire new information. Welcome to 
the punk planet! 

A 
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Got Jack Black If You Want It cd/10” 

double deyce double deuce 

ae CD $8.00/white vinyl 10” $7.00 ppd Se 

write double deuce records: p.o. box 515, new york city, 10159-0515 

also out now: YOUR MAJESTY & PET UFO coming soon: Ff, JUST PLAIN BIG & ANTIMONY (ex-Circus Lupus) 
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SPINE WRENCH SKELETAL ‘EARTH 

"Soulscape” 7” / GDS "Drighphuck” 7° A'siey a arnth'd 

Fans of ASSUCK & early ACCUSED take, note 

"Grisly. spasm inducing terror-thrash! S.E. putrifies your 

fast & mean & in between. Gruff. harsh, craniuni- 

core to frighten the timid” — MRR 

Fans of early GODFLESH take note... 

"Extremely slow heavy noise, reminiscent of 

DEVIATED INSTINCT.. probably because SPINE WRENCH palate ... 

is members of D.I." — Profane Existence 

7; US - $3.50 © Can/Mex - $4.00 © Europe - $5.00 Japan/Australia - nen ele) 

CD5: US - $6.50 ¢ Can/Mex - $7.00 * Europe - $8.00 © Japan/Australia - $9.00 

Send an extra $1.00 US / $2.00 everywhere else for a copy of our tasty large mailorder rene (ere 

DESPERATE ATTEMPT RECORDS 1320 S. THIRD ST. LOUISVILLE, KY 40208 - 

Apocalypse Hoboken DATERAPE NATION 
Anew double 7” of snotty, Chicago beer punk. 

8 brand new songs on their first release for Johann’s Face. 
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melodic punk rock 

freshly forged in Chicago. 

CD or triple 7” Box Set* 

AEP yah Py EPs 
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SMOKING POPES: Born to Quit (CD only) 

OBLIVION: Stop Thief! (LP & CD) 

The SMOKING POPES Get Fired (LP & CD) 

NO EMPATHY: They Want Whatever (LP & CD) 

CDs: $10 postpd U.S./$12 ppd. Canada/World ss “ : o te i 

LPs: $7 ppd. U.S./$9 ppd. Canada/World : a oO 

*7" Box Set: $8 ppd. U.S./$40 ppd. Canada/World PDN - a NS 

Double 7": $5.50 ppd. U.S./$6.50 ppd. Canada/World Sb: 35 eee re 
1s: $3.50 pod. US./$5 pod. Canada/Word wf so Chicago, IL 60647 \ SMOKING POPES, NO EMPATHY and OBLIVION T-Shirts! 

2 Distributed by UNDERDOG, ROTZ, CARGO, DUTCH EAST, BLACKLIST and BURIED TREASURE 



BALTIMORE 

Being that Maryland surrounds 
Washington D.C., it has never got- 
ten its fair shake as to importance 
that this Mid-Atlantic ‘state has to 
offer. Historically, Maryland was the 
dividing line between the North and 

the South during the Civil War and 
to this day that role is somewhat 
similar. Being shadowed by the early 

success of hardcore, Maryland has 
had no real focus in the past. Balti- 

more has had some really good 
bands in the past but the scene was 

not organized enough to support 

these bands. So they either broke 

up or went to play in D.C. 

However, there has been a re- 
naissance in underground punk 
that started about four years ago. 
Basically, there was no place to play 
because owners of bars were cater- 
ing to the college drinking buddies 
who want to hear cover bands when 
they are out creating lifetime, last- 

ing moments in their drunken stu- 
pors. 

The resurgence of live under- 

ground music began when the 

American Revolution, or the REV, 
started to book bands through Paul 

Insane. Touring bands as well as 
local bands played there every night. 
Bands like Juice, Liquor Bike, 

Wymyn of Destruction (W.O.D.), 
Lupari, Onespot, Fringehead, and 

Pornflakes all started playing there 

regularly, and continue to play, cre- 

ating fan bases. Others from that era 
were S.0.U.I.D., Bulk Mulch, Heli- 

copter, Edith, and Q, all of which 
are also still playing. In addition to 
the REV, the 8x10 started to book 

these same bands. The 8x10 is a 
small townhouse bar that usually 
books national acts, but started 

booking the underground bands. An 
overall mellowing of music and slam 

dancing, which is considered passé 
in D.C. and Baltimore, has made bar 
owners take a second look at cater- 

ing to people with wider tastes in 
music. It also didn’t hurt that Smells 

Like Teen Spirit broke through to the 
masses of live music consumers. 
Other bands include Berserk, whose 

CD, “Berserk,” is on Go-Kart, and 

Candy Machine, whose latest, “A 

Modest Proposal,” is available 

through Skene! 
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Lungfish has a new CD out on 
Dischord even though they are from 

Baltimore. I think it is a mediocre 

release and is nothing like their live 
show. 

Two CD compilations were re- 

leased in 1994 that were notewor- 
thy. One was “Baltimore Volume II,” 

which is available through Kwality 
Records, P.O. Box 6723, Baltimore 
MD 21285-6723. The other was 
“Smirk Titter & Wink,” which is 

available through Crank Records, 
P.O. Box 13464, Baltimore, MD 
21203. 

Currently the hotbed is 
Memory Lane. Under the direction 

of Fudgie from Lupari, Memory Lane 
kicks down with the best bands you 

can see. Another place that has been 

having harder bands play again is 

Chambers. There have been a lot of 
local bands playing there lately. 
Another place that recently opened 

Downer Boys 
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is Club Midnite. I haven’t seen any 

hardcore lately but punk is alive in 

Balticore! 
Other interesting shows in- 

clude the one sponsored by the 
Crass Hole Collect of Baltimore. 
They rented space and had the Dis- 

regarded, A-Political, Population 
Patrol, and Warpath on January 

28th, 1995. They are calling it the 
Loft which is an old name of a place 
that the legendary Jules booked and 
operated for about ten years start- 
ing in 1981. So the name has mean- 
ing. It’s like every time there’s a 
rented hall in Downtown, it’s called 
the Loft. Info from: P.O. Box 73, 
Odenton, MD 21113 or 5361 Colum- 

bia Rd., Columbia, MD 21044. 
As it stands, all of the afore- 

mentioned bands are still kicking 
hard, but many more have joined 

their ranks. In Annapolis, the Uni- 

versal Order of Armageddon has 
been playing regularly for a while 

now. They have a 12" out called “The 

Switch is Down,” which was released 
on Kill Rock Stars. 

However, the residents or 
former residents of Columbia have 
been making the most noise lately. 
Talk around town is that the 

Downer Boys are the shit! They play 
a loud, aggressive, VOID-like thrash 
that borders on performance art. 
They have just recorded a demo with 
Ken of Damnation, recorded at his 

studio. Some of the tracks will be 
released by the Columbia-based 
EYE 95 RECORDS as a 7" and the 

next will be released in Europe. 

Gravy Train is my band and we 
have been playing for about two 
years now in D.C. and Baltimore, as 
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well as Ocean City. We should have 

a7" out in the summer. There is still 
the recording of the Downer Boys, 
Gravy Train, and’Flytrap from the 

Great Saturday Night Punk Rock 

Out, that was recorded live by Od- 
yssey Recording, that may be re- 
leased some time in the future. An- 
other former Columbia resident who 
lives in Rockville, Maryland now is 
also making some national waves. 
Bubba DuPree, ex-Void, is currently 

playing in a band, Earth Eighteen, 
with former Negative Approach 

member Graham McCulloch, in a 

style they have labeled “Gothic 
Bubblegum.” I haven't heard it yet 
but it should be interesting. 

Another longtime Columbia 
resident who has relocated within 
the state is Skip Maisel. He moved 

to Ocean City about five years ago 



and formed the surfthrash outfit 
Flytrap. They have consistently 
played to capacity crowds on 

Maryland’s Eastern Shore (Maryland 
is divided by the Chesapeake Bay), 
and have a cassette-only album 

called “Larva.” It sold out the first 
run in three months! Around these 

guys, Ocean City now has a viable 
scene. It is the perfect place to have 

great music because it is a resort 

town with a huge skateboard 
halfpipe and surfers galore. This 

year they will play four times at the 

famous ranch parties beginning on 

Memorial Day. These parties are the 
Punk Throwdowns, so if you are in 
O.C. that weekend, do attend. Other 

bands from the Eastern Shore in- 
clude the veteran hardcore outfit 
from Salisbury called Toxic Free- 

dom. TF have a new CD that they 
released themselves. It shreds! An- 

other band who plays some originals 
and a few covers is Malicious In- 
tent. 

Frederick, Maryland has seen 
a slowdown of live music but has 
been a hotbed of controversy involv- 

ing censorship. This sleepy city, 
which has witnessed some cool, all- 
ages shows, took notice of a play and 

an art show that contained elements 
that they did not agree with. The 

controversy is still boiling and it will 
be interesting to see the outcome. 
For a first person point of view, 
check out the Dogstreet Slave Maga- 
zine. It has great coverage, insight- 
ful rambling and poems. 

As far as reading material goes, 

there are a few quality magazines 
available. The Dogstreet Slave is, as 

they say, “artists, writers, anar- 

chists, lunatics and others.” Avail- 
able for $2 from The Slave Quarters 
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Press, 103 Baughman’s Lane #297, 
Frederick, MD 21701. Foster Child 

is a great newsprint zine with a lot 
of record/cd/tape reviews as well as 

interviews and comics. $1.50 from 
7635 Marcy Ct.,Glen Burnie, MD 

21060. I publish a one-pager called 

The Page. Free from (see address 
below). Another zine from our area 
is Shag. It has music and general 

subversive punk sabotage methods. 

It is available for S2 from 6871 Many 
Days, Columbia, MD 21045. 

There is so much more going 
on in this area and it seems to be 

pretty consistent so I'll save some 

more stuff for the next report. If any- 
one would like to add to the report, 

or just communicate, contact: 

Johnny Suit, Eye 95 Records, 
7380 Broken Staff, Columbia, MD 
21045: Later. 

Gy 
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"“L'm a Dig Girl now” 

VITAL MUSIC MAILORDER 
Cat# Title Price postpaid 1st class US(surface elsewhere) 
2007*..ALICE DONUT-Get a Life B/W Get a Job 7” Very limited number of this 1991 out of 
print 7” found during inventory. Don’t delay..Clear Vinyl 5.00 (call 212-633-6449 for preview) 
4019...THE SMEARS-Smears in the Garage 10”. Collection of garage covers from this 
Indianapolis sexy punk outfit Black Vinyl 7.50(sent 4th class) CD 9.50(1st class) 
1317...VIA-There’s A Dyke In The Pit-7” EP w/Bikini Kill, Tribe 8, Lucy Stoners & 7 

Year Bitch Uptempo & rockin’ on Outpunk..Black Vinyl 3.50 
4020...) CHURCH-The Precession of SimulacraeThe Map Predeeds the Territory 10”. San 
Fran. strong pop-punk. 1995...Black Vinyl 7.50(4th class) CD 9.50(1st class) 
1305*..88 FINGERS LOUIE-Wanted 7” EP 4 more high energy melodic punk rock tunes 
from Chicago on Fat Wreck Black Vinyl 4.50 (call 212-633-6449 for preview) 
5073... THE VINDICTIVES-The Many Moods of the Vindictives 2xLP. Double LP compiling 
songs from many singles Black Vinyl 10.00(sent 4th class) CD 9.50(1st class) 
1912*..NAKED RAYGUN -Basement Screams 7” boot. Reissue of entire 12” EP ona 7” 
wifull color cover(like original).....Black Vinyl 5.00 (call 212-633-6449 for preview) 
7185...SCREECHING WEASEL-Kill the Musicians CD. Collection of most all 7”s, split 

EPs and comp. tracks on one CD!..........eeeceeceseeeeeees 9.50 

2022*. Beate aS C.I.L.L BW Plugg 7”. 1993 Vital Music release produced by Lenny 
Clear Vinyl 4.00(call 212-633-6449 for preview) 

5074...BORN AGAINST-The Rebel Sound of Shit and Failure LP. 20 obscure or out-of 
print songs incl. 1st EP Black Vinyl 8.00(sent 4th class) CD 9.50(1st class) 
2025*..RAMONES SONGBOOK(as played by The Nutley Brass)-7” EP. 4 easy 
listening Ramones classics superbly done...Clear Vinyl 4.00 (call 212-633-6449 for preview) 
5075*..SUBMACHINE-Now That I’ve Given Up Hope...LP. First full length w/20 songs 
from these Pitt., PA punks.Ltd Ed. 500. Green Vinyl 9.00(sent 4th class)(call for preview) 

2105*..WIG HAT-Mr. Nobody B/W Loser, Nerd, Freak, Geak 7”. New from Vital Music Rec. 
2 fast,catchy punk songs wicolor jacket Green Vinyl 3.50(call 212-633-6449 for preview) 

Make all checks(US orders only) or money orders out to Vital Music Mailorder or be a 
punk and send cash(well concealed). 24 hour info-line to check stock or preview 
selections with an asterisks next to the catalog number is 212-633-6449. A full catalog 
will be sent with your order. For airmail to Canada add 1.00 per item or 2.00 overseas. 
Look for new Vital Music Records releases by The Wives & Dumbrock Vol. 9&10 (the disco years) coming soon. 

E-mail catalog also available. Send request to grape@panix.com 

PO BOX 20247 NYC, NY 10021-0064 
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SKAPOCALYPSE NOW! CS. $6 PPD. 
AMERICAN SKATHIC 2 COMPILATION CD $12 PPD. 

, MUSTARD MAN T-SHIRTS(XL) $12 PPD. ’, 
| MUSTARD PLUG PATCHES $4 PPD. 

send a SASE for our newsletter & sticker 

checks payable to: 
Mustard Plug 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49501 
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go-kart Records.PO Box 20 Prince Street Station NYC 10012 
phone/fax: (212) 673-3380 email: gregross@panix.com 

15 TOE TAPPING, ROACH 
STOMPING, GARAGE SALE 
CLASSICS FROM NYC’S 
SWINGING SENSATIONS 

“TRICK BABYS actually play ‘real’ pop music. Real Stuff with 
style and a hook!! | am so fucking jealous, how do | get in a 
band like this??” - Shane White, Maximum Rock and Roll 

Featuring former members of “The sky's the limit for these guys so get aboard now, tell ‘em 

Vacant Lot, Da Willys and the parses 

Trick Babys - “Player” gk 010 available CD Only 

-$10 direct from go-kart 
Senda SASE envelope for a catalog 4 

Devi | Do ¢ 
go-kart Records 

PO Box 20 Prince Street Station New York, NY 10012 

ph/fax:(212) 673-3380 email:gregross @ panix.com 



Just like my ass 
We're putting out more good shit every day 

Baie “ted es 
CD, LP and Cassette out now 

on Dr. Strange Records Cn 
CD $10 ppd. U.S. 
$12 elsewhere 

LP/Cassette $7 ppd. U.S. 
$10 elsewhere 
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Dac 
PO Box 7000-117 
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Don't forget our huge, rare punk catalog, 
free with any order, otherwise send two stamps. 

UnNcooor:t. 
CLOTHING COMPANY USA 

STRAIGHTXEDGERS , THRASHERS BOARDERS 

GET THE CATALOG! 
SEND 2 STAMPS TO: P.O. BOX 5691 

WOOLSEY STATION 

Lt CaN. Yo A405 

We do custom screen printing for 

extremely cheap prices! 

Bands, Zines, labels are all welcome. 

Warning: for real 

‘SIX WEEKS presents 2 new 7"s for you: 

THE PIST & BRUTALLY 
FAMILIAR split 7" 

-sincerely angry punk rock from CT- 

CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 
& ULCER split 7" 
-buy earplugs for this one- 

Also available: 
THE GAIA 7" 

-four pissed off Japanese women- 

MAN IS THE BASTARD & 
CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 

split LP 

JACK WITH KILLER 7" 
THE DREAD & 

CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 

split 7" 
7"s$3 USA/$5 overseas/$6 Oz & Japan 

LP: $7 USA/$12 overseas/$15 Oz & Japan 
Make m.o.'s out to "Athena Kautsch"! If 
you make it out to Six Weeks, we reserve 

the right to call you stupid!! 
, SIX WEEKS 

2262 Knolls Hill Cr. 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 U.$.A. 

Also, come see THE DREAD on 

tour this summer. Our LP on 

CLEARVIEW RECORDS wit 
be out by then. 

June 
15-Flagstaff AZ 
16-Phoenix AZ 
17-El Paso TX W/V.B.F. 
18-Fort Worth TX 
19-either Little Rock or New Orleans 
20-Memphis TN" 
21-22? 
22-Atlanta GA 
23-Nashville TN w/Teen Idols 

24-St. Louis MO 
25-Indianapolis IN 
26-Columbus OH 
27-Pittsburgh PA w/Aus Rotten 

28-Baltimore MD 
29-Philadelphia PA 
30-New Haven CT wlhella good bands 

July 
1-New York City w/Pist, B.F., Mankind 

2-Cleveland OH w/Apartment 213 
3-Minneapolis MN 
4-Sioux Falls SD 
5-Springfield MO 

6-Denver CO 
7-Pueblo CO w/the Fanatics 



RIMINI 
Well, this is an interview with Man Or 

ASTROman? that was done when they played a 
show in Birmingham. They’re a neat surf band that 

has a whole bunch of releases out on a whole. bunch 
of record labels and they're just really neat (and . 
insane!). This was done by Will Dandy & Co. 

Coco the Electronic Monkey Wizard: (look- 

ing at tape recorder) This is a little waiver of 

sorts, because we may or may not show up 

on this. If we don’t we're not liable and you're gonna 
have to use your own memory and then we definitely are 

not liable for what you print and then you are not liable 

although we'll probably beat your ass anyway if it’s something 

that we don’t like. Does that sound good to you? All right, good 

deal. Amen. Fantastic. So what‘is this for? 

PP: Punk Planet. 

Birdstuff: Are we on it? 

CEMW: Are we on the punk planet? Man, we're punk rock. 

B: Earth is the punk planet. Earth is the planet that punk broke. 
That broke punk. 

PP: So the real question is are there any bands that are from, ya 

know, outside of earth that you’re really into? 

CEMW:.Oh yeh, tons of ‘em, but you wouldn’t of heard of them of 

course because they're not from earth. Although there are some 

bands on earth that are from outer space, but are playing kind of 

the same charade (pronounced sharad), facade, facade (pronounced 
faskade this time) that we are. 

PP: But can you finger them out or do you have to wear special glass- 

es to see them? 

B: What was the question? 

CEMW: Well, they’re trying to get us to rat on some of the other 

bands that are from outer space that aren’t as open about it as we 

are and it takes alota-lota courage, alota BALLS! 

B: Well, being the cold, alien, egotistical, alien, bastards that we are. 

CEMW: We are... 

PP:You used alien twice in the same sentence. 

B: Yeah, it’s redundant, it’s what they say. 

CEMW: Alien’s a good word to use twice though. 

B: What do you expect, we wear space suits, so little theatrics. 

CEMW: That's a little redundant in itself isn’t it? 

B: But, Supernova 

CEMW: OOOH! 

B: We destroyed their home planet. Cynat 3 [that’s what it sound- 
ed like!??]. 

CEMW: Cynat 3, come on, what.a little cheesy planet. Wanna talk 

about punk planet? That’s a little fucking punk man (spitting 

noise), knock that shit outta orbit. 

B: And actually they kicked Hayden 

[??] out of their band because they 
signed with the talent agency that has 
the Cocteau Twins: and Smashing 

Pumpkins and they're big rock stars now 

and they can suck my dick. By the way too, 

just in case they see this. 

CEMW: The Cocteau Twins are from space, but they'll never admit it. 

B: Art and Dave can suck my dick because Hayden did all the work 
in their band and everything. 

CEMW: Wait, Art and Dave is the name of the other two guys in the 

band? That’s kind of an interesting coincidence isn’t it? 

PP: Hey, could I ask a random question before we... 

CEMW: You just did! 

PP: No! Who are you? Your names, like, stuff... 

CEMW: Ah, you want identification! For clarification, this is, the 

voice, you are hearing the audible, the audible preceptory part of 

Coco the Electronic Monkey Wizard. Assisted in full by... 

B: Um...I dunno, I think you’ve made up five new words that don’t 
exist tonight. 

CEMW: (whispered) Shhh...we’re from space, remember? 

B: Uh...I’m Birdstuff, unfortunately. I wish I was someone else. I 

wish I was fucking Star Crunch. 

CEMW: Why do you wish you were Star Crunch man? He’s a pansy! 

He’s got that cough: keh, keh. 

B: He is. Our guitar player has the world’s fakest cough. 

CEMW: Yeah, the world’s fakest cough... 

B: And if it's his Shift to drive and he’s back here [in the van} he'll 

like play possum: 

CEMW: He'll play possum man. Fuck playing possum. 

B: He'll act like he’s asleep, it’s really lame. It really pisses me off 



come of think of it. 

CEMW: Yeah, yeah, fuck 

that. 

B: I’m just like airing dirty 

laundry now at this point 

in the band’s stage. I'll 

just talk about anything. 

Ask me about anything... 

CEMW: Don’t even get 

him started on me cause 

man, what are those? Are 

those 120’s [120 minute 

long. tapes that is], are 

those 120’s, is that tape a 

120? Cause you'd need 

like four or five of those. 

B: Do you want me to tell 

you what message Coco 

left on my machine the 

other day? 

CEMW: This is out of con- 

text folks, but here we go. 

B: He said, “Look, I told 
you guys I'm not gonna be 

able to work on the stuff 

til Wednesday I’m not 

gonna be able to do the 

samples until then and if 

it means...” 

CEMW: What. about “do I 

have to spell it out for you??” 

B: Yeah, he said, “Do I 

have to spell it out for 

you, I told you guys I 

couldn’t work on the sam- 

ples til Wednesday and if 
it means the album 

comes out a month later 

because we don’t meet the 

Mordam deadline, then it 

comes out a month later.” 

He said that on my fuck- 

ing machine, it really 

fucking pissed me off. 

For about two days. 

PP: | would’ve kicked his 

fuckin’ ass. 

CEMW: You would have, but you weren't there to do it so you 

missed out. 

PP: I'll do it anyway. 

CEMW: Well, ok, here we go, here we go folks. This is gonna be the shit. 

B; And Captain Zeno, our rhythm guitar player, lived with that son 

of a bitch, and his bathroom ‘is right across from the kitchen and 

he’s always got pubic hair in the fucking kitchen. And I hate him. 

CEMW: Imagine that! Finding shit in your...uh...Fruit Loops! 

B: I hate ‘em all. I hate all those fucking guys, I don’t even like play- 

ing in the fucking band. 

CEMW: I don’t know what we're doing. 

PP:What movie is the best representation of outer space? 

CEMW: Well, see, first of all you guys have’ got a pretty strange 

interpretation of outer space, but I don’t, deal with movies because 

the whole two-dimensional entertainment thing to me is a little triv- 

ial. But, he’s on a different level, he can dig the two-dimensional. 

“B: I would say Mario Pava’s, Planet of the Vampires is the most 

accurate of our planet. For real. 

CEMW: Ya think? 

B: Yeah. 

CEMW: Well, ok. 

PP: So, are you vampires? 

B: No, no, no we're not, but it doesn’t even have anything to do 

with vampires at all, I think it lost something in the Italian to 

American translation. 

PP: I’ve asked you this before, but why do you live in Auburn? 

CEMW: Alright, we've been through this many a times, but you see 

myself holding a... I had two cups in my hands when the question 

was initially proposed, ok? One was a Subzone cup, and the other 

was a McDonalds’ cup. 

B: Did he do the “You have now entered the Subzone” shit? That’s bad! 

CEMW: No, no, no, no, no.... You have now... 

B: Don’t do it. 

CEMW: Alright I won't do it, but if you Iook in the McDonalds’ cup 

closely you will notice that there is kinda this basic equivalent of 

urine, but the problem in space is that there's not a lot of 

McDonalds out there. I was’ trying, of course I was manning the 

helm, this is before I got my license pulled in space, but I was man- 

ning the... 

B: You were helming the man. 

CEMW: I was helming the man, and | was trying to weewee in a bot- 

tle because you know bottles are easier to find in space then cups are. 

B: What’s the best bottle to pee in? 

CEMW: Well, there’s those fucking big one liters. Those are fucking 

rockin’, got the wide mouth. 

B: Yeah, one liter of Gatorade. 

CEMW: Yeah, Gatorade’s are good. So, I'm sitting here 

trying to man the helm, which is hard enough to do on 

it’s own, let alone trying to.weewee in a bottle. And of: 

course it was space technology which is pretty advanced 

I must say. 

B: But Coco can fill a big 20 like no other. 

CEMW: The problem was that I wasn’t really 

vw keeping an eye on it and I had one of those big 

20's and of course I was going for the big 25 or 
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. something and next thing you know 

weewee in the control panel, navigation- 

al systems awry, and next thing we know 
plummeting towards earth at extreme 

velocity. We put on the air brakes just like in that 

Bugs Bunny cartoon, the air brakes, ya know? 
ww 

WW, | B: Actually we’d run out of gas didn’t we? 

CEMW: Oh yeah, we ran out of gas and stuff. Well, 

we hit the ground anyway and we just happened to 

find ourselves in Auburn, Alabama and, so you know all 

this band stuff is just kind of a joke. We're really just 

looking parts for the ship so we can get the fuck off this planet and 

the only way that e can really move around and look for the parts 

and shit is this kind of disguise as this band or what-have-you and 

that’s basically how we ended up in Auburn, so I won’t go too much 

further kind of like the last question. Does that answer your ques- 
tion? Fantastic. 

B: My answer is in-state tuition is cheaper. 

PP: So, is there a lot of surf music in space then? 

B: Is there raw surf music there? [misunderstanding us] ‘ 

CEMW: The USDA doesn’t allow any raw surf music. Has he 

asked us if we play primeval? Primeval rock? Who was that the 

other day? ; 

B: I: dunno. 

CEMW: Mail-in interviews. We get those, those are fun. 

B: No, there’s no surf music in space. And don’t say anything about 
Pulp Fiction. 

CEMW: Just don’t say anything about Pulp Fiction. 

B: Cause I hate that Pulp Fiction question. 

PP: Silver Surfer? 

B: No because he got on the cover of a Joe Satriani album, made 
him fuckin’ cheesy as hell. 

CEMW: Once you hit a Joe Satriani album all your space credibili- 

ty is gone. He's not allowed in space. You have to show your little 

card in space and he didn't get by. 

B: Plus that pansy can’t even kick Galactus’ ass, so 1 mean what do 
you expect. 

PP: Well, Galactus is a fucking building! 

B: Well, it’s true, but man he’s had enough time, figure it out. So 

there it is. That's my answer. We're kinda doing color and com- 

mentary or something. 

CEMW: You wanna swap? We can swap! 

B: Ok, you go ahead. Alright next question. And I'll do color. 

CEMW: And I'm supposed to ask? 

B: Sure, ask-me one. 

CEMW: Oh shit. 

B: Do you know the kinda shit I have to deal with all the time? They 

brought this “great news, the lab called, your brain is ready” [He is 

referring to a little suction thing stuck to their van window that says 

that in a little cartoon text bubble]. That kinda shit’s like really 

funny to them and I just sit here and don’t think it’s funny and they 
just laugh. 

CEMW: It’s a really good time. .This is what gets me from like 

Phoenix to Birmingham. I can just sit here and go (sticks his head 

against the window so it looks like the text bubble is coming from 

his mouth) for fucking hours. It fucking makes the trip go by so 
much faster. 

B: People in Selma think it’s really funny. 

CEMW: So, anyway, that’s basically... 

B: Do you like the new cynical me? 

CEMW: Is that what we're playing now? Alright, we've got the new 
cynical Birdstuff, introduced on the punk planet. 

B: Why don’t you tell them something new about the band. What 

are we doing? It’s not even fucking exciting, but tell ‘em anyway. 

CEMW: Well, we sold out, of course and we're signed to Warner 
Brothers now. (laughter) 

B: No, no for real. Tell ‘em for real... 

CEMW: The cartoon thing? 

B: Yeah, tell ‘e that. 

CEMW: Alright check this out, I guess, I don’t really know the 

details of it, you should ask cynical Birdstuff, but I guess he does- 

n't want to talk much about it, but something crazy having to do 

with the Cartoon Network and I'm not gonna fill you in on all the 
bloody details, because they're too gory... 

B: Alright, I'll say it, shut up. We're doing all the new music to the 
cartoon show The Jetsons. 

CEMW: Ever heard of The Jetsons? 

PP: Oh, neat! The Ramones were on the Cartoon Network. They 

were interviewed by Spaceghost. 

CEMW: Fan-tastic! 

PP:You guys are following in their footsteps. 

CEMW; Well, call it what you like, I think we're making our own. 

PP: Ooohhbh.... 

CEMW: Star Crunch met Dee Dee Ramone in Amsterdam. 

B: And he can’t even talk because he’s done so many drugs and 
stuff and he was trying to hook up with our tour manager Hillary, 

and she didn’t wanna and he calls her all the time. She went out 



with Dwight Yokam before he was a star and supposedly she wants 

to go out with the drummer for the Rollins band, but he doesn’t like 

her or some shit. Had to listen to that all tour. 

CEMW: He's gonna end up playing for Ween or some shit anyway, 

so what difference does it make? 

B: Ween are big dickheads by the way. 

CEMW: Weener? Weener, you said weener! 

B: I'll talk some shit about Ween, I'll talk some shit about anybody. 

CEMW: Yeah, well, Ween, Ween, Ween saw my penis. I walked into 

their dressing room, we played with them one time. Where was that? 

B: Richmond. 

CEMW: Richmond, Virginia. Walked into their dressing room com- 

pletely naked and showed them all my weener. I didn’t realize they 

were in there... 

PP: Right... You mention you’ve got a penis. How would you compare 

space anatomy to human anatomy. 

CEMW: Well, you know a joystick on one planet is a joystick on 

another pal, you know what I’m saying. , 

B: Well you're small anywhere. 

CEMW: I am small anywhere, that’s right. The thing about it is that 

all the ladies here think I have a small weener, but the fact of the 

matter is that gravity is just a little different here. I don't know how 

to compensate fully for it, so they're gonna have to just deal with it 

as far as I'm concerned ‘cause it feels the same to me regardless. 

That’s just where it is. 

B: Do you know why it hurts to have urine inside you? It’s gravity, 

for real, it’s the weight, it’s not like actual pressure or anything, it’s 

just the weight hanging there. 

CEMW: If you're in space you don’t even know if you've gotta uri- 

nate. That's why you can end up in Auburn, Alabama by mistake. 

It all ties back together. You think we don’t have our stories 

straight, but you don’t know the half of it. 

B: But we're moving in September ‘cause I hate that fucking place. 

But really if everybody in Auburn, well I gotta have them playing in 

my band and stuff, but if everybody else was crucified or shit I real- 

ly wouldn’t care, I'd watch TV or something. 

CEMW: But hey, we better check and se what’s going on upstairs 

[at the show], because it’s been a little while and we do have to set 

up our equipment. : 

PP: So, where can you be reached? 

CEMW: We got an earth address, which one you wanna give ‘em? 

fi 
J 

B: Just write me at my fucking house and send me a bomb 

or some shit, but it’s 429 Moores Mill Rd. #4 

CEMW: Not road number 4, that’s what always confuses 

people. It’s not Moores Mill road number 4, ‘cause 

there’s not four Moores Mill roads in Auburn, but it's 

apartment number four. 

B: That’s in Auburn, Alabama, and we're pissed about 

this area code shit [they changed the area code in part 

of Alabama; if you care], but that’s a whole different 

interview 36830 and if they change the fucking zip 

code I'm really gonna be fucking pissed and I swear 

I’m not fucking happy about this area code shit. 

PP: Hmmm....well, uh. Thanks then. 
NS 
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think you get a lot handed 
to you in that situation. 

Punk Planet: How long 
have you been together in 
this lineup? 

K454: On the east coast 

there are a lot of people 
who are in their twenties 

or thirties who are 

involved in punk. In the 
west there are some, but it 
is definitly strewn more in 
the young direction. Which 

PP: Would you sign to a 
major? 

K454: No, we want to be 
indepenent, to be able to 
workoneverything oursleves. 

PP: What if a major 

would let you do that? 

K454: I don’t think they 
would! When I say 
work, I mean every- 

thing we do. Calling 

people setting up our 

tour. Working with peo- 

ple in fanzines and the 
labels, just doing every- 

thing ourselves, that’s 
what I enjoy. You meet 
so many great people 

and: there are all the 
people and bands that 

layed the foundations 
for us to do this. It real- 
ly shows that there are 

still a lot of people in 
punk working together. 

Kerosene 454: Since June 

‘94 when Darren joined 
the band. He moved from 

PA to play with us. He use 

to: be. in. the « band 

Glendale. Before that, it 

was Bobby who played 

on our first three 7’s. 

Those songs were record- 
ed in one session during 
November ‘94. 

PP: So, is your album 
already recorded? 

K454: We recorded 
around Christmas, and 
we hope to put ten songs 
on the album. It should 
be ready around March. 
We are also going to 
record for a split 7” with 
Angel Hair. We played 
with them on tour and 

they «were. an 
amazing band. 

PP: How was your 
tour? 

K454: It was 

great. We met a 

lot of cool people 
and played with 
some very good 
bands.We set the 
shows up our- 
selves which was 

tough, but it usually 
worked out real well. 

PP:When you say punk, 

what do you mean? How 

do you define punk? 

K454: I don’t. 

PP: Good... But you are 

using that term. I guess 
you. could ‘say punk 

describes a harsh form of 
music. Would you describe . 
your music as punk? 

K454: I think so. At least 
very hard and aggressive, 
noisy. When we play 

sometimes, it seems like 

people don’t get what we're 
trying to do. Or maybe 

is fine. It is 
hard though 

when you have responisbil- 

ities; when you have to 
take care of yourself. That 
can make things harder 
and maybe the extra work, 

like setting up tours, that 
cause people to sign their 

bands up with majors. | 

PP: tell me what it’s like 
playing with this band, tour- 
ing, spending a lot of your 

personal money at your age. 
Not old, but mid-twenties? 
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can remember a time 

when “shorter, faster, loun- 

der” was called 1000 mph 

generic thrash! 

K454: What I’m talking 
about is MRR supporing |. 
independent prosperity 

in punk. They 

do now, but 

music is sup- it’s becoming 

posed to sound limited. Maybe it 

like. When we 4 pe always was. 

talk about the PP: Well, nobody 

scene, or punk, wuld be complaining 
and that net- if they hadn't 

working, it brings become such a posi- 
a question to my tive resource. But 

uh.. ’m_ going to 

they don’t like it. bands that don’t fit in the 
“shorter, faster, louder” 
and they wouldn't fint 
anywhere else BUT punk. 

PP: What are you trying to 

do? 

K454: We try to be original. 

PP: I think that is a big 
part of what punk is, chal- 
lenging that 
idea of what 

PP: Being louder doesn’t 

make a band punk or even 

mind concern- 

ing the break- 
-up of that net- 

working, like MRR. 

K454: That’s their maga- 
zine and they can put 

whatever they want in it. 

But. there are a lot of 

sleep now, thanks. 
Do you have any 
last comments? 

K454: Yeah, we can be 

reached at: 706 Easley St. 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

necessarily worthy of sup- 
port. People like Tim 
Yohannon are coming 

from an era where that 
kind of thing was more 
prevalent than it is now. I 
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Rudy Vanderlans publishes Emigre magazine, 

one of the most influential magazines in 
graphic design today. Rudy took time out of 
his hectic schedual to talk to me about 
Emigre, but also to talk to me about design & 

culture. Think about what he talks about & 

think about how it applies to Punk. Now 
Read. Interview by Dan Sinker. 

Punk Planet: What is Emigre magazine? 

Rudy Vanderlans: A magazine about 
graphic design. 

PP: How did it start up? How long his it 
been going on for? Who started it? 

RV: It gets more‘and more time consuming 

to tell that story, since we’ve been around 

for over ten years now. If you want the 

inside scoop, last year the New York pub- 

lisher Van Nostrand Reinhold published 

the ten year retrospective book “Emigre: 

Graphic Design into the Digital Realm.” 

PP: What prompted you to start the 
magazine? 

RV: It seemed at the time a realistic short 
cut to sharing what I thought was valuable 
work with a larger audience. 

PP: Emigre originally started more as a lit- 
erary or an art zine. At what point did 

J Emigre turn into a magazine mostly about 
graphic design? 

47 RV: That was with issue #10 which was 
| published in 1988. The Macintosh was 
creating tremendous havoc within the 

world of graphic design, typesetting and 

printing. It was turning everything upside 

down and it seemed a very opportune time 

to concentrate on this phenomenon. 

PP: What are the goals of the magazine? 

RV: Our goal is to ask the question WHY 
over and over and over again to see what 

motivates designers and to figure out what 

(AYE 

ee ed a new 
pun aesthetic 

by Tony Leone & Josh Hooten 

an interview with designer Rudy TCT Cnet 

role design plays 

within our culture. 
Graphic design is 
a relatively young 

profession and is 

currently going 
through some rad- 
ical developments 

in regards to the 
rise of multi- 

media, electronic 
bulletin boards, 

etc. but also in 
terms of the 

establishment of 

much needed criti- 
cal writing on 

design. In regards 
to the latter, hope- 

fully Emigre maga- 
zine can be of ser- 
vice in this area. 

PP:Why is the price 

so high? Is this so 

that you don’t 

need advertisers? 

So punk rock shows up 
someday long ago and with 

it comes not only a sound 

but also a visual aesthetic. 

UR ele ce el ANT Tae 

fined, and splitting open 
with emotion and angst. So 

VK LY Te ee BT) 

clothes were ripped and 

torn; they were bought at 

eT ORM Tel) 

together by safety pins and 

duct tape. The album and 
flyer art were the printed 

equivalent. Punk graphics 

looked like punk music 

sounded. All these identifi- 

able characteristics came 

about for reasons. Things 
didn’t look and sound that 
way by chance. 

UW it eM ded ome etek) tT TS 

visual aesthetic was born 

out of this musical style. 

The first reason was 

just DIY incarnate. You did- 

emilee Mell malay g 

a budget for one, so you 

made it however you could, 

People would cut and 

paste, steal typography, or 

draw it themselves or have 

their friends take photos or 
do artwork. 

RV: Emigre is 

completely subsi- 
dized by its read- 

ers. Although 
advertising could 

possibly bring in 
significant income 
(and subsequently 

reduce the price) it 
would also mean 

that we’d have to 

associate ourselves L 5 
with people we 

would otherwise not care for and greatly affect the physi- 

cal makeup of the magazine. 

The second reason was- 

n’t so much based on 

PP: What role do you play in the magazine? 

RV: I do most interviews, write an occasional introduc- 



tion, do all tape transcriptions, design the magazine and 

make a nuisance of myself by trying to get the various 

contributors to each issue to submit their work in time. 

It's the greatest job in the world! I can’t imagine doing 

anything else. 

PP: Do you do graphic design as freelance work as well, or 

necessity as it was ona 

general attitude. People 

didn’t have access to graph- - 

ic design tools, or the 

money to hire someone 

who did, and even if they 

did have the cash, so what? 

Nobody wanted their 
record to look like a friggin’ 

Boston record anyway. Even 

if the tools, or “profession- 
fol aM em L Celie] ml) 

most likely would have 
Yee W eRe (Kerb 

with a middle finger) any- 
way for the more immedi- 

ate and appropriate DIY. 

approach. 

A third reason punk 

Poke) Xe Ke LS Lol) 

because the people doing it 

weren’t designers, and a 

ace mettle 
(are CaCl 

thetic) comes out of 

naiveté. 

So here we are however 

at Ab CLM Lee a 

TT ALO Me aoa 

least a lot of the basic 

ideals (ideals no one can 

mom mt (1a Lg 

Ca SOM Tet 
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But formally, we are in 

a huge state of flux. Trying 

to define what looks or 

sounds punk these days is a 
chore (and a futile one at 

are you able to 
make your living 

off Emigre? 

RV: Together with 

my wife Zuzana 

Licko, who is 
responsible for the 

bulk of the type- 

face designs fea- 
tured in the 
Emigre Font 
library, we primari- 

ly work on the 

design, manufac- 
ture and distribu- 

tion of our fonts. 

That’s our primary 
form of income. We 
occasionally col- 

laborate on pro- 

jects we feel a par- 

ticular affinity for, 

such as Michael 

Ivey’s Basehead, 
and our current 

collaboration with 

the American 

Center for Design 
for whom we're 

designing their 
annual design 
publication. 

. PP: What side pro- 
jects are worked 
on under the mag- 

azine (i.e. Emigre 
Fonts, Music, etc..) 

RV: The music 

label is something 
we do to keep our- 

selves creatively 

diverse. It allows 

us to collaborate 

with musicians 

and other creative people. Again, the Emigre Font 

foundry is not a side project, it’s our main occupation. 

PP: So would you say that at this point Emigre magazine is 

a side project of Emigre fonts, or are they both about equal? 

RV: They are separate projects and each is 

independent of the other, and each is self- 

sufficient. 

PP: What prompted you all to start a 

font bureau? 

RV: There was a demand for the fonts we 

created from the very beginning in 1984. 
People saw how we used our typefaces in 

Emigre magazine and called to see if they 

were available commercially. 

PP: How do you know what to charge for 

a font? 

RV: We charge what we believe is a market 

average. Our fonts contain an average of 
200 characters per font (including foreign 
accents, etc.), they are rigorously tested, 

are technically solidly executed, and we 

provide service in terms of delivery (we 

can actually get you a typeface by modem 

within a matter of minutes) and keep you 

updated on new releases. 

PP: What role does graphic design play in 

culture? : 

RV: Graphic design is perhaps one of the 

most ubiquitous and all-pervasive art 

forms within our culture. Yet for most peo- 
ple graphic design is something that seems 

to spontaneously occur as if it simply 

grows on trees. Graphic design helps you 

find the bathroom in a foreign country, it 
tells you what the contents is of a bottle of 

dishwashing detergent, it can seduce you 

into buying the next 4AD release and it 

can simply blow you away upon seeing the 

first issue of Ray Gun. 

PP: Can graphic design reflect sub-cul- 

tures differently than it would main- 

stream cultures? 

RV: Graphic design can’t do much by 

itself. Graphic design is all about ideas. 

It is the visual manifestation of particu- 

lar contexts. 

PP: What | was trying to get at is this: Do 
you feel that there is an inherent difference 

between the way Graphic design is used by 

the two groups? 

RV: Not really. Both groups follow a cer- 
tain ideology and both groups make use of 

their respective resources to express them- 

selves. And both groups borrow from each 

other while doing so. 
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4 PP: Is graphic design just a tool used by 
‘ advertising agencies & other corporate 

types to “dress up” information, in order to 
make it “easier to swallow’? 

RV: Yes it can be used to do that too. 

PP: Is graphic design more than just win- 
dow dressing? 

RV: To me graphic design is about the 

structuring of information to inform people 
in order to enrich their lives, or clarify cer- 

tain aspects of their lives. Advertising, 

which, I believe, is what you are referring 
to, deals more with the structuring of 
information to seduce people so that they 

will buy something. 

PP: Do you think graphic design can be 
used subversivly? 

RV: Ideas can be subversive. Graphic 

design is simply a means to make those 

ideas visible. Hopefully design can 

enhance the ideas, make them more pow- 

erful, or more memorable, but it can just 
“4 as easily. obscure or nullify a good idea if 

executed poorly. 

PP: How do you feel about “‘Ray-Gun”’ style 
graphic design (design mainly for designs 
sake, vs. legibility)? 

RV: I don’t think the “Ray Gun Style” is 

about the difference between design for 

design’s sake vs. legibility. Within the design 

{community Ray Gun is regarded as the 

commodification of experiments done in 
typography at schools such as Cranbrook 

and CalArts. Without going into the 

specifics, the approach they use tries to 

engage the reader by presenting the material 
in unexpected ways. It’s been quite success- 

ul in subverting traditional typographic 

;| rules and perhaps has even broadened the 

{notion of legibility. But like anything subver- 

sive, it eventually gets decoded and co-opted 

by the mainstream. Whether that’s good or 
bad is a matter of ideology. 

graphic design? 

RV: My Dutch friend and designer Peter 

Mertens once said: “Typefaces are legible. 

If some things are not legible, then they 

are not letters. Illegible letters do not exist. 

Illegibility does not exist.” That, as far as 
I’m concerned, pretty much answers the 

question regarding illegibility. 

PP: How can illegibility be used to enhance content, 
instead of just detract from it? 

RV: Having said the above, I can imagine a situation to 
occur in which you have to express the idea of illegibility 
(literally or symbolically). Here it might be appropriate to 
design something illegible. 

PP: Is there such a thing as illegible. 

PP: If illegibility does- 
n’t exist, then what is 

poor execution of 

graphic design? 

RV: Anything that 

fails to communi- 

cate effectively is 

bad design. You 

should not confuse 
illegibility with 

poor communica- 

tion. Legibility and 

illegibility are very 

ambiguous and 

biased terms. 

PP: Is it possible for 
a sub-culture to go 

about producing a 
design style that 
both reflects & 

helps shape the 
culture? 

RV: All design 

reflects and helps 

shape culture. As 

designers, trained 

or untrained, we 

are connected to 

the world around 

us. We are a prod- 

uct of our environ- 

ment and as such 

we're able to con- 

nect with our fel- 

low human beings. 

PP: Is it possible for 

sub-cultures to devel- 

op a design sense 
that is completely 
removed from main- 
stream culture? 

RV: Let me answer 

this by asking you 

that.) Plenty of people seem 

to think they know (I will 

, decline this chance to take a ° 

- shot at MRR because | don’t 

fucking care) but there are 

so many directions being 

ele tem mae le aL a) 
quite dizzying. Even if you 

insist on drawing lines, they 

are constantly blurring. What 

do you call Iceburn, or Rain 

‘ Like the Sound of Trains, 

Mary Lou Lord or Neurosis? 

And how do they relate? 

Punk music is breaking 

with its traditional form, and 

so are the graphics. Cut and 

paste is having to share the 

floor with computer layout, 

and just like people get ner- 

vous when a punk record 

. doesn’t sound “punk”, peo- 
ple get nervous when punk 

graphics don’t look “punk.” 

It’s just people’s general 

resistance to change, and a 
fear they won’t get it, or will 

be left behind. There’s a dif- 

‘ ference between being in a 

Picola) 

a rut—but they aren’t that 

different either. 

Punk rock graphics origi- 

nated for the three reasons 

tenet) (at least in part), 

lite Mm mele etme (eh 

things aren’t that much dif- 

ferent at a conceptual level. 

Formally—as with the 

why you would want to be completely removed from 

mainstream culture? Although there’s a certain romanti- 
cism attached to the idea of a subculture, it is also 

somewhat escapist. I’m more interested in challenging 



the mainstream (if that’s at all possible) and perhaps 

change their thinking, instead of creating an elitist art. 

form that only a few hip, in-the-know people can enjoy. 

PP: How long has Emigre been produced on computers? 

RV: For.as long as the Macintosh has been around. 

Since 1984. 

music— they are worlds 

apart, but conceptually, 

they’re hardly any differ- 

Ye eT ME MeL 

we have available to us, it’s 

just that we have more 

sophisticated tools. Why 

eT) CII 

you can use a telephone? 

wee ere Oe eo 

right? 

The general attitude 

isn’t a whole lot different, 

maybe adapted to the pre- 

MA Ree ee 

the general point of view is 

tomy 

The only thing that 

may be changing is graphi- 

cal naiveté, as there are a 

lot of people who are 

either self-taught, or in 

school for art/design, and 

know how to build power- 

ful, effective graphics. 

Check out zines like 

Contrascience, and Extent, 

and of course Punk Planet. 

‘ All these people have their 

points of view in check, 

and build graphics that 

reflect them. Maybe it 

doesn’t look like a 

BYR Yelle eere aL) 2 

Discharge stopped making 

records a long time ago. 

Joswas raw, unrefiny Leone are 
senior graphic design students at 

the Massachusetts College of Art in 

Boston. They run Commodity 
fanzine. Get in touch at 7 Kenney 

Street, Jamaica Plain, Ma. 02130 

PP: Do you feel like 

computer-based 
design is widening 
the playing field as 
far as design goes? 

RV: Any time a pro- 

fession becomes 

demystified and 

democratized I 

think that’s a good 

thing. Look at 
punk. The fact that 

John Lydon could- 

n't sing didn’t stop 

him from making 

music. And look 

what the Sex Pistols 

did for the develop- 
ment of music. 

Punk was the direct 

result of people tak- 
ing matters in their 

own hands. The 

whole DIY attitude, 
of recording your 
own music, renting 

and promoting your 

own performance , 

space, pressing your 

own records, setting 
up your own distri- 
bution systems...the 

Macintosh, like all 
the affordable home 
recording equip- 

ment you can now 

buy, empowers peo- 

ple. But you have to 

also be entrepre- 
neurial. The history 

of sub cultures is a 

history of 

entrepreneurs. 

- can call (916) 451 4344 for a free 64 page 

PP: How is it that a Mac empowers people? 

RV: Before the Macintosh a graphic designer was depen- 

dent on a variety of professionals to realize a printed 

piece. Although designers were always able 

to design typefaces (with ink and paper) it 

was nearly impossible to then freely use 

these typefaces in a layout. You were 

always dependent upon the typefaces 

available through the typesetter. The actu- 

al typesetting, too, was done by a profes- 

sional typesetter. That part of the produc- 

tion process of design used to be extremely 

expensive. The Macintosh allows you to do 

all this yourself. It's made the physical act 

of writing easier, it’s made custom typeface 

design possible, it allows you to do your 

own typesetting and, with Laser printers 

becoming cheaper and better all the time, 

you can be your own printer as well. Get 

yourself a modem and you can actually set 

up your own network and distribute opin- 

ions, ideas, or any digital information 

(such as typefaces) that way. All this 

empowers people. Although you have to 

recognize those opportunity exist. 

PP:What are the differences (both physical 

& theoretical) between computer-based 

design & hand-done design? 

RV: Graphic design happens in your head. 

Again, it’s all about ideas. The computer or 

a pencil, although both have their charac- 

teristics, are simply the different tools at 

your disposal to materialize your ideas. 

PP: Couldn’t it also be said that Macs can 

restrain people too? Is there such a thing as 

“too computery” design? Design that has 

lost the human element? 

RV: Yes, that’s possible. But I’ve seen 

“photo realism” oil paintings that are so 

unreal in.a sense that, to me, they have 

lost all sense of the human element. To me 

the computer is still one of humankind’s 

most fantastic creations. 

PP: Any closing comments? 

RV: If people are interested in Emigre they 

catalog which shows all our typefaces, 

music, back issues, T-shirts, etc. 

Or they can write to: 

Emigre 
4475 D Street 
Sacramento, CA 
95819 
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Hey, we’ve got some new 

records out. You should 
buy them because 

you will like them. 

83 Fingers Louie 
“TOTIN 40S & 

FUCKIN’ SHIT UP” 
It’s a 10”, and it’s really good, 

and you can buy it from us for 

$7 (U.S.) 

THE FIGHTERS 
“MOTOR MAN” 

This one is a 7”, and it too, is 

really good. If you send us 

$3 (U.S.) 
we would gladly send you a 

copy of it for your collection. 
(If you don't live in the U.S., 
please send more money.) 

EPICENTER ZONE INC. Be Pana 
Chicago, IL 60614-0781 

PUNKROCKRECORDS « LIBRARY ° INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS 
Checks to Jason Mojica 

Porm aay Wee Veet Oe aed DISTRIBUTED BY Underdog, Revolver, Cargo, Dutch 

415.431. 2725 East, Blacklist, Rotz, Smash, and some others 

BRAND NEW FOR YOU FROM 

RESERVOIR RECORDS 

| GARDEN VARIETY / 
ee HELL NO Split 7-inch 

SILENT MAJORITY 

“This Island Earth” 7 -inch 

STICKS AND STONES/ 
WESTON Split 7-inch 

HOLESHOT “Pacemaker” 7-inch 

DOC HOPPER “Aloha” LP (vinyl only) 

HOLESHOT t-shirt (2-sided/x-large) 

7"s: $3PPD * LPS: $6PPD * T-SHIRTS: $8PPD. EUROPE, ADD $2. PER 

ITEM. NO CHECKS. CASH OR M.O.’S TO ANDREW ORLANDO. 

SEND STAMP FOR FULL CATALOG. 

ee BORN 

P.O. BOX 790366 

MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379-03
66 

USA 
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Surger 
The rain stopped so I continued on, find- 

ing myself in an GiNDUY (’}©OM. The walls 

_ were green like so many smashed peas. There 
was one window that was painted over black 

_ anda queer red color that would change 
to orange when I turned my back. 

A psychedelic flower girl 
With long golden praids .o..» « 
bean bag that was in the farthest corner of 

the triangle shaped room. She sat singing 

_ songs of peace and brotherly love and for 
some reason she had not lost the meaning 

of the words |IKe most of US. 
The marigold behind her right ear began 

“to bloom and grew and the blossoms |!1i dl 

the @irl from us all anawe forget 
her and her songs. 

1 cut away the blossoms and tie them up 

in a chain, in place of the blossoms little cher- 

ri€s grow. lateoneandthe taste was 

bittexut the body digested and a numb- 
ness Came over me. I sat and watched the bushel 

: of berries A g ean d d @ and inits 

place were eight grains of sand that were car- 
ried away in the wind. 

I'd forgotten quite why the day seemed so old, 
old with gray sorghum jammed into a dingy brown canister. 
Not much feeling in the air except a small sense of insomnia, that _. 
you could smell but not quite taste. | was heading 
directionlessly somewhere and felt as though I were looking 

for something that I had lost in my couch cushions s but 

I wasn't sure what. : 
I found myself singing aloud in a deep af 

seemed to have acquired from a passing stranger. AS 
Claus, drunken and overweight with goose 
feather pillows, lurched on a corner ringing and 
Ho-Ho-Ho-ing for small children who would place bottom 
purse change into his rusted tin bucket with stubby fin- 
gers. When no one was looking Santa would take a few 
quarters for himself. 

I passed a disillusioned teenager who had on a fast 
food uniform. The kid's name tag was upside down and his shirt 
was untucked. He was sitting with his arm around a garbage 

can talking about the fall of the eastern skies. 
Soon the boy Wasn't there at all and was 

replaced by an empty beer bottle, imported beer. The bottle 
rolled out into the street, where it was run over by a Maserati. 

The driver screamed loudly. 
Rain consumed the skyscrap- 

ers later that day waite 1 was walking down 
South Thurston Street. I pulled the collar of my jacket tight 
around my neck and face hiding myself from the droplets. I 

ducked into a small dive where a band flaunted their ay ed 

hair and "punk rock" ethics. ter 
hair flailed and combined and made a rainbow that consumed 
the club. 

TIM NORRIS 



POTIn 
_ ebony and e from f e life she 

. cheeks were 

sin her face 

I awoke later on a Central Avenue tenement floor. The _ 

floor was littered with old pizza boxes and grainy 

black and white photographs ofa 
president who was unpopular because he didn’t free slaves 

and wasn’t assassinated. An old rickety ceiling fan was above 

me but | could not see it because the ceiling stood so 

high. 

| Soudbe culieg of 
The angel laid Toa hed on the 

green par. ‘k bench: and I watched as she 

twitched and screamed 
from the foul lreams that taunted her. 

A man in awh ite le ather Tux cedo was in the 

complimentary dry bar making a bourbon and 

coke. He took a sip and his eyes smiledin delight. He opened 

his hand to me which. glistened with sweat. 

Inside werea pair Of gray tablets side by 
side and I thought of my grandfather's eyes. I dropped the cap- _ 

sules in my mouth and felt them S lide down my 

throat. My stomach closed around the pills. 

My body began to convulse ana ser a 
great Lack of control. The man in the tuxedo changed 
into a dove, an olive leaf clenched in his claws. He passed over 

me like the guilt of ignorance. In midair the dove morphed into a 

butterfly and | chased it but it changed direction. | love when 

they do that, changing direction when you don’t expect it. 

Dust began to fall from its wings and I found myself in Malkmus 

_ haunch. It climbed in my ol causing my 

breath to come in an (level Nal e. My 

exposed sixim became cold and raw. The 
darkness of night encompassed 
and I found myself ee into a corner bar to 

da shot of Cuervo 
rms the blood, 

putting one in a more jovial mood . The 
band on stage had introduced themselves as 

Brown Cow. The singer had dishwater blond 
hair that was long to the shoulders and 
covered his burgundy eyes. The young man’s 

voice consumed my mind. At the end of the 
st the vOice set himself 
on fire and we watched as he was 

consumed, bewildered aud 

confused. 

Park. The ground and trees were covered ina thick coat 

of SMOW. Icicles hung from the swings that had long been 

abandoned by young laughter. 

The slide was like a mirrorwithits glaze 

orice. | tried hypnotizing myself: iaic in une 
snow, much like I did when I was a child, and madea six foot 

snow angel. 1 stood up dissatisfied because the snow angel 

didn’t look like a real angel. I could be wrong though because 

it has been awhile since I’ve seen an 

angel. 

My angel rolled over and S he Was old NOLW 

witha Shredded flannel coat, corduroy pants 

that were barely sustainable and an old gray cardi- 

gan that was eaten with moth holes. Her hair had 

originally been blond but nearly looked black now from the _ 

Bie” 

years of neglect. The pupils in her eyes were an empty : 



TY LUMA co Loses 6 

Tries to blame it all on me. The first 
strike. The name calling. The punch 
that landed right. I got this sucker 
pinned. He’s not going nowhere. People 
in the bar look at us. They got this Sa 
strange repentance. They were the ones that got this 
whole show started. And now they're ~ part of it. They 

got responsibility. And damned if they’re not sorry. 
They egged this bastard on. Dared me to take 

him to the floor. And now he’s pinned they 
don’t know what to do. I don’t know this 
guy. I got no idea what they call him on the 
street. Don’t know his friends. Don’t know if # 
he is married. If he has a girl. Kids. Don’t 
know what’s going to happen to either one 
of us once we get this over. 
He just happened to be there. Just hap- 
pened to get in the way. Just happened to 

ibe put on the spot by a room filled with 
: drunk old farts. And there times you can’t 
back off. You got to take a stand. Even if its over 
ome stupid fucking shit. And this guy and me got 
tuck in a corner. Stuck by a bunch of 
tinking assholes. 
tell him I’m going to let him up. And 
e comes at me with another fist. 

;And I block it. And I pin him to 
the floor. And I’m tired. And I 
know we're going to be here 
for the rest of this damn fight. 

t just fucked up. Don’t know if it 

“was the guard, the cop that brought 

him in, the guy that got the keys. But 

here he is, setting things up for a fall. | 

He’s wrapping his belt around the top 

rung of the bars. Tying what has to be # 

one hell of a knot. At first I don’t under- { 

stand. But then it sinks in. So goddamned 
obvious I yell hey! And then somebody in 

another cell yelled hey’ Then it started 

going up and down the walk . Hey hey 

hey, hey hey hey, hey hey hey! 

Its like a tribal chant. Hey hey hey, hey 

hey hey, hey hey hey! And this guy, he’s 
testing all the knots. And shit, I barely 

know the bastard. An hour ago he was just 
jerk in a bar. Minding his own business. 

His eyes jumping in the wrong direction. 

Focusing on all the wrong damn things. It 

was drifting kind of action. No thought, no 

hostility, no anger. the wait- 

ress must have thought he 



me 

was looking at her tits. She walked over to the 

bartender, whispered something in his ear. The 

fight broke out so fast nobody had a chance to 

block the blows. Somebody called the cops. It 

. was probably the waitress. I was sitting next to 

he guy when he got smashed up off his stool. 

The waitress pointed at me too when the cops 

walked in the door. The jerk and I got to share a 

cell. And now he’s wrapping that belt tight 

around his neck. 

I tell him its not worth it. He agrees. That’s 

why he’s going to do himself in. He’s had 

enough shit and fucking misery. 
Enough fighting and drinking and 

jails. Everybody on the walk has 

_ heard it all before. They know 

its going to happen. And they 

e go on yelling. Hey hey hey, hey 

hey hey, hey hey hey! Until the guy 

drops. Then its so quiet you hear his toes tap on 

he ground. You hear his neck crack, echoing like 

"a pencil snappe d in half. And I look at the guy. And 

somebody calls for a guard. And 

when the door to the walk opened it 

; was like God was coming in. There 

was a burst of light and blind- 

ness. And everybody knew it 

was going to be one long 

ugly night. 

Breaks 
off clean. Sharp. 
Rough jagged edge. I 
whip it through the 

‘air. You got to have 
drama when you got 
a weapon. I like the 
sound. Whooosh! Man 
give me a broken car 
antennae. Rip it off 
that hood. Slice it 
through the air. You 
don’t get that motion, 
that slick ease, when you! 
break a bottle. And a bot- 
tle, its too close to you. 
You might fuck i, 

of that will do you 
any good if things 
are going wrong. 

He backs off. Tries 
to climb out of my 
car. Starts talking 
way too fast. “I was 
just sitting there to see what it 
would feel like.” I whip the 
antennae past his face. Justa 
test to test the distance. “I was- 
n't doing anything, wrong, man. 
I just wanted to see how it 
would feel.” Another whooosh! 
This time closer. It hooks in. 

| Under his skin. But moves so 
fast he doesn’t know it caught. 

That’s what I like about a car antennae. Its slick. Fast. Cool. Almost too fucking easy. 

Its a serious tear. A rip. A flap. Blowing in the wind I smile at him like everything is fine. Just a 

game of make believe. He doesn’t know. It happened too fast for him to catch the action. He got 

‘the sting. Knows that he got touched. But he doesn't realize he’s bleeding. He’s in need of 

‘stitches. Some blood leaves his face. A semi chunk of shit. It lands on his shirt. He looks down. 

Feels how warm it is. 

“Holy shit, man, you cut me!” 

I don’t say anything. Just watch. He bleeds. He gets awfully shaky. He tries to back off. Rubber 

kneed. Scared and way too lonely. 
“Jesus, man, you cut me!” 
I smile. Back off. It looks like we are even. 
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4 out of 5 punks recommend Dr. Strange over other labels... 

HISTORY OF 
THE BOLLWEEVILS 
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“The History of The Bollweevile” containe 

ALL their 7”s, comp tracks, and unreleased 
first demo. The best thing out of Chicago 
since Naked Raygun! (DSR - 25 CD/Cass) 

“Cpace Freak”, their second full length 
release- phull of phuckin power packed 

punchy punk! Their best release yet! 
(DSR - 26 LP/ CD/ Cass) 

PRICES 

LP/ Cace: $7ppd. U.S. / $10 Elsewhere 
CD: S1Oppd U.S. / $12 Elsewhere 

Check, cach, or money order to: Dr. Strange Records - P.O. Box 7000-117 Alta Loma, CA 91701 

Don’t forget to check out our GIANT rare punk catalog. Free with any order, otherwise send two stamps. 

HOLoobe A 400i 



America 
needs it. 

The Arts will go on in 
America. 

Will the NEA? 
It should. Despite its short- 

comings, the NEA has ad- 
equately delivered its promise of 
supporting “the visual, literary, 
and performing arts to benefit all 
Americans.” The degree of suc- 
cess with which the NEA has dis- 
seminated all of the arts’ offerings 
to all Americans—rich or poor, white 
or black—is debatable. 

But one thing is clear. If the NEA 
is destroyed, the country will be poorer 
for it. 

Here’s why. Even though the NEA’s 
budget is paltry in comparison to other 
federal agencies, the endowment re- 
mains the biggest supporter of the arts 
in America. Its $167 million budget sup- 
ports hundreds of established and up- 
and-coming arts organizations around 

the country, organizations that provide 
access and knowledge about art to com- 
munities that might otherwise be cut off 
because of geography or economics. The 
prevailing Republican sentiment is that 
if the NEA is defunded, private contri- 
butions (from companies, philanthropic 
foundations, and individuals) will pick 
up the slack. 

But that won't be the case. Ellen 
King Torrey, president of Grantmakers 
in the Arts, which represent Ford, 
Rockefeller, MacArthur, and many other 
foundations, points out in theVillage 
Voice (January 24, '95) that the private 
sector will not be able to fill the gap. King 
Torrey notes that “much private philan- 
thropy is regionally restricted, while the 
federal agency spreads money every- 
where. In the big picture, private/pub- 
lic funding is complementary—like a 
scaffolding. And if you pull half away, 
the other half isn’t going to stand.” With- 
out government support, only those 

Paul Chan 

groups like the Lyric Opera or the Art 
Institute in Chicago will survive, while 
other arts organizations without the big 
name or reputation will fall by the way- 
side. And in order to survive, the exist- 
ing groups will have to inflate prices for 
events and cut programming. Then 
Gingrich’s idea or the “cultural elite” will 
finally be realized, because only the truly 
affluent will be able to afford museums, 
plays and concerts. 

The NEA also supports a booming 
industry. According to the National Arts 
Alliance, a three year study on the Arts 
found that NEA funds work to stimu- 
late economic growth. Nationally, the 
non-profit arts generate $37 billion in 
economic activity, and sustain 1.3 mil- 
lion jobs. From the $167 million invested 
into the Arts, the federal government 
collects $3.4 billion in taxes from the 
salaries of the nonprofit arts world. Re- 
gionally, the Arts remain one of the big- 
gest tourist attractions for cities and 

Here's 

why. 

towns across the United States, 
stimulating the local economies 
and businesses. 

The most important role 
for the NEA, however, is not as 
an economic stimulus or a cul- 

tural subsidy. The NEA is a sym- 
bol for the country’s commitment 
to ensuring that all Americans get 
a chance at participation and ex- 
posure to the arts. To that end, the 

endowment supports programs that 
may not be economically viable but 

are vitally needed. Programs like 
Chicago’s own Urban Gateways, which 
recently received a $700,00 NEA grant 
(more than twice the amount received 

by the Art Institute) to implement a fully 
integrated arts curriculum in Chicago’s 
most economically challenged school 
communities. Founded in 1961, UG’s 
mission has been to expose school chil- 
dren living in Chicago’s low-income com- 
munities to art experiences. “Without the 
NEA,” said Marie Suarez of Urban Gate- 
ways, “it would have been very difficult 
to implement what we hope will be a 
comprehensive arts education to those 
communities and schools that can’t af- 
ford to. The NEA gave us the seed money 
for this enormous project.” 

If the NEA is to go, it is organiza- 
tions and projects like Urban Gateways 
that will be affected most. The groups 
that work to ensure that everyone gets 
a chance at the Arts—not only those who 
can afford it. So in the end, the 
defunding of the NEA has little to do with 
“cultural elitism” or “government 
downsizing.” It’s about a denial of ac- 
cess. A denial that would ensure that 
the rich tradition of the arts in the United 
States return exclusively into the 
affluent’s playpen, to be enjoyed only by 
those who have the cash, the power. 

And the rest of us will be poorer 
for it. 



Office (HBO) cable network broadcast 
the movie The Falcon and the 

Snowman. During that broadcast, a man 
going by the name “Captain Midnight” 
sent his own transmission out, and 
bounced it off of the HBO satellite. Just 
after midnight, Captain Midnight’s 
signal appeared on the screens of anyone 
tuned into HBO at that time. “GOOD 

EVENING HBO FROM CAPTAIN 

MIDNIGHT,” the message read in cheap 
character-generated type, “$12.95/ 
MONTH? NO WAY! (SHOWTIME/MOYJ 

CHANNEL BEWARE!)” T ; the 

] n April 27, 1986, the Home Box 

static. The Falcon and the Snowman 
resumed. The message, which seems 
almost cryptic now, referred to the fact 
that HBO—as well as its competitors, 
Showtime and the Movie Channel—had 
started scrambling their satellite 
transmissions, making owners of 
satellite dishes (the only way that people 
without a cable company available can 
get cable broadcasts) pay a monthly fee 
for their unscrambled signals. This fee 
was $12.95 a month, and whomever 
broke into HBO’s transmission wasn’t 
willing to pay it. 

Three months later, Captain Mid- 
night was caught by the FCC. He turned 
out to be a part time engineer at a satel- 
lite transmission facility in Ocala, 
Florida and the owner of a home satel- 

: lite dish dealership, whose business had 
been devastated by cable netwo 
scrambling of their signals; his n 
was John R. MacDougall. In a formal 
statement read to reporters the day af- 
ter he was caught, MacDougall at- 
tempted to explain why he did what he 

did: “I've been watching the great Ameri- 
can dream slip away from my grasp. I’m 
a small businessman struggling to suc- 
ceed. My chances at success were di- 
minished by the government's inability 
to protect small businessmen and sat- 

wit’s end, with nowhere to turn 
MacDougall had written letters of pro 
test to legislators and had purchased ads 
on TV and in newspapers to.educate the 
public on the scrambling. scam. 
MacDougall explains, “But after months 
and months of no response and utter. 

frustration, I did what is now public 
knowledge.” MacDougall received a 

¢ and one year’s probation, as 
loss 6f¢his ham radio license 

(which is an aand considering 

Snowman, Republican congress: 
Howard Coble and ex-FCC direct 

Midnight's. broadcast] was merely an 
amusing prank. To HBO, which has 
hundreds of millions of dollars invested 
in satellite and. transmitter hardware 
and in programming, it was certainly no 
prank.” They went on to explain that 
there is the quite frightening possibility 
that terrorists might attempt to seize 
control of one of our video signals just 
as Captain Midnight did. What better 
way for some radical group to get world- 
wide media attention than to override a 
presidential press conference, or a ma- 
jor congressional hearing, or even the 
Super Bowl? Such an activity could. be 
an effective vehicle for making blackmail 
demands or distributing some terrorist 
political message. 

It’s interesting to note that the 
worst case scenario that the authors 
could imagine would be the interruption 
of the Super Bowl, which is the single 

usly making it the largest revenue 
ker for a single program for broad- 

any transmission interruption 

in order to ct our democracy from 
terrorist actions like Captain Midnight’s, 
legislation shoul passed allowing the 
FCC random seareites of satellite trans- 
mission facilities, placing a digital 
encoder in every fac that would al- 
low the FCC to know ctly what facil- 
ity was broadcastin; certain signal. 
They end their column by explaining that 
“in a world where grotips unfriendly to 
democracy have the s and the will 
to carry out terrorist actions against this 
country, we must replace that compla- 

. cency with a commitment to securing 

our communication systems.” 
Unfriendly to democracy? John 

MacDougall broke into the HBO broad- 
cast for the simple reason that he felt 
that his voice was not being heard. But 
in this day and age, when what is media 
and what is politics is a fine line that is 
becoming increasingly blurred, inter- 
rupting The Falcon and the Snowman 
is tantamount to planting a pipe bomb 
on an airplane. 

It is instead the actions of people who 
feel that their ideas & ideals are not 

being broadcast. Video piracy is the di- 
rect result of two things: a long-stand- 
ing monopoly of broadcasting & media 
in general, and the low cost and general | 
availability of technology. 

There was once a time when it 

made sense for there to be monopolies 
in the broadcast medium. The technol- 

J ideo piracy is not a terrorist action. 



ogy was brand new and in a constant 
state of change; it cost a fortune; and 
in order to come up with technological 
standards (in order for there to be only 
one technology needed instead of every 
network requiring a certain television 

or antennae to tune in—a standard 
known as NTSC, decided upon in 1939), 
broadcasting privileges had to be 
granted to only a few institutions. This 
privilege was granted by the U.S. gov- 
ernment, in the form of the FCC. For 
the most part, the companies granted 
monopolies in the thirties and forties 
are the same ones that hold the broad- 
cast monopolies today. 

The programs broadcast on the 
networks in the advent of television were 
tailored to people buying televisions at 
time. It was a small group of people, 
due to the fact that TVs were extraordi- 
narily expensive (in 1946 only six thou- 
sand TVs were produced and sold), and 
those that could afford them were 
mostly white, rich, patriarchal house- 
holds. The networks tailored their 
shows to those that could receive them; 

. therefore their shows, for the most part, 
reflected that lifestyle. 

Even when the price of sets became 
lower, and over five million sets were 
being sold in 1956, network monopolies 
of the airwaves made sense. The tech- 
nology of broadcasting television signals 
was still far too expensive. Although 
more sets were being sold, the shows 
broadcast, with a few exceptions, were 
still tailored to a more upper-class view- 
ing audience. 

Now, in this day and age, over 
twenty-two million TVs are sold in a year: 
Millions upon millions of people have a 
receiver in their homes. Yet even today, 
the shows broadcast by the ‘big three’ 
(as the monopolistic networks are now 
called), reflect a way of life that is far 
better than many of those in the view- 
ing audience; from Seinfeld, where ev- 
ery character, although middle class, 
has an unbelievable amount of leisure 
time; to Melrose Place, where glamor- 
ous people live glamorous lives. The one 
thing that has changed all the rules (or 
at least should have changed the rules) 
is that millions of people now have the 

makings of a transmitter in their living 
room—the VCR. And now, with prices 
of camcorders at their all time lowest, 
people even have access to the makings 
of an entire broadcast studio! 

How easy is it to convert a VCR to 
a television transmitter? It already is! In 
order to view a VCR on a television, you 
decide whether you want it to show up 
on channel 3 or channel 4 (depending 

on which one is an empty channel in 
your area). Inside the VCR is a tiny 
transmitter that is capable of sending a 
signal at the correct frequency to be 
viewed—via a cable—on the channel you 
designate. It’s just a small expense (ap- 
proximately $25.00) and a trip to Radio 
Shack to buy the right parts to enable 
you to transmit on either channel 3 or 4 
to an entire apartment building, or even 
a few city blocks! Systems similar to 
these are already in use in large apart- 
ment buildings to transmit security cam- 
era signals to televisions. It’s not much 
more of an expense (about $75.00) to 
broadcast for a few miles on a adjust- 
able frequency, but the technical know- 
how of how to put together a TV trans- 
mitter is rather steep. However, it can 

still be done by someone who knows 
their way around a soldering iron, 
thanks to electronics magazines like 
Radio-Electronics that display complete 
schematics and addresses for kits! A 
larger expense (about $100+) can pur- 
chase the parts to make a linear ampli- 
fier, which can boost the output of a 
transmitter to distances of 10-15 miles 
or more! 

However, thanks to the FCC's le- 
gal monopolies, building your own tele- 

vision transmission system is illegal, 
and punishable with jail time and fines 
of up to twenty-five thousand dollars. 
In fact, just publishing the schematics 
on how to build one has to carry a dis- 
claimer. “The 2-watt version is intended 
for educational purposes, legitimate TV 
broadcasting, amateur TV, and indus- 
trial and scientific purposes. It can 
transmit several miles, so those intend- 
ing to use our design must have a Tech- 
nician-class amateur radio license,” 
reads the liability warning that accom- 
panies the article“AmateurTV __Trans- 

mitter,” taken from Radio-Electronics. 
Building a television transmitter to 

broadcast ten or twenty miles is still not 
even close to the scale that Captain Mid- 
night achieved, but MacDougall had 
access to one of only 600 satellite un- 
link facilities in the nation, which con- 
tain technology that is too expensive and 
sophisticated in this day and age for the 
average user. Add this to the fact that 
unless you plan to actually break into 
an existing channel's signal, cable tele- 
vision suppliers only send channels that 
they license from the company, so a new 
broadcast on a blank channel would not 
get any further than the cable company. 

piracy. One is the broadcasting on the 
frequency used by an existing station, 

thusly breaking into their programming 
with your own. This is a risky endeavor, 
because whatever station is interrupted 
will immediately hound the FCC to lo- 
cate whomever it was that ‘broke into’ 
their transmission. However, this is an 
effective way of getting an opinion across 
(as demonstrated—albeit in a little more 
high tech fashion—with Captain Mid- 
night) to a guaranteed viewership. How- 
ever, it’s not a very effective way to regu- 
larly broadcast a program. 

This is where the second idea of 
television piracy comes in—a way that 
has not really been explored to its full- 
est—broadcasting on a regular basis on 
an unused UHF or VHF channel. As ex- 
plained above, building a transmitter for 
broadcasting on either band is simple. 
In order to know where to broadcast, you 
need to know a little about how a televi- 
sion signal works. Television signals are 
6 MHz wide (a spectrum large enough 
to transmit 30 FM radio stations), to 
make up for signal interference and to 
send all the information needed to make 
up a three-color image and sound. In 
order to pick up such a large signal, tele- 
visions use a broad band tuning circuit. 
Television stations are kept away from 
each other by at least one channel. In 
Chicago, the VHF band is completely 
full, with transmissions on channels 2, 
5, 7, 9, and 11. The stations are sepa- 
rated in such a way so as to avoid two 

] here are really two types of television 



channels’ signals ‘bleeding’ together. If 
you live close to a transmitter, you can 
sometimes pick up ‘ghosts’ of a chan- 
nel on either side of it. Broadcasting a 
pirate station in-between stations on 

the VHF band is a fairly risky venture, 
due to the fact that although you aren't 
directly interfering with their signal, you 
may be indirectly bleeding over into 
their bandwidth. This, like actually 
broadcasting on their frequency, will 
cause them to call the FCC and have 
you located. ; 

Broadcasting on the UHF band is 
another story. Instead of just 12 chan- 
nels, there are 53. Chances are, you can 
locate a frequency that doesn’t have 
another channel within three or even 
four spaces on either side. 

It’s taken as a given in both the 
pirate radio and the growing pirate tele- 
vision community that ifno broadcaster 
is complaining about your transmission, 

that you will probably be able to oper- 
ate free of the FCC for the most part. 

tually undocumented in the United 
States—if they exist at all. In Europe, 

however, pirate radio stations have ex- 
isted for so long that they can take ad- 
vertisers, and now pirate television sta- 
tions are popping up everywhere. 

The earliest recorded pirate televi- 
sion station was in Prague, Czechoslo- 
vakia in 1968, after the Soviet invasion. 
A remote TV van, designed to transmit 
from soccer matches, was dismantled 
and the equipment was set up in a se- 
cret room to begin broadcasting anti- 
Soviet transmissions for months. 

The same idea was used to keep 
the Solidarity movement alive in Poland 
during the political repression of the 
1980s. However, technology had im- 
proved enough that the equipment nec- 

Pics television stations remain vir 

essary to broadcast could be carried in 
a set of suitcases, and transmissions 

were sent off from different rooftops ev- 
ery night to avoid signal tracking. 

Perhaps the most interesting pirate 
TV station to come out of Eastern Eu- 
rope (where due to overwhelming gov- 

ernmental control of all media, pirate 
television has flourished) is Kanal X, 
operating out of a building called De- 
mocracy House, home to radical groups 
and artists. 

Kanal X was the brainchild of West 
German video artist Ingo Gunther. The 
station started under the guise of being 
an art exhibit. In fact, the station’s trans- 
mitter is officially recognized as a sculp- 
ture on display in Democracy House. 
The station was put together with do- 
nated video equipment and donated 
time. Gunther worked with a core group 
of people recruited from within Democ- 
racy House to become reporters and con- 
tent creators. 

The first night that Kanal X went 
on the air, it broadcast the following: an 
East German video artist’s work, an in- 
house news story with interviews about 
the upcoming election, and finally a 
newscast—in English—dubbed from 
CNN. The first broadcast, on March 17, 
1990, was sent using an 8-watt trans- 
mitter and almost the entire broadcast 
was unviewable due to the distortion in 
the signal caused from a tal building 
next door to Democracy House. Kanal X 
broadcast three more times before it was 
forced to shut down by the Leipzig state 
post office, the organization responsible 
for East German television reception. 

Kanal X is an interesting case due 
to the fact that the content of the broad- 
casts were not ‘political’ in a direct sense 
of the word. They were nothing like the 
Solidarity transmissions or the anti-So- 
viet broadcasts in 1968. They were fuzzy 
images of real people talking about how 
they felt about the election, Real people 
smiling in a cafe. Real people at a rock 
concert. The people broadcasting the 
shows were the same as the people in 
them, and that was as political as it 
needed to be. 

U.S. There is not direct governmen 
tal control of all broadcasting content 

(although the argument could definitely 
be made that there is a very strong indi- 
rect control over not just broadcasting, 

Je same could hold true here in the 

but all media), which would explain why 
pirate television stations don’t flourish 
here. However, considering the shows 
broadcast networks, and even so called 
‘public television’ stations are transmit- 
ting, to say that programming should 
reflect real people and their concerns is 
to preach a revolution. 

vision station, and the channels are 
available, and the need isn’t being 

filled by the networks that are around 
today, or by the ‘alternative’ television, 
cable, why doesn’t the FCC allow very 
low power stations? The answer is pain- 
fully obvious: political power. If the FCC 
can control what companies can get 
broadcast licenses, it can for the most 
part control what goes out over the air. 
The owners of the major broadcast net- 
works are almost exclusively economic 

C o then, if it is dirt cheap to run a tele 

‘conservatives, almost exclusively male, 
and almost exclusively white. The shows 
they.air reflect their views to some de- 
gree. These views are safe and don’t 
threaten the status quo in any way, 
shape or form. Although they may favor 
one candidate over another, they still 
support the system. The FCC has to keep 
its own livelihood in mind, and grants 
licenses accordingly. So without being 
openly government controlled, as tele- 
vision is in most of Europe (which in 
some cases makes the content much 
better, England being the best example), 
the broadcasting spectrum is very 
strongly controlled indirectly by the gov- 
ernment through the granting and re- 
fusing of licenses. 

sibility of pirate television would not 
be complete or capable without dis- 

cussing pirate radio, which has been 
around for quite some time, and has— 
for the most part—been very success- 
ful. 

f discussion of the legalities and fea 

At one point, all radio broadcasts 
were ‘pirate.’ As opposed to television, 
where research was performed by the 
broadcast monopolies and their affiliated 
technology companies, radio research 



and development was performed by 
amateurs tinkering around in their 
basements and garages, all of them 
with only one thing in mind—how far 
they could transmit. Eventually, how- 
ever, these amateurs were offered jobs 
by companies like General Electric and 
Westinghouse, and R&D was done al- 
most solely in-house. However, there 
were still thousands of amateur radio 
operators on the air. 

The first legislation that passed 
regarding radio broadcasting was in 
1912, when it was decided that radio 
transmission required a government 

license. This law was widely ignored 
though, and amateurs continued 
broadcasting. It wasn’t until World War ° 
I that the government cracked down on 
amateurs. Under the explanation that 
they were cluttering the airwaves, all 
amateurs were ordered to get off the 
air and seal their equipment. All pri- 
vately owned and licensed radio sta- 
tions were taken over by the govern- 
ment for Navy use. 

The Navy’s complete domination 
of the airwaves—they had enough 
power to actually broadcast across 
the Atlantic ocean—left them high 
with power. In the fall of 1918, in the 
form of legislation submitted to Con- 
gress, the Navy suggested that radio 
be a complete governmental mo-, 
nopoly. At a hearing in December 
1918, Secretary of the Navy Josephus 
Daniels explained: 

The passage of this bill will 

secure for all time to the Navy 
Department the control of radio 

in the United States, and will 
enable the Navy to continue the 
splendid work it has carried out 

during the war. 

When asked if he was suggesting 
of all things a monopoly, he went on to 
explain: 

It is my profound conviction 
and is the conviction of every per- 
son | have talked with in this coun- 
try, and abroad who had studied 

this question that it must be a 

monopoly. It is up to the Con- 

gress to say whether it is a mo- 

nopoly for the government or a 

monopoly for a company. 

This bill was endorsed by the U.S. 
State Department, and also got the ap- 
proval of the Army (although they were 
a little skeptical about keeping it Navy 
dominated). Even though it was sup- 

ported by such heavy hitters, the bill 
failed. This was due entirely to the com- 

plaints of ‘pirate’ radio broadcasters, 
who charged that it was their right to 
broadcast. 

Since the bill didn’t go through, the 
Navy tried a second tactic, monopoly for. 
a company. This time, they were more 
successful. After a series of meetings 
between the U.S. Navy Department and 
General Electric, the Radio Corporation 
of America was formed. By 1921, GE‘had 
been joined by Westinghouse, AT&T, and 
the United Fruit Company as partial 
owners of RCA. A U.S. Navy admiral sat 
on the board of directors as the liaison 
between RCA and the Navy. 

At the same time RCA formed, ra- 
dio broadcasts boomed, thanks mainly 
to amateurs pulling record players up 

_to microphones and putting on “radio 
concerts.” The first advertisement for a 
radio that was geared towards consum- 
ers appeared on September 29, 1920. It 
was for the Joseph Horne department 
store and was presented as a news story: 

AIR CONCERT “PICKED UP” 
BY RADIO HERE 

Victrola music, played into 

the air over a wireless telephone, 

was “picked up” by listeners on 

the wireless receiving station 

which was recently installed here 
for patrons interested in wire- 
less experiments. The concert 
was heard Thursday night about 
10 o’clock and continued 20 min- 
utes. Two orchestra numbers, a 
piano solo—which rang particu- 

larly high and clear through the 
air—and a juvenile “talking piece” 
constituted the program. 

The music was from a 
Victrola pulled up close to the 

transmitter of a wireless tele- 
phone in the home of Frank 

Conrad, Penn and Peebles Av- 
enues, Wilkinsburg. Mr. Conrad 
is a wireless enthusiast and “puts 
on” the wireless concerts peri- 
odically for the entertainment of 
the many people in this district 
who have wireless sets. Amateur 

Wireless Sets, made by the 
maker of the Set which is in op- 
eration in our store, are on sale 

here $10.00 up. . 

Frank Conrad was an employee at 
Westinghouse at the time this ad ran. 
The day after, he was called into the of- 
fice of his superior Harry P. Davis, and 
sent to work on building a 100-watt 
transmitter on the roof of the 
Westinghouse factory. On October 27, 
1920, KDKA was officially in business 
as the first commercial broadcast radio 
station. Its first broadcast was of elec- 
tion returns on November 2. 

This brought a serious change in 
the airwaves. Suddenly there were com- 
mercial interests at stake, not just ama- 
teurs broadcasting for their own enjoy- 
ment. People were’ buying radios at an 
unheard of rate—in 1922 over sixty mil- 
lion dollars was spent on receiving 
equipment—and tuning into whatever 
they could pick up—at this point, mostly 
pirate stations (along with a few 
Westinghouse and GE owned stations). 

RCA didn’t appreciate the competition 
from the amateurs, and in August 1922, 



took action against the pirates. They 
took amateur radio stations to court for 
patent infringement and one by one, 

shut them down. 
Pirate radio has never completely 

disappeared. As equipment continued to 
shrink, it was easier to move broadcast 
sites, or to broadcast to a select listen- 
ing audience. 

Probably the most interesting re- 
sult of pirate radio and television has 
been in Italy. In the 1970's, the Ital- 
ian Supreme Court decided that regu- 
lation of local broadcasting by the gov- 
ernment was unconstitutional. The 
result of that decision? Complete de- 
regulation of the airwaves. 

Anyone that wants to become a 
radio or television station simply has to 
buy a transmitter, and they are on the 
air! When this happened, it was pre- 
dicted that the Italian television and ra- 
dio spectrum would become a mass of 
conflicting signals, and the entire experi- 
‘ment would fall flat on its face. That’s 
not at all what happened—in fact, it’s 
quite the opposite. It’s just common 
sense that a broadcaster that wants 
their signal heard will tune their station 
to an empty channel, not try to broad- 
cast over a channel that is already in 
use. There are literally thousands of ra- 
dio and television stations now, broad- 
casting an almost infinite choice of pro- 
gramming. Quite literally something for 
everyone. And the beauty of the system 
is that if you don’t find what you want 
on the television or the radio, you be- 
come your own station! 

run system, from its roots as radio to 
the invention of cable, to the dawn of 

the digital ‘interactive television’ era. 
These monopolies are designed to keep 
the current political system intact, and 
were originally created by the military 
industrial complex. 

To look at something as simple as 
‘entertainment’ in that way is a scary 

thought, but a valid one. In this day, 
there is no reason whatsoever for there 
to be a monopoly on television broad- 
easting. It’s time to take a page from the 
Italians and open the spectrum to all 
ideas and ideals. 

] elevision has always been a monopoly 
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Books 
The Media Monopoly. Ben H. Bagdikian. Beacon Press, Boston 

1992. 
Tube Of Plenty: the evolution of American Television, Erik 
Barnouw. Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York 1982. 

Periodicals 
“Amateur TV Transmitter part one” Rudolf F. Graf and William 

Sheets, Radio-Electronics, June 1989, pp, 45-51. 
“Amateur TV Transmitter part two” Rudolf F Graf and William 

Sheets, Radio-Electronics. July 1989. pp, 45-51. 
“ATV Linear Amp” Rudolf F. Graf and William Sheets, Electron- 

ics Now, August 1992, pp, 67-71. 
“Captain Midnight Talks” Television/Radio Age, August 4, 1986. 

“Grounding Capain Mignight” Time, August 4, 1986, p, 47. 
“Pirate TV in Eastern Europe” Evelyn Messinger, The Whole 

Earth Review, Fall 1990, pp. 119-123. 
“The Real Honewst True Deregulation of Broadcasting” 
Lorenzo W. Milam, The Whole Earth Review, Fall 1990, 

pp. 130-131. 
“The Reruns of August” Stephen A Booth, Popular Mechanics, 

August 1989, pp. 36-37. 

“Video Terrorists on the Horizon?” Howard Coble and William 

A Russell Jr., Broadcasting, February 2, 1987, p. 34. 
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: Bender Funny Kar 
| RER 006 CD/CS 

? New! From Toronto, 
: Bender plays guitar- 
; heavy pop-punk with 
plenty of hooks and 
melody. Kinda like what 
a Green Day / 
Doughboys supergroup 

ight sound like. 
saunas 

Also available: Sinkhole Stool CD $9, LP $6, CS $5, 7" $3.50, ppd in 

7", and The A.G’s Cirkus US. In Canada, add a buck to each 

Berzerkus CD/LP/CS order (US funds only, please) 

| Doc Hopper Aloha Bugjvice iQue Va! 

= RER 003 CD/CS 

Jack Grisham, original lead singer 

of T.S.0.L., has returned to hardcore 

with the subtlety of a nuclear explosion. 

: 
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Sinkhole Groping For Trou aoe Sinkhole Donkey 
RER 002 CD/CS oe Ss . RER O04 7* 

9 Maplecrest _ 
Newmarket NH 
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deviate ts former members of CHRIST ON PARADE, 
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Shoot the Gift / Snaggletooth 

A BETTER LIFE 
WITH dal LIFE 

eS e ee essen 4 Song split 7" - $3 ppd. 
Extremely strong new school 

hardcore by these youngsters from HIE KE 

New Jersey. A perfect combination 
of slow, emotional parts and classic 

mosh sounds. ($10) 
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Wish 

STILL HOT: 

THE CREEPS "Warhead" 
The rebirth of Portland hardcore! The 
Creeps combine early Poison Idea and 
Acctised with New York hardcore. ($10) 

8 Song Cassette - $3 ppd. 

Many other Mutant Renegade releases 

are still available plus I carry releases 

& zines from the following labels: 

Burnt Sienna, Rhetoric, Motherbox, 

Fearless and many more. 

‘STAND CLEAR "The Face Of Pain" 
New York hardcore the way it should be! 
6 track CD produced by Don Fury. ($8) 
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Here are this issues crop of reviews. Much thanks goes out to the boys at COMMOD- 

ITY fanzine for thinking up using tapes as a layout device. Sorry we had to borrow it. 

Reviews are by: Eric Action (EA), Matt Berland (MB), Darren Cahr (DC), Steve Cook 

(SC), Will Dandy (WD), Jon Entropy (JE), Karen Fisher (KF), Bret Van Horn (BVH), Dave 

Larson (DL), Dan Sinker (DS), Sean Wiplfi (SW), John Zero (JZ) 

7 Deadly 5-The Hallmark of Flavor, CD 

This is alternative in the MTV generation sort of way. I'am sick 

off this stuff invading the independent scene. I shouldn't be so 

harsh because 7 Deadly 5 are better than most of the crap on 

the tube anyway. There is an organ and bands like REM, Velvet 

Underground and Flaming Lips come into my mind. There is 

even a Tutti Frutti sample on it (ugh) (EA) 

(Velvetone Records, 3621 Eagle Rock Blvd, 2nd Floor LA, CA 90065) 

13/EyeHateGod-split 7” 
I've heard both of these bands before on comps, and Pessimiser 

fanzine seems to love them. 13 is sludgy punk, damn heavy 
and slow enough to make you want to walk through drying 

cement. EyeHateGod, besides having a great name, churn out 

slow dirges of lumpy punk. They even have metally leads to go 

along with the screaming-through-a-plastic mic sounding 

vocals. Emo kids and pop-punkers will NOT be interested.(JE) 

(Slap-A-Ham Records; PO box 420843 San Francisco, CA 94142) 

88 Fingers Louie-Wanted, 7 
This one goes in the “A” pile! Four songs (well, the last one’s a 

Beatles cover!), fast 8-count beat, quality pop punk with melod- 

ic but rocking tunes, you'll want to get this one for sure. 

Rumor had it that these guys were playing near me a few 

weeks ago, but we couldn't find where. I missed out. (KF) 

(Fat Wreck Chords, POB 460144, San Francisco CA 94146.) 

AC Acoustic-Able Treasury, CD 
Ooh, this is annoying. People from Glasgow, Scotland trying 

(and failing) to be Teenage Fanclub or some other crotchless 

one hit wonder. Maybe Matthew Sweet (in which case 
they're failing even more profoundly). No, actually, 
I know who they’re trying to be — “Babble”-period 
That Petrol Emotion!! I'm so proud of myself. Men 

. who use feedback to prove that they're men. In 
any event, I got bored pretty quickly, and I usu- 

- ally like the guitar-heavy pop thing. Maybe it's 
the lead singer, who is thoroughly uninterest- 

ing. Or the lack of interesting hooks. Just 
makes me appreciate people who can do this 

well even more. (DC) 
(Trance, P.O. box 49771, Austin, TX 78765) 

‘Act Of Faith-Test Of Strength, CD 
Hardcore from Georgia that sounds like it 

was more influenced by old bands like 
Youth Brigade than any of today’s hardcore 

fare. Well, I might detect a little Sick Of It All 

influence in their from time to time. This comes of as 

being quite a bit more “punk” than a lot of HC, and I think 

that’s a good thing. (DL) 

(Standfast Records P.O. BOX 973 Lilburn, GA’ 30226) 

Against All Authority-Above the Law,7’ 

O.K. this is great. The artwork reminds me of some of the stuff 

a friend of mine does, great. This is rockin, in your face, punk 

ass, ska. This is my pick of the month so far. Mellow horns and 

gruff lyrics that kick back and forth like genius. I don't know 

what else to say, buy this shit and get into it.(J.Z.) 

(Farout Records, PO.Box 14361, Ft.Lauderdale, FL. 33302) 

Agathocles/Patareni-split 7” e.p. 
Patareni hail from Croatia and dish out gruff vocaled hardcore 

with a hefty dose of noise and ripping guitar. Agathocles offers up 

the Belgian variety of the same, with more of a grind/metal influ- 

ence. Must be the 100th split release for both of these bands, but 

they still kick out the jams! On gold vinyl even... (SW) 

($3.50; Enemy; POB 32511, Cleveland, OH 44132) 

All Day-War on the Boulevard,7” 

Looks like these guys must be pretty popular in Long Beach, I 

don’t know why though. Their music is uninventive and 

rehashed, like something I’ve heard a million times before said 

in just a slightly different way. The title song sounds similar to 

old Suicidal Tendencies, just to give you an idea of what this 

band's all about. And what’s up with the recording quality any- 

way?.. it's only vinyl. Sorry if this review sounds harsh, but, 
even your cover art sucks.(J.Z.) 

(Know Records, P.O.Box 4830, Long Beach, CA. 90804) 

Amber Inn-s/t, 7” 
Fairly boring hardcore with some very interesting slow parts, 

and some pretty good noisy parts. But man can’t live by parts 

alone. This may transform into a fine band, but as they stand _ 

now, they still need some work. (DS) 

(Sunny Sindicut Records 9915 L St. #C—166 Sacramento CA 9581) 



Anger-If Punk is dead, what the Hell is This?, CD 

I really want to be nice to these guys. I mean their 23 song CD is 
only 5 bux PPD. The songs range from cheesy-rock to cheesy- 
metal to cheesy-punkish stuff. Notice the word cheesy is includ- 
ed in every category. This is REALLY stupid. Here’s a sample line 
from a song ‘I wanna hold you with my big burly hands, I wanna 
fondle with your mammary glands’. I normally would jump on 
these guys as sexist shitheads, but I think they're too screwed 
up to know what they do. They also throw around and use the 
anarchy symbol like it’s some sort of marketing gimmick, which 
does NOT help their standing with me.(JE) 

(Anger; 5 Dale Ave. Pompton Plains, NJ 07444) 

August Spies-Food Chain in Your Living Room, 7” 
This is really cool punk rock. It reminds me somewhat of early 
80’s bands but a little noisier. I even hear quite a bit of 77 
influence. This is great and mixes a sense of humor with politi- 
cal overtones. This is basically 77 classic punk rock with a lit- 
tle more distorted sound; I keep having the urge to pogo. A very 
good effort, I want to see more from these guys(JE) 

(Rodent Popsicle Records; PO Box 335 Newton Ctr., MA 02159) 

Aus-Rotten-Fuck Nazi Sympathy, 7” 

Well, these guys are one of my top five favorite bands at the 
moment so guess what. This rules! Simple as fuck dischargy 
hardcore with dual trade-off singers. And classic Discharge 
type solos with bends and shit. The neat thing is that while the 
style is nothing original somehow they do lots of innovative 
things and it’s like nothing I've ever heard before exactly. They 
just kick ass all around. Oh yeah, you can stop looking, there’s 
no “R” in their logo. (WD) 

(Havoc Records; PO Box 8585, Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

Beltaine-s/t, 7” 

Brilliant packaging, bad record. This is Sverorodaced: metally, 
helmet type stuff. Yick! (DS) 

(Watermark PO Box Philadelphia, PA 19105-1046) 

Bender-Funnycar, CD 

Almost like a Green Day CD would sound if, in some strange 
universe, Green Day had spent a lot of time listening to the 

Beach Boys and the Who instead of the Buzzcocks. Fairly catchy 
& very harmonious in an endless summer kind of way, but with 
enough judiciously applied oomph that I didn’t get bored and go 
watch-TV. Someone repetitive, but I like it on the whole. (SC) 

(Ringing Ear, 9 Mapplecrest, Newmarket NH 03857) 

Big Drag, 7” 

Big, big lo-fi guitars; 
Jesus & Mary Chain 

on hi-speed. Four great 
songs, including a 
rockin’ cover of 
“Tallahassee Lassie” 
and the “Big Drag 
Theme” with surfy 
instrumentals. It would 
make a good sound- 
track for a punk rock 

“Happy Days” (Larry 
Livermore as the Fonz???). (KF) 

(Sleep King, POB 15102, San Antonio TX 78212.) 

Bingo Mut-The Meanest Man EP, 7” 
Yellow vinyl; looks like a teenaged Mojo Nixon on the cover! 
Sounds sort of like his voice, too, belting out four rocking ska- 
core tunes. The high-pitched guitar strums give it lots of per- 
sonality, and you've got to love a song entitled, “Stop the Bus, 
It’s Russell Epstein.” Very good. (KF) : 

(Far Out Records, POB 14361, Ft. Lauderdale FL 33302.) 

The Bleeding Hemorrhoids-White Trash Barbecue, cassette 
This is fucking terrible. The worst Judas Priest cover band style 
metal, mixed with enough other bad cock-rock influences to 
make me sick, and THE dumbest lyrics you could ever imagine. 
Here’s a few choice song titles: “America Needs and Enema”, 
“Get Honky” and my personal fave (gag), “Keep your mouth 
shut (and Your legs open)”. Not even funny in a way you're 
embarrassed to admit (like, say, the Bootleg Billy cassette). 
Just plain sad. This is so terrible, there’s not even an address 
ANYWHERE on the tape/package. If you’re that embarrassed 
why bother? (SW) 

Blind Pigs-Sweet Fury, Tape 
Brazilian, fast-paced, melodic hardcore which has a heavy 
handed NOFX/Epitaph feel. Well performed and tight, this 
turned out to be much better than I expected it to be. “Lost 
Youth” was a standout track. (BVH) 

($5 ppd to Blind Pigs, c/o Henrique Baliu, Caixa Postal 245, CEP: 06453-970, 
Barueri, SP Brazil) 

Boba Fett Youth-s/t 7” 

Star Wars reference = good. Unfortunately, the rest of this 
record pretty much sucks. This sounds like it was recorded in 
a shoebox & the singer sounds like one of the chipmunks. The 
lyrics are pretty good, but nothing to write home about. (DS) 

(Bucky Records Box 72671 Las Vegas NV 89170) 

Bootleg Billy-Taking it Sleazy with..., cassette 
Rude and crude punk. Some of this stuff rocks so hard in a 

Dead Boys/Ramones fashion that you can ignore the dumb 
lyrics too. Ol’ Billy says right in the tape that “Roky and GG are 
my heroes in life”, and it sounds like it. If you're into sleazy 
punk shit, this would be worth picking up. (SW) 

(Bil; PO Box 19333;WPB; FL. 33416-9333) 

Bouncing Souls-the good, the bad, and the argyle, CD 

That brand of melodic hardcore that’s:caught the nation by 
storm, but just a bit slower. It’s very good, something I would 
listen to even if I didn’t have to. It’s fun, happy, melodic, 
punky, poppy, interesting, just plain nice. What can you really 
expect from a CD with a title like that? It’s good. (MB) 

(BYO; POB 67A64; LA, CA 90067) 

Boy Wonder, 7” * 
I like the cover and the name. It’s angry emoish stuff at times 
almost bordering on that political hardcore feel. While the 
singer was spouting indecipherable poetry, I kept bracing for 
some sort of Blownapart Bastards-like barrage, but alas. It’s 
good, but... (MB) : 

(Abridged Records; POB 1888; Clute, TX 77531-1888) 

Boys Life-s/t, 7” 

Bands that can play slow & light always impress me, especially 

when they can turn right back around & play fast & hard. 
Boys Life can definitely pull this off. Sometimes the music gets 
so minimal (a guitar note barley keeping up with a virtually: 



nonexistent drumbeat), that you 
just want to stand up and yell, in 
order to fill the void. This is a good 
thing, a great thing even. I can’t 
wait for their next release! (DS) 

(Synergy Records PO Box 7032 Columbia, 

MD 65021) 

Bracket-Stinky Fingers, 7” 
Still pissed at Green Day for going 
major, but like the music? Well then 
get acquainted with Bracket and 
you'll be fine. I swear these guys 
sound almost exactly like Green 
Day. It’s crazy, they are a bit more 
creative though, but it’s the same 
sugary sweet punk that the nation 

has fallen in love with. Neat. A good 
record, fun to sing with in the car. 
(WD)(Fat Wreck Chords; POB 460144; SF, 

CA 94146) 

Bristle-System, 7” 
Not to be confused with the other Bristle(s) out there. These 
guys are a neat ‘77 style band that have got it going on pretty 

good. They’re a bit generic if you ask me “Glue a lock, Smash a 

window, Slash a tire, Beat them down-Now!” It’s good stuff, but 

honestly it’s nothing I haven't heard before. (WD) 
(Havoc Records; PO Box 8585, Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

The Broken Toys, 7” 
“Prozac Baby” is a catchy little number: “She’s my Prozac baby, 
she’s not crazy...just a little bit!” That’s the best line, though. The 
b-side is called “Pocketbook,” it’s faster and riffier. This is a 
poppy three-piece outfit which decently performs its duties. (KF) 

(Pogo Stick Records, 95 Layton Rd., Sussex NJ 07461.) 

Burner’s Grove, 7” : 
Starts with a spare, repeating guitar figure before turning into 
something that reminds me of Jane's Addiction. Great guitar 
work, though the whole effect bandwise is a little overblown — 
which also reminds me of Jane’s Addiction, actually. I'll bet 

they're awesome live, though. Overall, though, a thumbs up for 
the guys, who will be chased by major label A&R guys down a 
street the moment-they get a listen to “10 Speed”. (DC) 

(Sneezeguard, 309 Annapolis St.,Annapolis, MD 21401) 

The Business-Keep The Faith, CD 
I feel unqualified to do this review. I had never actually heard 
this band before this and I don’t know what their politics are 
and that bothers me a little seeing as how this band seems to 
be big with skinheads. The music is what would be called “Oi” 
and is really just rockish, melodic punk with vocals with a 
heavy english accent. It is very well done and very catchy. (DL) 

(Century Media 1453-A 14th St. #324 Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

Buzz Society-Quark, 7” 

Redneck vocals, ala Elvis Hitler. Jive, funky, slap bass drive the 

rhythm of this record. I don’t know but it has been done before, 

and a lot better at that. MTV would have no problem playing 
_ this, if you know what I mean. The last song even has your 
spooky, phaser effects on the guitar. Definitely not me cup of 

tea, but if you like MTV you might like this. (EA) 
(Rick Pratt, 236 Philip LN. Ephrata, PA 17522) 

Cable/Malcolm’s Lost, split-7” 

Cable is somewhere in that gray 
area between 1.6 Band and 
Rorschach. Played well, done well. 

Toe tapping good fun. Emotional 
metally HC that’s noisy as fuck. 
Malcolm's Lost is the same as 

above in many ways, but the singer 

almost has a Spitboy quality to 
him. Which is good. And ML is a bit 

more metal, as well. (MB) 
(Moo Cow; 38 Larch Circle; Belmont, MA 

02718) 

Catfood-50 Beautiful Girls & Three Ugly 
Ones, CD 

A very understated album. I wish the mix had brought 
the voices out a little more, because someone in the trio 

reminded me vaguely of a non-British Poly Styrene at one point, 
but that may have just been wishful thinking. This isn’t an 
album that will set the music world on its ear, but it was attrac- 
tive power pop & the world can always use more of that. (SC) 

(Carving Knife Records, PO Box 829 Seattle WA 9811!) 

Ceilishrine-8th Grade, 7” 
I guess this is supposed to sound sort of mean or Sabbath- 
esque almost, but it misses the target. It just really becomes 
sort of boring. I see what they're trying to do, but it just sort of 

falls short. (MB) 
(Foresight; 516 Highland Ave.; Madison, WI 53705) 

Choking Victim-Crack Rock Stead EP, 7” 
Extremely cool ska-flavored punk, and they dis velocity girl in 

the liner notes. What more can you possibly ask for? I'd love to 

see these guys live. (DC) 
(Non-Commercial Records, P.O. Box 2330, Styuvesant Station, New York, NY 

10009) 

Civil Disobedience-In a Few Hours of Madness, 7” 

Ok, now these guys are tied for number one in my list of favorite 
current bands. This is THE shit. The guitar alternates between 
doing fast solo-esque (but not really) notes and regular hardcore 
punk stuff while the bass keeps the general music moving. Then 

you've got cool as fuck trade off vocals. All this combined with 
wacky originality, a whole bunch of cool samples, political as 

fuck lyrics. I love this record. Look for it! (WD) 

(Havoc Records; PO Box 8585, Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

Clairmel-Eraserman, 7” 
This is pretty cool and catchy, although the production kinda 
makes it hard to pick out what is making what sound. Pop- 

punk with a soulful, almost emo and out of control sound to it. 

Like a more punk Dag Nasty or a less polished Samiam. Well, 

maybe more on the emo side, but still cool all the same. (BVH) 

($3 ppd No Idea, P.O. Box 14636 Gainsville, FL 32604-4636) 

Clear, 7” 

I didn’t expect a box full of sunshine with song titles like “Hook 

for Rent,” “Fucking Lie,” and “Pedophile,” but it’s worse than 
what you'd expect. The first song has a feedback laden wah- 
wah guitar with stupid lyrics about how she'll fuck or suck 

anything for cash. The other two songs are faster, speed guitar; 

I liked them better cuz I couldn’t hear the words. (KF) 

(Jeopardy, POB 8973, Welch Ave. Station, Ames IA 50014.) 



Code 13-Doomed Society, 7” 
Hell yeah is all I can say. Really fast and heavy hardcore with 
13 smoking songs. It even has Felix Havoc from Destroy on 
vocals. There are some (but not many) pretty cool slow moshy 
parts mixed in with blasts of chaos that just slams you in the 
face. There’s even a cool singalong “ohh-ohh” part in one song! 
Not to mention that pissed as fuck lyrics and if you didn’t 
know, Code 13 means “officer down.” Basically this is the best 
new hardcore (or whatever you wanna call it) band I’ve heard in 
a while, use Destroy as a reference point. Get it! (WD) 

(Havoc Records HC 7005; PO Box 8585, Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

Connie Dungs-Songs for Swinging Lovers, Cassette 
Great! A nasal whine sings these rocking Ramones-style tunes 
but the kicker is that the songs are all super clever and funny. 
Lucky for you a cool lyric booklet comes with it. I must stop my 

review right now so I can quote lyrics from songs with titles such 
as “Mannequeen,” “Teenage Punks on Talk Shows,” and these 
from “Cowboy”: “You call me a queer, because of the way I appear; 
well, I call you a fuck, I'd love to smash your pickup truck!” Or 
these from “Yay Jesus!”: “Jesus Loves You’ frisbees, goodness 
what a ministry!...I’d love to close your doors, but you'd just say, 
‘Praise the Lord!’” I could go on and on. Totally cool. (KF) 

($4 ppd., 3818 Hardeman Dr.,Ashland KY 41102.) 

Cornershop-Hold On..., CD 
Brit Indie Pop the way it’s good to have. It’s got a bit of that 
snotty British feel that you feel when you're listening to Skinned 
Teen or Huggy Bear, but also that melody you might get from 
Superchunk. Hmm. Calling something a cross between Huggy 
Bear and Superchunk and pure pop could be called pretty high 
praise in some circles. Certainly in mine. (MB) 

(Merge; POB 1235; Chapel Hill, NC 27514) 

o Das Klown-Blow yer ‘self, 7” 
For some reason these guys remind me of DK when they're 

good: When they're bad they annoy me. A lot. There’s one 
throw away accoustic song, one noisy song that is pretty cool 

and has a really good chorus to sing along and bob your head 
to. The last song (the title track) is the best, it’s constantly cool 
and has a really good beat. It’s a pretty hit or miss record. Neat 
though... (WD) 

(Know Records, RO.Box 4830, Long Beach, CA. 90804) 

DBX-s/t, 7” 
This is really good hardcore. It’s very complex and it reminds 
me a good deal of Excrement of War because of the overall 
sound of the band. It’s kind of thrashy, but just because they 
really know what they're doing. I was surprised by how good 
this is. And of course they can get moshy like every cool band 
nowadays. In fact, wow, this is great! (WD) 

(H:G Fact; 401 Mongo-M 2-36-3 Yayoi-Cho, Tokyo, 164, JAPAN) 

Deadguy-Work Ethic, 7” 
From the cover and cheesy photos on the back this looks like a 
garage record. It’s hardly that. Pretty fast hardcore with metally 
leads and hooks throughout. They.also use some discordant 
noisy stuff a la Born Against (but they don’t sound much like 
them). This is pretty good discordant hardcore, but it’s NOT 
EMO. Just imagine if lan Mckaye had big muscles and drank a 
6 pack every night.(JE) 

(Engine; PO Box 1575 Peter Stuyvesant Station NYC, NY 10009) 

Dead Voices On Air- \ 

Hafted Maul, CD 

When I use the 
term “noise” here, I 
really mean it. This is more a collage of sounds 
than “music.” I think the liner notes aptly describe 
it: “experimentations in sound construction...dense- ° 

dark clusters of sound...not your ambient chill out.” 4 
Very eerie, strange yet compelling. (KF) : 

(Invisible, POB 16008, Chicago IL 60616.) 

The Denison/Kimball Trio, Soul 

Machine, CD 
Boring jazz stuff that boasts the 
appearance of David Wm. Sims from 
The Jesus Lizard, but could never even 
aspire to get off the ground enough to be a ' 
bad rip off of anything even remotely cool. 
Wake me up when it’s over. (BVH 

(Skin Graft, No address) : 

Despise You/Crom-split 7” e.p. 
Despise You roars with 8 manic thrash assaults like No 
Comment with more of a powerviolence edge... Not a song over 

45 seconds! Depressive lyrics, crushing guitar; great stuff!!! 
Then Crom pull out all the stops on 5 noisecore blasts that'll 
send you into convulsions-killer split! (SW) 

(Pessemiser/Theologian; 200 Pier Ave; Suite 2; Hemosa Beach, CA 90254) 

Dick Justice-Lasso Your Heart, 7” 
Don’t think the name’s all that great, but the music’s pretty 
good. It’s pretty standard poppy fare. It’s background, light, 
predictable, but hey, that’s good sometimes. Parts of this had 

me bouncing like a small child, while others I just waited to be 
over. Sort of like a much slower J Church or Crimpshrine or 
even a sped up REM at times. (MB) 

(Mud; 201 North Coler; Urbana, IL 61801) 

The Dickies-Idjit Savant,CD 
The backing vocals sound like Yngwie Malmsteen (did I spell 
that right?) and the singer is attempting to sound like a goofy 
Joey Ramone, and failing. This band is so bad that they even 
fuck up a song with great potential— “I'm On Crack”. It’s amaz- 
ing that this label once released such greats as the Angry © 
Samoans. Oh well.(J.Z.) 

(Triple X Records, P.O.Box 862529, L.A., CA. 90086-2529) 

Die | 16-Dyna-Cool, CD 
I really liked these guys first 12”, so I was stoked to see this 
CD in my review records. Well, the first listening went pretty 
bad - I was bored by the third song. Later I decided to give the 
thing another chance and was pleasantly surprised to find 
myself enjoying it quite a bit more. The more I listen, the more 
I like. This stuff is post hardcore noise with an experimental 
feel at times. I want to make an Orange 9MM comparison, but I 
think that has more to do with the fact that this is also an “Ex- 
members of Burn” Band. (DL) 

(Wreck-Age 451 West Broadway 2N New York, NY 10012) 

Eddie Skuller Band, Life on the Top + |, 7” 

This comes really close to sound like it could have fit into the 
“Pulp Fiction” soundtrack. Slow dusty empty backroad music 
sound with a singer who I can just imagine singing, “Girl... You'll 
be a woman soon.” I mean that in a good way, though. (SC) 



Empathy-Under The Lost Smile, CD 
At times this sounds so much like Downcast that if I had been 

told that this was un-released Downcast I would have believed 
it. Just like the first version of the Downcast LP this could use 
a better mix or recording or something, but regardless of that 
this is a great CD anyway. They have some kind of Breakfast 
Club infatuation and put sound bites from it all through the 

CD. On top of that they do a pretty good cover of Simple Minds’ 
“Don’t You Forget About Me”. (DL) 

(Conquer The World PO. BOX 40282 Redford, MI 48240) 

Roky Erikson-All that May Do My Rhyme, CD 
A CD by a genuine olden-days rock star type, formerly of the 

13th Floor Elevators. I don’t think they sounded like this, but 
what the hell do I know about ‘60s psychedelic acts? The solo 
Roky has a kind of Bob Dylan/Neil Young voice & a plugged-in- 
folksinger kind of sound. Compellingly nasal. Good guitar work. 
Would I have bought this? No. Now that I have it, will I give it a 
listen every now and then? Probably. (SC) 

(Trance Syndicate, PO Box 49771,Austin TX 78765) 

Fabric-Body of Water, CD 
This is a very good CD. Let’s get that 
out in the open. It’s hardcore, in the 

straightedge vein, with a melody. It doesn’t take itself 
too seriously that I can’t get into it, it’s just great. 
There are times to bob your head like a metal- 
head and times to sit there in awe. For any 
fan of the sXe HC genre, a new look at 
an old tune. Good stuff. (MB) 

(Doghouse; POB 8946; Toledo, OH 43623) 

Final Warning-Eyes of a Child, 7” 
More metally punk. It reminds me quite 

a bit of Zero Hour, except not quite as 

overblown and crazy. It’s good, but 
compared to ZH most bands are shit. 
When they play fast it’s cool, but the 

mosh parts with speaking over them 
are damn stupid sounding(even though 
they do speak against nuclear power). 

The 2nd side is by far the best being 
non-stop heavy punk. A good record, 
just skip the lecture.(JE) 

(Tribal War Records; PO box 20712 Tompkins Sq. 

Stn. NY,NY 10009) 

The Fixtures-Screw the World,7” 
I think I heard ‘a song of theirs on an Allied comp a couple 

years ago and it wasn’t too horrible. First impressions can be 
deceiving. I'm sorry, I don’t like this at all, and it’s really upset- 
ting me. I just can’t get into most of the music I've been hear- 
ing lately. I hope bands like this don’t get discouraged when 

they get bad reviews because just the fact that they sent their 

music to this magazine for review shows they've got heart. Just 

cause some idiot like me who doesn’t get out much doesn’t like 
your record doesn’t mean shit. Take your criticism with a grain 
Of salt.(J.Z.) 

(Know Records, RO.Box 4830, Long Beach, CA. 90804) 

The Fondled, Cotton Candy & Blue Sox + 5,7” 

My first impression was that this lies somewhere in the realm 
between Blast Off Country Style and Bratmobile, although it’s a 
bit more fast-guitar-punk than that. It’s playground punk, 

although the genre is taken a wee bit over the edge with “mean 
kid babble” on one song. (SC) 

(Theologian Records, 120 Pier Ave., Hermosa Beach CA 90254 

Funeral Oration-What is it?,7’ 

Melodic, fast paced, bay area type punk rock. Kinda emo 

sounding lyrics, but not like it sounds. Pretty original, actually, 
not too bad. They've got a cute little rock-star photo of them- 
selves inside the jacket that looks pretty Billy (They're all in 
flannels and jeans with short hair) Ahh, I’m reaching for some- 
thing nice to say. Urn, if you hold the vinyl up to the light, it 
looks pretty swell... (J.Z.) 

(Hopeless, 15910 Ventura Blvd., llth Floor, Encino, CA 91436-2804) 

Gargantua, Social Suicide + |, 7” 

Definite Mary's Danish sound to the singer, who's backed by a 
band that sounds like an amalgam of quite a few indie power 
pop bands. Entirely listenable, but nothing that really made me 
sit up and say, “Wow!” (SC) 

(Satellite Records, again no address) 

The Gaia-No. |, 7” 
This is a cool all-female hardcore 

band from Japan. They rock 
much harder then I expected and 

in fact they're incredibly catchy and 
rock like all hell. The music is fats 

Discharge-y, while the vocals are no holds barred 
screaming that rules. My only complaint is that half of 

the six songs come from their Japanese.CD which some peo- 
ple (like me) might already have, the other songs are one silly one 
that’s close to being a throwaway, a Beatles cover, and one cool 
hardcore one. Get it, but only if you don’t have the CD. (WD) 

($3; Six Weeks; c/o Jeff & Athena; 2262; Santa Rosa, CA 95405) 

Genesis P-orridge & Psychic TV-A Hollow Cost, CD 
UGH. Based on some half-assed GPO spoken word perfor- 
mance, this is a one track / 70+ minutes of the worst rave- 

party mellow-room-muzak I’ve ever heard. If you buy this you 
deserve what you get. “A Spoken Word Revelation” my ass. Just 
a wee bit pretentious? Uh huh. (SW) 

(Invisible; PO Box 16008; Chicago, IL 60616) 

Good Riddance-Decoy, 7” 

Not #1 in the genre, but worth a listen. If you already own a lot 
of Fat Wreck stuff, this would be a worthy addition to your col- 
lection. If not, then you should probably start somewhere else. 
You know what this sounds like. Hell, this type of stuffs on the 
radio. Quick melodic hardcore in the vein of NOFX, etc. It’s 

nothing standout, but it’s good. (MB) 
(Fat Wreck Chords; POB 460144; SF CA 94146) 

Good Riddance-For God and Country, CD 
Well, this CD starts off at its low point if you ask me with a bad 
song that comes close to being metal, but after that it picks up 
a lot: They are pretty much pop punk with a bit more melody 
and a lot more speed, but not quite complex enough to be full 
on melodic hardcore. The singer has a deep voice though and 
for this kind of music that kinda annoys me. Regardless it’s got 
a pretty toe-tapping beat and has some REALLY good songs on 
it, but they’re not all that way, you know? The 7” has all the 
best tracks if you ask me... (WD) : 

(Fat Wreck Chords; POB 460144; SF CA 94146) 



Goops-On the Road With, 7” 
This is a hard one to define. My mom would probably like it, 
but that isn’t a bad thing. Poppy, female vocals sung in a buz- 
zcocks way. Record comes with a ‘cool comic book and the 
graphics all around are top notch. Could almost compare them 

to the Rezillos but fall a little short. My only real complaint is 
that there is only two songs on this record. If you like any of 
the great late 70’s pop band then this is definitely for you. (EA) 

(Blackout Records, PO BOX 1575 NYC, NY 10009) 

Grain/Harriet the Spy-split 7” 
Two pretty good emo bands from Ohio. They're not totally origi- 
nal (with Harriet the Spy doing the most interesting stuff out of 

' the two), but they still had the power & excitement to send me 
dancing across my room for a spell. Not bad! (DS) 

(319 E. Summit St. Kent, OH 44240) 

Gwen Mars-Cosmic Dick b/w Shrink,7” 

Sorry, but this sounds almost exactly like Nirvana. As far as I 
can tell, Kobain’s the only influence affecting the songwriting in 
this band. This doesn’t make for a completely hideous listen- 
ing, but it does make you laugh every other verse. Oooweee 
that girl on the cover’s givin, me vertigo.(J. Z), 

(Dragger records for info call 213-883-9666) 

Harlequin-Unearthly: Black Tree, cassette 
The legends of this band trace back to the times of Cro-Magnon 
man. They are said to have performed for the ancient pharoes 
of Egypt and to have been the playthings of Apollo. Recent 
sightings include their rumored role in WWI along with numer- 
ous reports of their appearance in Sicily and New Jersey. Their 
newest release, after nearly a quarter century underground, 
breaks-new barriers of the musical spectrum. The amazing wit 
and classic style of Harlequin speaks across the ages, spans 

centuries of famine and strife. Few words can be used to even 

compare this band to others, to speak more would be a traves- 
ty: Amebix, Puzzlehead, Swiz, and Born Against. These names 
can’ do no justice, cannot even give a glimpse of what this band 
really is. If you don’t buy this, I think you're pretty stupid.(J.Z.) 

($5ppd Harlequin, 4297 Cordobez Cove, San Diego, CA 92130) 

Harriet the Spy-Tape 
Noisy, thrashy, screaming, Gravity style emo-core stuff. Not 
terribly original, but it has its moments. There’s more hooks 
and tune than one would expect from music of this style. (BVH) 

(Donut Friends Records 1030 Jessie Ave. Kent, Ohio 44240) 

Haymarket/Bunnygrunt- split cass. 
It says in here that Haymarket will soon be on Sound Pollution 
Records, and this is right where they belong. Very noisy grind- 
punk(it’s also a live recording). Their song ‘My Life as a 
Hamster’ is a grind classic. The recording quality is pretty shit- 
ty, but I really like this band(they even have a sense of humor). 
Bunnygrunt is almost the opposite. Really garage influenced 
mellow music with cool female vocals sounding like a pre-puber 
Anna Joy. This is just what I need to calm me down from the 
Haymarket side. Both bands are good at what they do, making 
this a tape you need(JE) 

(Haymarket- 6309 Bradley; St. Louis, MO 63139) 

(Bunnygrunt- 127 Oak Tree; Webster Groves, MO 63117) 

Headwound-s/t, CD 

Headache records Oi! music. Sometimes I like this stufflespe-' 
cially the Wretched Ones), and the others it bores the hell out 

of me. This is true skinhead rock, with really cheesy lyrics 

about drinking after the 1AM-9PM job at the steel plant (No, 
I'm not making fun of hard work, just 100 songs about it). I 

like several of the faster and more upbeat songs, but it can’t 
save this. Wait, isn’t this the band that did the song ‘keep it in 

the country’?? Oh no, I must stop now.(JE) 
(Headache Records; PO Box 204 Midland Park, NJ 07432) 

Hegoat-Edict, 7” 

Demented noise, um, sorta. In a positive way? Almost emo in 

the approach. Great guitar part. with odd note progressions. 
Layered with some psychotic sounding poetry on top? Actually, 
to tell the truth, I really liked this. (MB) 

(Allied; POB 460683; SF. CA 94146-0683) 

Herbivore-7”’ e.p. 
Inhabits the nightmare realm of Flat Tire and Bastard Noise, 
only cut into smaller/shorter segments. Fans of pure industrial 
noise with a bit of a grind influence should check this out. (SW) 

(Hater of God; POB.1371; Troy, NY 12181-1371) 

HiFi and the Roadburners—Fear City, LP 
I have to admit it, I liked the HiFi 7”, even though seemingly no 
one else did. I thought it was a nice change from the normal 
Victory Records sound; in fact, it was a nice change! A full’ 

length though... The main problem I have with this is this: it’s 
just not good rockabilly. It’s OK, definitely, but it’s nothing that 
I'd put on all the time & just rock out to, like I do some other 
rockabilly stuff. I'd still have to give Victory credit for putting . 
this out though, experimentation is good. (DS) 

(Victory Records PO Box 146546 Chicago, IL 60614) 

The Hot Corngirls-Look at my Bum, CD 
The Hot Corngirls are the shit. No really, like Titwrench and 

Devo these guys (I know it says Corngirls) get the new wave 
edge. There are some blatant Devo rip offed riffs on this CD, 
but that is okay cause Devo hasn’t put out a real album ina 

long time. This is not for the weak, songs such as Puddle tween 
my legs and Lonely little Boner aren't exactly little brother/sis- 
ter material. Fifteen tracks on this disc and frankly it didn’t 
have to have that many tracks, but for you econo buyers this is 
a good deal: Listen to this with your parents, they will love. 
Just don’t tell them that I said to do it. (EA) 

(Stingy Banana Records, 335 El0th St. #3 E, NY NY 10009) 

Hudson-Out of Gas, 7” 

Four super fast songs, with snotty, sloppy vocals and two guitars - 
bouncing madly off each other. “Loaded” is a sad/funny 
drinking song interspersed with some video samples 
from “Strange Brew,” cool, huh? I wish they’d left 
out the Billy Idol cover, though. (KF) 

(Farout Records, POB 14361, Ft Lauderdale FL 
33302.) 

Hutch-The Last Cold P’ll Ever 

Catch, 7” 

A very cool 7”. A simple 

poppy band like they so 

come out of the 
Northwest. Had me bop- 
ping my head along merci- 
lessly. A point of reference 
would be Ground Round, or 

even Crimpshrine. Get this; you 



know you like pop. It’s good, okay? (MB) 
(Excursion; POB 20224; Seattle, WA 98102) 

Instagon-Thee Most Creative..., CD ‘ 

Creative, my ass. Boring and experimental is more like it. This 
has no place in a music magazine, this is simply 70-odd min- 
utes of repetitive sounds like the odd bass or the chiming of a 
bell. What? Did I miss something? (MB) 

(Insta-noise; POB 894; Huntington Beach, CA 92648-0894) 

Insult-Live at Farview Hospital for the Criminally Insane, 7” 
A hardcore band from Boston. Lots of screaming(high,low,medi- 
um,ete..), slow and fast parts, grind influence. This goes from 

almost grindcore blasts to moshy parts to noise. It’s pretty 

good, all the instruments sound low as shit, and the singer is 
screaming his nuts off. A good use of 3 bucks.(JE) 

(Decapitated Records; PO Box 918 Billerica, MA 01821) 

Insult To Injury/Mexican Power Authority- split 7” 
Insult To Injury is noisy punk with female vocals. Andy (mem- 
ber of I.I.) says not to compare them to Naked Aggression so I 

won't. The vocals do remind me of bands LIKE Naked 
Aggression, but the music is more sloppy and noisy. It’s not 
classic punk, it’s not quite hardcore. Mexican Power Authority 

are sing-along punk, not exactly poppy but close. Melodic 
hooks and solos line their music, and there is even a jazz/cir- 
cus music influence. It’s weird. (JE) 

(Insult To Injury; Box 21533 1850 Commercial Dr.Vancouver B.C., Canada 

VSN4A0) 

Jackass, 7” 

The main song, “Dishy Girlfriend,” has a simple jangly tune 
and girl/guy vocals that sound like they should've practiced 
more. Or maybe it’s supposed to be like that? The second song 

I thought sounded like a budget Sonic Youth. Dissonant, 
spacey guitars, noise...all around sort of off-key (literally and 

figuratively). (KF) 
(Theologian Records, no address.) 

Jayhawker-s/t, 7” 
Whomp! This record hits you 
like a sledgehammer to the side 
of the head. It’s noise level is 
jacked up to a maximum, leav- 

’ ing a virtually impenetrable wall 
of sound surrounding you. 
Voices assault you from all 
sides, guitars crush you from 
above, the drums & bass hit you 
from behind. This record is all 
about pain-inflicting and feeling. 
I feel it and I want more. (DS) 
(Excursion PO Box 20224 Seattle 

WA 98102) 

Jerkwater, 7” 
Great band with hooks and (shock!) 
someone who can actually sing 
without sounding like Bobby Brady. 

Straightaheadrock-nroll. Cool gui- 
tars, melodies, generally a positive 
experience for all involved. (DC) 
(Dyslexic Records, 528 White Oak, 

Roselle, IL 60172) 

John Cougar Concentration Camp, Surf Song + 4, 7” 
The instrumental “Surf Song” was interesting, if only because it 
made my roommate say, “This is blues, dude.” The rest sound- 
ed Rancid-y with one of those singers who is doing severe dam- 
age to their vocal chords and will sound like Tom Waits in ten 

years. This JCCC singles has more oomph to it than the last 

one of theirs that I heard. (SC) 
(Campground Records, PO Box 15072 San Diego CA 92175) 

Legal Weapon-Squeeze Me Like an Anaconda, CD 
I believe that the singer of Legal Weapon is the same girl from 

the Avengers (a great band, look them up kiddies). Some guy 
sent me tape of a whole bunch of their early recordings last 
year and I really like them a lot. This disc on the other hand is 
more mature. Normally a sign of the end, if you know what I 
mean. The vocals are distorted and the sound is heavy and 
over-produced. Thick guitars and the whole gambit. Fans of 

everything from L7 to late seventies new wave would like this 

disc. Recommended. (EA) 
(Last Resort Records, PO BOX 91722 Covina, CA) 

Less Than Jake-Smoke Spot, 7° EP 
Five good songs include sax and trombone on one ska-punk tune. 

The others are punk-tinged alternative numbers. I think the 

singer sounds like the guy from the Call, which I hate. I am trying 
not to hold that against them, but the songs come out kind of 

anthem-y because of it. Super comic-style lyric sheet! (KF) 
($3 ppd., No Idea, POB 14636, Gainesville FL 32604.) 

Level Head-Spooky?, 7” 
A little bit amateurish in spots but unpolished doesn’t mean 

dull! Poppy punk with good guitars; the vocals could use a little 
work. “Narcissist” is a good song where the smart little spangly 

guitar really shines. (KF) 

(1823 Walthall Dr.,Atlanta GA 30318.) 

Lifetime-Tinnitus, 7” 
I think I’ve been unfair to Lifetime all these years. I’ve always writ- 
ten them off as a second rate hardcore band & I've never given 
them a chance to prove me wrong. Well, if this recording is any- 
thing like everything that came before it, I was dead wrong. This 
is great! It's not just plain old hardcore, thanks to the singer, who 

has a great pop mind & can pull some fascinating melodies & 

harmonies seemingly out of thin air. Go boys! (DS) 
(Glue 51 Columbus Dr. Franklin Park, NJ 08823) 

The Living Daylights-Give ‘til it hurts, Cassette 
Overly rockish “punk”, too slick and over melodic without 

enough hooks or energy to reel the songs in. Too much new 
wave and hairspray metal in these guys diets for my tastes. 

Rad guitar solos though, “dude”. (SW) 

Mad Parade-Jigsaw Reality, CD 
Pretty basic poppy old guy punk rock. Rock and roll for sure, 
and it’s sufficient to have me bop my head along every few 
songs. I almost sensed a oi-influence, but mostly poppy. A 
hybrid of classic rock and punk. Nothing amazing, nothing bor- 
ing. A bit more rock than you'd expect actually. (MB) 

(Satellite; 920 East Colorado, 151, Pasadena, CA 91106) 

The Magnetic Fields-Distant Plastic Tree, CD 
A reissue of two old albums from back when Stephin Merrit 
didn’t sing the songs he wrote. An excellent, excellent CD that 
occupied my stereo for ages. The sound is hard to describe, 



almost an ‘80s low-tech 
pop sound. The singer is 

a dead ringer for Nico 
on several tracks. 
Brilliant sad lyrics. 

This will make for mix 
tape material for years 
to come. (SC) 

, (Merge, PO Box 1235 Chapel 

Hill NC 27514) 

Man or Astroman?/Teenage 

Caveman-Kill Geeksville, Split 7” 

Man or Astroman? can do little wrong and 
their two songs on this record dish up some 

of the best instrumental surf music ever. I 
think you know what they have to offer. On the 

flipside we find the Teenage Cavemen. Very lo-fi, 
garagey sort of thang with a Billy Childish sort of 

inspiration. Hints of a surf influence but not like MOAM. 

The Teenage Caveman balance the two sides off well and 
give two more songs to make this a great purchase for your 

collection. If you like MOAM get this and you will be forced to 

broaden you musical horizons, and that is good. (EA) 
(Worry Bird Disk, PO BOX 95485 Atlanta, GA 30347) 

Mankind?/DIRT-split 7” 
Wow, this is a great split. Mankind? is a new band from 
Connecticut that has blasted into the hardcore scene and made 
a lot of noise. They have a female vocalist and at least one male 
vocalist (depending what song you're listening to). The guitarist 
from the Pist and Brutally Familiar is also in it. It’s great 
straightforward/simple hardcore that reminds me a lot of the 
Pist except for the vocals. DIRT is just as good on the flipside. 
Back stronger than ever they play hardcore that has a bit less 
of a bite, but still rocks hard, also featuring a female vocalist. I 

should also probably note that the theme of this is women’s 
rights and equality in general. A killer split. (WD) 

(Tribal War Records; PO box 20712 Tompkins Sq. Stn. NY,NY 10009) 

The Meatmen- Pope on a Rope, CD 
When I heard the Meatmen were back I got VERY excited. I 
mean, what can top classics like ‘TSOL are Sissies’ and 
‘Buttocks’? Unfortunately this is so slick and metally it makes 
me want to cry. Not to say it doesn’t have it’s moments. Some 
of the songs are very good, and all are pretty sick, -but they've 
gotten a little too metally for my tastes (and I even love venom). 
The gangreen cover does rule though, and so do some of the 
songs. Tesco Vee STILL kicks ass(JE) 

(Meat King Records; PO Box 5542 McLean,VA 22103) 

The Metroschifter—For the Love of Basic Cable, 7” 

I like this record because you plunk the needle down on the 
start of the record and it seems to take ages to get to the other 
end of the. wax and when it does, it still didn’t take long 
enough, cause you know that there are still things left unsaid. 
This record has a sad feel to it, the words are cryptic enough to 
not let you know exactly what is going on, but you know it’s 
nothing good. The music creeps along at points, & picks up in 
others, but the pieces are still on the ground and you can see 
that no one knows how to put them back together. A heart was 
broken once & this.record may be the document. Did this 

review make any sense? (DS) 
(Foresight Records 14 N. Broom St #2 Madison WI 53703) 

Middle Class, CD . 

O.k., according to the liner notes Middle Class were an impor- 
tant punk band from the years 1978-1983, which means they 
were playing out before many of today’s punks could tie their 

shoes, or were even born in some cases. The music doesn’t 

really do anything for me, but had I gotten this in the mid 80’s 
when I first discovered bands like the Sex Pistols, Social 
Distortion, and Agent Orange I would probably consider them a 
huge inspiration on me today. If you feel like doing your punk 
history homework, you might want to check this out. (DL) 

(Velvatone 3621 Eagle Rock Blvd. 2nd floor LA, CA 90065) 

Mindslam-Mayday, CD 
From the cover art, which has some sort of exploding chaos 
type painting and an anarchy sign for the “A” in their name, I 
assumed that this would be some sort of Crusty Punk thing. I 
was wrong. This CD contains a bunch of melodic punk tunes 
that are more in the Bad Religion or maybe Screeching Weasel 
vein. This is really quite good. (DL) 

(Missing Music 236 Stanford s/c Suite 323 Palo Alto, CA 94304-1412) 

Moist-6 Under 3, CD 

A Face-to-Face like guitar layering with snotty girl vocals sung 

over it. It has a homegrown feel that really endears me to this 
totally DIY punk rock melodicore type CD. It’s definitely well 
done, and it definitely sounds like it came from California. 
Pretty simple, but it’s what you like. (MB) 

(More Fun; POB 60263; Sacramento, CA 95860) 

Monster Truck Driver, 7” 

A cool peel-out tire screech starts off this blistering 4-song EP. Big, 
intense, loud thrashy punk rock overall, although sometimes slips 
into satanic vocal stylings which I think push it too far over the 
edge. Best on the final track “Kicker,” where he uses his “natural” 

voice, soft vs. screamy, to good effect. (KF) 
(Carving Knife Records, POB 859, Seattle WA 981 11-0829.) 

Morning Glories- Tower, 7” 
Tangy and jangly alternates with clashy and noisy guitar 

sounds in the title cut, very good; and the b-side delivers more 
of the same poppy punky stuff. What I like almost as much 

about this record is that it doesn’t include a never-ending 

thank-you list like so many other records I reviewed this 
month! (Duh! Wait. til you win an award or something!) (KF) 

(Burnt Sienna Records, 207 Powhatan Ave., Columbus OH 43204.) 

The Mushuganas-! Eat Geeks Like You For Breakfast,7”’ 

“Yeah, yeah, yeah.” kinda music with a happy feel. Nothing 
amazing or anything. The record's got an elitist title that bugs 
me, but other than that, it’s fine. But do you know that for 
three bucks you can buy three and one third Big Macs? Now 
that’s food for thought.(J.Z.) 

($3ppd Go Deaf, RO.Box 31264, Chicago, IL. 60631-0264) 

My Life in Rain-This is your Ballistic Helmet,7” 
I like it. Not that my opinion is worth rat shit anyhow, but I 

like this record. It’s pretty laid back and catchy... nevermind, 
this band is pretty lame. Damn, I hate fuckin, emo crybabies 
what the hell was I thinking. Uh, if that doesn’t make sense it’s 

cause I'm struggling with my emotions ... I’m.. having.. trou- 
ble... expressing myself and it’s all your fault.(J.Z.) 

(50% Records, 12516 Stable House Court, Rockville, MD 20854) 



NAR-The Belgian Gambit,7” 
This sounds no different from about half the records I’ve 
reviewed this month, so what am I supposed to say? “Fast 
paced, melodic, punk rock” like I’m a goddamned broken 
record? I’m sick too, so leave me alone. This record’s nothing 
special.(J.Z.) 

(P.O.Box 225, St.Cloud, MN. 56302-0225) 

. Nationhood-Fuck This World, cass. 
Well, first off this tape comes with a cool sticker and the pics of 

the band are actually old Motley Crue pictures. The music is 
hardcore punk, with a definite metal influence. Sometimes | find 
myself waiting to hear the singer yell ‘MOSH’, but then a speedy 
blast of punk rock makes me like this release. It’s a mixed bag 
between grind-punk and NY hardcore; I'd prefer less of the latter, 
but.J do like this release. Worth checking into definitely.(J.E.) 

(No Address Given. Contact Magg at 916-446-4479) 

Nervous Christians-From Insults to Injury, 7” 

Wow, a band from my hometown. I haven’t seen these guys 
play for like three or four years now, but they’ve been together 
forever. Apparently, they've gone the opposite of most bands 

seem to, which is good, because they’ve gotten more punk 
sounding in the meantime. The result is a likeable set of your 
basic mid-fast tempo rockin’ punk with no bullshit and no pre- 

tentiousness, of which this town seems to have plenty of. For 
that, I’m damn glad we've got the! Nervous Christians. (BVH) 

(National Dust, P.O. Box 2454 Portland, OR 97208) 

No Use For A Name-Leche Con Carne!, CD 
Alright, my first listen I plugged my ears, thought 
“Nufan has gone to shit!” and wanted to end the 
nightmare then and there. Now I can’t go a day 
without listening to it at least once. They've 
slowed down their music and seem to be 
changing their politics a bit (leave it behind), 
but they rock just as hard. Actually this is way 
better than their earlier albums. Melodic hard- 

core that just keeps driving through the song 
and kinda make me want to leap around my 
room singing along. Wow! (WD) 

(Fat Wreck Chords; POB 460144; SF CA 94146) 

Nuzzle, 7” 

Great Blue vinyl. (DC) 

(Whaleboy!!, PO. Box 25243, Anaheim, CA 92825-5243) | 

Olive-Lucky Boy, 7” 
It seems like once an issue I get a record that I 
listen to on the wrong speed. What can I say, 
I’m an idiot. Funny thing is Olive sounds pretty 

good on either speed! At 45, it’s really fucking 
fast grindcore with a 8 year old singer; at 33, it’s 
tuned-down dischordian noise madness. (DS) 

(Fordeahi Records 14 N. Broom St. #2 Madison WI 53703) 

The One Eyed Kings, 7” 
Low production greatness from a band I have never heard 
before. They have the whole thing down from the saxophone, 
fuzzy guitars, and nude woman playing cards on the inside. 
This was probably a more common sound a couple of decades 

ago, but not these days. I guess we can call it independent, not 
punk. Fun, fun, fun though. If you are ready to hear something 
a little different, the flipside of this record is kinda crazy and 

worth your couple bucks. (EA) 

(Far Out Records, PO BOX 14361 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33302) 

One Eyed Richard and the Goddamn Liars-Ten Haunted House 
Theme Songs, LP (45) 

Strange and offbeat, like Nation of Ulysses at times. Not a rip- 
off of any kind, original. The cover shows the band, I presume 
and they look like they came directly from the pages of Sassy 

magazine. Did I say they sound like Nation of Ulysses. Titles 
like Candy Coated Kitty, Bubblegum Crash, and Holden 
Caulfield give you an idea what these guys are about. At times 
they also remind me of the Yah Mos. With references like that 
you shouldn't pass this record up, seriously. (EA) 

(Molly Cddle, 25438 Blackthorne, Murrieta, CA 92563) 

Out Cold-s/t LP 
Old school hardcore like Negative Approach; mostly aggressive 
powerchords driven by hate, beer and energy, with an occasion- 

ally more “melodic” punk tune thrown in. Still the same “steel- 
toes to the noggin” delivery as their 7”, which is aces in my book! 
Won't please the PC/radio-friendly pop-punk crowd at all, but for 
yall out there trying to find something with more meat n’ taters 
than oversweetened fluff to it, track this down. (SW) 

(Lowell Rec’s; 151 Paige St; Lowell, MA 01852) 

Outward Stroke, 7” 
Five-song EP, skate punk with very simple basic guitar lines, 

nothing fancy or pretentious here. Probably the 
hot party band; keep going, kids! (KF) 
(Know Records, POB 4830, Long Beach CA 90804.) 

Pachinko-3 song 5” e.p. 
Blasting noise rock with great production, and a 
cool package too. Your cute little (pain-in-the- 

butt-to-play) 5” record comes in two hand 
stamped envelopes, and two postcards with song 
explanations and other info. A-side is two fast 
whirlwinds o’ havoc, with “Johnson Dropped the 

Hash” being the best song out of them all. It does- 
n't get any better than Brech screaming the 
punchline of “But I’m not sorry for... stabbing 
mom. Stabbing mom... made me happy!” after 
lamenting a huge list of other shit he’s sorry for. 
The B side is a punishing re-recording of “Rich” 

from their first 7”. Feels like driving a car with the 

parking brake on. MIDWEST NOISECORE LIVES! (SW) 
(Rhetoric; PO Box 82; Madison, WI 53701) 

Pee Tanks-Pro Fun EP, 7” 

Cool band name. Old 7”. Punk Metal.™ Includes a okay parody 
of NWA’s “Straight Outa Compton” called “Straight Outa 
Clinton.” All told, not bad, but pretty generic. (DC) 

(Sneezeguard, 309 Annapolis St., Annapolis, MD 21401) 

Pink Lincolns-Sumo Fumes 2, 7” 

Great snotty pop punk here. I didn’t like their last album, but 

this rules. They cover Wire’s “Ex-lion tamer”, “Pretty in Pink” 
and do one original. It’s kind of a novel, but also it’s really 
good. Basically they rock if you like that Vindictives type thing 
(except different type vocals, of course). (WD) 

(Stiff Pole) 

Pissed Off Orgasm/Nut Screamer-split 7” e.p. 
Both sides are all out home recorded noise terrorism. If grind- 



core and insane racket done on a four track is your cup of tea, 
this will make your day! Limited to 500: copies too. You Anal 
Cunt fans better get a move on! (SW) 

(Be a Freak; 22-Acorn Ave; Farmingville, NY 11738) 

Pogoh, 7” 
Great band name, huh? Clear red vinyl looks great but fucks 
with my turntable sensor. Fresh female vocals somewhat remi- 
niscent of Natalie Merchant in their clarity and restrained 
power, but not pretentious or overblown. The first song is sad’ 
and slow, the b-side is faster; a lovely female voice pairs so well 
with loud buzzy rocking guitars! Very good. (KF) 

($3.50 check or MO to Keith Ulrey, New Granada Records, 7116 Kingsbury Cir, 

Tampa FL 33610.) 

Polaris/Baby Harp Seal, split 7” 
Polaris plays a slow mellow song with bursts of frantic guitar; 
the singer does this bizarre “talk a while, then sing two lines” 
thing. Baby Harp Seal is firmly in the soft-loud-soft-loud realm‘ 
of music, with a vaguely Mac Superchunk-ish singer. (SC) 

(Kwyjibo Records, 17 Eastlands, Leyland Lancashire PRS 3XS England) 

Populux-G Punk Era, 7” 
Three-piece band puts out an emo-y mix with lots of feedback 
and noise. Side one, “Schange,” is good and the b-side “Bleu 
Balls,” has a good, long, instrumental intro building us up into 

the loud heart of the song. (KF) 

($3 ppd./US to Rick Carek, Happy Go Lucky, POB 44342, Cleveland OH 44144.) 

Potholder-7” 
Emo kinda stuff, like in the Phleg Camp vien, but with less 

-originality. A little funky for my taste, but they manage to save 
it with a cool noisy riff once in awhile, coming ‘off on vinyl like 
one of those bands that might just go off live. My favorite track 
is “Four Corners” which has a cool, slow, moody sound. (BVH) 

(Pop Bus Records 5883 Darlington Road Pittsburgh, PA 15217) 

Radiopuhelimet-Hygiene, 7” e.p. 
Great introduction to this fantastic Finnish band... Though 
quite a prolific unit, they remain pretty obscure here in the 

states, especially considering the 4 LP’s plus worth of material 

(available via Bad Vugum) they've released over the past 6 

years or so. The music is passionate and driven post-hardcore, 
with punchy bass and sharp guitar, too often, unjustly, com- 
pared to the Jesus Lizard. I've been a big fan of this band for a 
while now; and it’s great to see AT release something for them 
stateside. Pick up this e.p. and check them out for yourself! I'm 

hoping AT will be doing more with them, and will perhaps get 
them over to the states to tour! (SW) 

(Alternative Tentacles;PO Box 419092; San Fran, CA 94141-9092) 

Rail-Rolling Little Joe, 7” 
The number of new bands popping up that are paying a 

poppy-hardcore sound is really exciting! Rail (not to be confused 
with the Rail that was/is on New Red Archives) is another one. 
This has a definite J-Church feel to it, especially lyrically, the 
songs seem more like little stories than just lyrics, plus they're 
really well written. The harmonies on this record are first rate, as 
is the music. Pick this up & be happy for days. (DS) 

(Front Porch Records 2176 Turk Hill Rd. Fairport NY 14450) 

Rainbow Girls-7” 

This 7” starts out with a slow, heavy riffing, kinda Beastie eos 
sound to it. Luckily, by the second song, “Call Away,” it begins 

to rock in a way that has a feel all its own. Melodic and catchy, 
they have a tinge of Christie Front Drive to them, and a cool 
Jawbox musical edge. Thankfully, this is much better than I 
initially thought it would be and a welcome break from a lot of 
the crap I get to listen to. By the way, they aren't girls. (BVH) 

(Cash Cow P.O. Box 1332 Buffalo, NY 14231) 

Red Aunts-#! Chicken, CD 

Solid Epitaph style punk (read: 1979 style) with hooks, played 

at customary volume. What my ex-girlfriend twice removed 
used to call “a chick band with big amps.” They've got a song 
called “Hate” with the endearing lyric “I hate everyone but you!” 
They sound like a cross between the Didjits and Lena Lovich 
(which is a compliment, by the way). And the graphics of each 
band member gruesomely murdered is either a hoot or gen- 
uinely disturbing, depending upon the real state of mind of 
these women when they wrote these songs. I like the guitars — 
what more can be said? (DC) 

(Epitaph Records, 1602 Sunset Blvd, Suite 111, Hollywood, CA 90028) 

Rhythm Pigs-el paso, CD 
No doubt the most colorful CD I have received. It’s melodic, 
light, and nice to listen to in the background. Sunny day 
music. It sounds like I guess Tuscon would look like. (MB) 

(Westworld; POB 43787; Tuscon, AZ 85733) 

The Rob Jobs, 7” 

Three very good songs that kept me intrigued; weirdness from 
Wisconsin. Is there such a thing as experimental punk? 

Thrashy tunes, echoing/competing vocals. Interesting. Nice 
sleeve/label, too. (KF) 

(Rhetoric Records, POB 82, Madison WI 53701.) 

Rorschach/1.6 Band-split 7” 
If you're reading this at all, 
chances are you're buying 

this record no matter what I 
say. Good, you should. This is 
the one record out of the pile of shit that made me smile and 
say, “thank god”. Rorschach does a great cover of the Flag’s “My 
War”. Although I'm not a big fan of Black Flag’s music after 
Rollins joined up, Rorschach does this cover so well it makes me 

want to reconsider. On the other side, 1.6 Band does an impres- 

sive cover of a mediocre Dag Nasty song, 
“Trying”. For three bucks it’s a good deal.(J.Z.) 

($3ppd Troubleman, 16 Willow St., Bayonne, Nj. 07002) 

i 

Rubber Sole, Dollar + 3, 7” 

Skrotty-voiced singer fronting a somewhat Rancid- 
esque band. I've heard this before, but Rubber Sole , 
gets huge bonus points for the hysterical Priced 
“Birkenstock Weekend,” the story of a sXe kid turned 
Deadhead. That song made my day just a little brighter. (SC) 

(Sneezeguard Records, 309 Annapolis St, Annapolis MD 21401) 

Samuel-Lives of Insects, 7” 
Whoo hooo!! This is the fucking record of the-year so far!! 
Absolutely drop dead beautiful melodies backed with great dis- 
torted guitars /pounding beats. This is brilliant! This is a great 
mix of pop sensibilities with hardcore drive. It’s both light & 
hard. This if just plain great, ‘nuff said. Go Go Go Go Gol!!! (DS) 

(Art Monk Construction PO Box 1105 State College PA 16804) 



Scaredofchaka-Suckerborneveryminute,7” 

Greatrecord,butwhydon’ttheyuseanyspaces? Oh well. They get 
extra credit points cause it comes with a sticker. And the jacket 
photo is just the mobs precious picture of a baby breast feed- 

ing you'll ever see. The music is a spacy 50’s style and the 
singer sounds like he’s hiding something in his cheek. I wonder 

what it is?(J.Z.) 

(Dogshit Records, P.O.Box 40129, Albuquerque, NM. 87196) 

Schlumpf, 7” 
The vocals are exactly like the guy from Guttermouth. So’s the 

music actually, but slower. Quirky poppy melodic 
hardcore. I’m pretty sure it accom- 
plishes what it wants to. I don’t 
know, though, I feel like this should 
have been released years ago. (MB) 
(Know; POB 4830; Long Beach, CA 90804) 

Shirk Circus, 7” 
This is power pop a la the 

Lemonheads, which is not a nega- 
tive in my book. With its jangly gui- 

tars, the main song, “Summer Sun,” 

sounds like a summertime pop song, it 
got me all happy and feeling warm. 

Ghost” is also a super song. Talented singing, 

songwriting and musicians, but you'll hate it if 
you're Spike Anarchie. On flesh-coloured vinyl. (KF) 

(New Red Archives, POB 210501, San Francisco CA 94121.) 

Shoegazer, 7” 
I have to say it’s already been done to death by Alvin and 

the Chippunks. Oh, I guess they put the wrong record speed 

on here. Never mind. Actually don’t sound like shoegazers; 
they’re fast-paced power pop. It kind of sounds 
Weezer -ish, in a good, goofy way. (KF) 

(Fidotrust Records, | 1461 Elizabeth, Norwalk, CA 90650.) 

eaetioti 

Silly-Will You Go With Me?, CD 
" Wow, old Green Day meets old REM and kinda has 

a funky, folksy relationship of clean sounding pop- 
madness with lots and lots of vocal harmonies. At 

times, this is a bit too folksy sounding (like Peter, Paul 

and Mary), but at other times I can’t help but tap my feet to it. 
Maybe I’m just as confused as they are. “Barton's Got a 
Girlfriend” and “Balance” are standout tracks. (BVH) 

(Ghostmeat/Blindside, P.O. Box 1226, Banner Elk, NC 28604) 

Sinkhole-Space Freak, CD 
Fun, fun, fun pop-punk. They have some noisy parts, but over- 
all simple pop punk that’s just neat. I didn’t like their 7”, but 
this rocks! They also do a cover of Black Flag’s Jealous Again 

which is scarily close to the original. Anyway, these guys rock 
hard, but after a while they do get a bit tiresome. Kind of a silly 
heavier Samiam. Good to chill with. (WD) 

(Dr Strange; PO box 7000-1 17;Alta-Loma, CA 91701) 

Sinkhole-Tumble Mat, 7” 
Three poppy sort of songs; the first two are negated by a 
hideous cover of Pat Benetar’s “Heartbreaker.” Why? It doesn’t 
sound like a lot of time was spent on this recording. (KF) 

(Dr. Strange Records, POB 7000-117,Alta Loma CA 91701.) 

Skipper, 7” 
Crooning, poppy tunes most of you will probably hate. The 

singer actually has a great tenor voice! Reminds me of Squeeze; 
unfortunately doesn’t include the wry witty lyrics that Squeeze 

uses to put an edge to all that sweetness. But I like pretty 
songs, too, so if you're a romantic sap, order up. (KF) 

(Icarus Records, 37 Broadlands Court, Wokingham Rd., Bracknell, Berkshire, 

RG12 IP}, England.) 

Slag/Thaw, split-7” 
Both Slag and Thaw are very heavy and very sXe HC type of 
music. Slag reminds me of maybe a more growly Undertow, 
while Thaw is even more metally. Good stuff, mind you. (MB) 

(Primary; 7266 N. Oracle Rd. #137;Tuscon, AZ 85704) 

Slapshot-Unconsciousness, CD 
Is this the slapshot I’m thinking of that used to go around say- 
ing punk was dead? Anyway, this is hardcore-ish stuff, very 
heavy and sometimes pretty fast. Again this is a very NY hard- 
core influenced band, but they've been around forever. It’s not 

a bad release, and has some of the better NY hardcore songs 
I've heard in a while, but I still can’t get into this much of this 
kind of music.(JE) 

(We Ripe Records; Gonninger Str. 3 72793 Pfullingen, Germany) 

Slapstick-Crooked, 7” 
Horns? Ska-flavored punk? This is (coincidentally, I think) the 
second ska-influenced record I've reviewed in the past ten min- 
utes. The first song, “Crooked”, is trad ska; “Not Tonight is trad 

punk. Good one-two punch. Second side opens with a decent 

cross between the two, though the second side is nowhere as 

good as the first side. Not bad, though I've heard better. (DC) 
(Dyslexic Records, 528 White Oak, Roselle, IL 60172) 

Smoothies-Overdose Me + 2,7” e.p. 
Two boys and two girls from Chicago (Deerfield actually) kick 

out some pretty, fuzzy, poppy “punk” (I guess). While this isn’t 
really my cup o’ tea; I really like the A-side, which leads me to 
believe this band is pretty damn good. Weird cover, good intro- 

spective lyrics, strong female vocals, decent production... Good 

7” worth tracking down. (SW) 
(Johanns Face; PO Box 479-164; Chicago, IL 60647) 

SNFU-the one voted most likely to succeed, CD 

Hmmm. When | first heard this I didn’t like it at all, in fact, 
when those smooth people at Epitaph asked my opinion I said I 
couldn't stand it. But now, I like it! It's really weird and bizarre, 
but in a good fun pop-punk way. They are noisy in weird parts 
and weird ways. I have no idea how to describe this other than 
neat. It’s kinda poppy (sometimes making you wonder if you’re 
listening to Green Day...), but a lot more driving than standard 
pop-punk bands. The lyrics however are the most inane thing 
I've ever read (mutated dog? oh please...), but the music is real- 
ly great! I bet these guys are incredible live too. (WD) 

(Epitaph Records, 1602 Sunset Blvd, Suite 111, Hollywood, CA 90028) 

Snufflufugus-s/t,7’ 
Did you ever see that one Sesame Street where Big Bird goes to 
cheer up snufflufugus because he has a really bad cold. I think 
I did but I don’t really remember what happens. Distortion, 

’ guitars, distortion, guitars, whiny crybaby, shutup.(J.Z.) 
(Cash Cow Recording, P.O.Box | 332, Buffalo, NY. 14231) 



Sparkmarker-Atomos, 7” 
Every time I get a sparkmarker record, I get all excited. “They 
were ALMOST there last record, this record is going to be the 
fucking shit.” And every time, they let me down. I don’t know 
what it is. Really, each record is ALMOST incredible. But never 
is quite there. It’s really frustrating. I want this band to be 
great... and they're so fucking close. This is definitely the clos- 
est they've come so far. They're still playing stop-start hardcore, 
with an emo tinge, and they're still putting their own little a 

on the genre. It just is lacking somewhere. (DS) 
(No Idea PO Box 14636 Gainesville Florida 326044636) 

Spazz/C.F.D.L.-split 7” 
Ok, I think most people are familiar with Spazz, but if you’ve 
missed them they're a neaterific and zany power violence band 
with great slow/sludgy parts and raging fast ones. They just 
plain old rock incredibly hard. Now, CFDL on the other hand is 
hardcore with so much shit on the guitar (and the rest of the 

band for that matter) that it’s hardly decipherable and the 
singer has a high annoying voice that sounds like he’s singing 
through a transistor radio. Honestly, I can’t stand ‘em. 
Actually, the music is ok, but the singer sounds like a whining 
child. It bothers me. Buy it, dig Spazz, skip CFDL. (WD) , 

(Slap-A-Ham Records; PO box 420843 San Francisco, CA 94142) 

Squid-New Waffle Jive/Bitchmagnet, 7” 
First side is sort of reminiscent of Don Caballero or some other 
Touch & Go kind of thing but played with slightly more sub- 
dued guitars. Side two is a strange, dynamic layered thing, 
with a middle eastern feel and sampled voices. Pretty good, 
somewhat hypnotic, and yes, it sounds kinda like Bitch 
Magnet. At least they acknowledge their sources.... (DC) 

(Cash Cow Records, P.O. Box 1332 Williamsville, NY 14231) 

Stinkerbell, 7” 

Rock n’ Roll, female vocals, you have heard it before. This is a 
decent record. Their are horns added that sound like they were 

added later and detract from the music. The vocals are great, 
they. sing about death and blood and vampires and such. Three 
songs on this seven incher. Not a lot to say about this one 
because it isn’t anything new or earthshattering. If you like 
stuff like the Trashwomen and such then pick this one up to 
add to your collection. (EA) 

(Last Resort Records, PO BOX 2986 Covina, CA 91722) 

Stubb-The End, 7” 
Straightforward rock with quivering, slightly off-kilter guitars. 
Pretty good. Memorable bridge. The other side has a great song 
on it called “Jackie-O” with the lyric “Jackie-O/you're 
dead!/and you don’t look so good” and another called I’m sorry 
that’s almost as good. Very promising. (DC) 

(Stubb, 61 Grand St., Danbury CT 06810) 

Stuck Mojo-s/t, CD 

First off this damn thing skipped about 20 times on 
my crappy CD player. I wish it would have skipped 
more. I like Biohazard, hell I even like Helmet, 
but unfortunately the success of those 2 bands 
has led to countless bad imitators. Stuck Mojo is 
the worst of these. Totally generic boring hardcore 
riffing mixed with singing/rapping. If you like NY 
hardcore, shoot for the proven bands 

instead.(J.E.) 
(Century Media;1453-A 14th St. #324 Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

Sublime, 7” 
Reggae music. Cocseanhiy interesting Jah Wobble-ish bass. Definitely 
not authentic, but inoffensive, if you like that kind of thing. (DC) 

(insta-noise records, P.O. Box 894, huntington beach, CA 92648-0894) 

Sugarsmack-Spanish Riffs, Tape 
Noisy, off-kilter, jazz musician-core stuff. At times bearable, at 
times anger-insuing trash. Occasional hooks are the only sav- 

ing grace only to be crushed by some detracting quality. (BVH) 
(Yesha, INC. P.O. Box 31725, Charlotte, NC 28231-1725) 

Sunnychar-You’re My Battery, 7” 
This is just fucking rad, upbeat, makes-me-smile, pop stuff 
from Japan. The title track just rocks in the way that the 
Monkeys or the Beatles might have rocked if they were punk. It 
kinda reminds me of Tiger Trap, but it’s catchier and has more 
hooks. I want an LP and US tour, now! (BVH) 

(Shredder Records, 75 Plum Tree Lane #3, San Rafeal, CA 94901) 

Suppression-7” e.p. 
YOW!!! Crushing powerviolence more extreme (both faster AND 
slower) than Spazz!!! Hateful lyrics, great sound bites, good 
recording, a MUST HAVE ‘for all the sick puppy 
grind/thrash/powerviolence nuts out there!!! (SW) 

(Fetus; 2966; S. Country Club Way; Tempe,AZ 85282) _ 

Swank-Reoccurring Planet of the Apes Dream, CD 
Somebody must be confused here, because this is a Funk album. 

Not Punk, but fucking porno soundtrack, 70's TV, funky white- 
boys singing about society’s ills and trying as hard as they can to | 

funk things up, out of tune horn-section, rapping like a hip-hop 
superstar, big pants, two bass players, looking so soulful in those 
funky live photos, while they confusedly go into some emo- 
core/Fugazi tirade at the end. Ahh, fuck it. (BVH) 

(Drive-$Buy Records, c/o Jacob Myers, P.O. Box 5 Daleville, VA 24083) 

Swans-The Great Annihilator, CD 
Goth, goth, goth. This reminds me somewhat of Will, but more tra- 
ditionally rock sounding and with most of the histronics bled off. 
Not the kind of music I normally listen to, but it wasn’t bad at all. 

This would probably make excellent 
mood music on really depressing 

days. As is the case with a lot of 
goth-esque albums, the high point 
in my mind was the singing, with 
both a male & female singer sound- 
ing awfully angsty. (SC) 
(Invisible Records, PO Box 16008 

Chicago IL 80616) 

Sweet Diesel-2 songer, 7” 
Two rather short songs on this slab of 

vinyl. The A side, Morning Breath sings 
about morning breath. Go figure no analo- 
gy or deeper meaning here. Typical, Sub- 
Pop sounding stuff. Very high production 
sound and packaging. I always thought that 
Engine records was owned by a major, if 
someone know write me care of Punk Planet. 
Anyway, side B is The Old New song. The best 
part of this song is the name. I guess it is making 
fun of ever band that had two new songs without 



names thus the new song and the old new song. If you are ina 

band you get the joke. (EA) 
(Engine, PO BOX 1575 Peter Stuyvesant station, NY, NY 10009) 

Sweetcream USA-s/t, 7” 
The sheer volume of good stuff I got for review this issue makes 
me run out of adjectives for “great”. What can I say about this. 
It’s slow, it’s mildly folksy, it’s mildly garagy, it’s definitely jang- 
ly, it’s brilliant! This goes down smooth. (DS) 

(Velvetone Records. 3621 Eagle Rock Blvd 2nd floor LA, CA 9065) 

Swingin’ Utters-The Streets of San Francisco, LP 
Oh yeah!! Fans of the Clash, Stiff Little Fingers, or even the 
Pogues are going to fucking love this. This probably could easi- 
ly be classified as an Oi record, but it’s got more melody & bet- 
ter craftsmanship than most Oi I've heard. It’s definitely retro, 
but it still fucking rules!! (DS) 

(New Red Archives PO Box 2100501 San Francisco CA 94121) 

Swingin’ Utters/UK Subs, Split 7” 
Swingin’ Utters belt out a quick little 
three-chord punk rocker with growling 
vocals. UK Subs play more of a dirgy, 

moody sounding mid-tempo angry piece, 
that actually is catchier than I expected. 
They remind me of some older DC stuff. 

(BVH) 
(New Red Archives, RO. Box 210501 San Francisco, 

CA 94121) 

Think of 3-Personalites, Tap 
Uh, is this really confused funk-metal, or 
am I hearing things? It starts out with 
some slow jazzy blues thing and moves 
onto a false harmonic-laced funk metal © 
thing, then to some jazzy-blues funk ~ 

metal thing. Nothing that listening to 
Extreme couldn’t do for me. Get a per- 

sonality. (BVH) 
($3 ppd c/o Thinking Man Studios, 27 E. Central 

Ave., R5, Paoli, PA 19301) 

Tin River Junction-Loon/Build, 7” 
On Ist listen, I guess this just sounded 
strange. However, when I really sat down and listened, this 
became so amazing. Take a bit of early 80's pop, a bit of emo, and 
a tad of experimentalism. This is awe-inspiring. And the other 
side is even better! Sort of like codeine but a lot quicker. I listen to 
this a lot now and so should you. Get it, now. Pop + emo + 
codeine = good. (MB) 

(Behemoth; POB 874; Lindenhurst, NY 11757-0874) 

Torture Kitty, Tape 
Very classic sounding punk, with good melodic hooks, loud 
amps, and bar chords galore. Buzzcocks fans will love this. For 
what's essentially a demo tape, an excellent recording, with a 
great late ‘70s low-fi sound. Much better than I had any reason 

to expect.(DC) 
(John Sewell, 1530 Northshore Woods Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919) 

Totempole-Baby Robs Banks, 7” 
With hard/garage rock becoming more popular everyday this 

was bound to happen. Kinda like Mudhoney and garage rock at 
the same time, this does little for me. The flipside is udder 

crap, long guitar solos galore. No more space should be given 

to this record. (EA) 
(Last Resort Records, PO BOX 2986 Covina, CA 91722) 

Toxic Reasons-Independence, CD 
Classic punk rock style music. Again a metal influence found in 
annoying guitar leads every 10 seconds, but most of the songs 
are good simple riffs and sing-a- long vocals, although I question 
most of the lyrical content. I'm confused by the content of the 
songs; some sound anti-society, but others remind me of Sick of 
It all mosh-core shit. Buy this album if you don’t care about 
lyrics, and want some metal-influenced old style punk rock.(JE) 

(Century Media; 1453-A 14th St. #324 Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

Tribe 8-Fist City, LP ‘ 
Uninspired dyke punk/hardcore/rock from San Fran. The 
songs aren’t catchy, the production is mushy sounding, and 

the lyrics have this dyke-holier-than-thou attitude that 

. gets old as fast as the attitude of The Bleeding 
Hemorrhoids. The ONLY saving grace of the LP is a 
decent cover of Aretha Franklin’s “Think.” I suppose AT 
gets big PC punk points for releasing this, and it’s cool 
that bands like this exist, but if you can’t listen without 

nodding off, what's the point? (SW) 
(Alternative Tentacles; PO Box 419092; San Fran, CA 94141-9092) 

Tugboat Annie/Milf, Split 7” 
An excellent 7”: Two songs each from two bands. Tugboat 
Annie gives us quality power pop with soaring guitars and 
solid hooks and songs that just barely succeed, but definite- 
ly do. Milf is pretty much the same kind of thing, and just 

about’as good. (DC) 
(Cash Cow Records, P.O. Box 1332 Williamsville, NY 14231) 

Ultra Bidé, 7” 
Bunch of Japanese weirdos — my favorite kind — making 
one shitload of noise. Sort of in the same general category 

as Spacestreakings and Boredoms, with one important 
caveat: I don’t think that they're actually Japanese, which, 

truth be told, makes this even funnier. I was entertained, 
anyway. Loud. (DC) 
(Alternative Tentacles Records, P.O. Box 419092 San Francisco CA 94141- 

9092) . 

Uphill Down-s/t,7” 
Green day type shit with a great cover of Twisted Sister’s “We're 
not gonna take it”. They get extra credit and an “A” for effort 
cause they wrote a swell note and sent a patch. Other than 
that, it’s just Kerplunk.(J.Z.) 

(Squirrel Cake Records, P.O.Box 35344, Richmond, VA. 23235) 

Valse Triste-s/t, 7” 
Finnish hardcore crusty punk. This is really good, a bit more 
laid back than other crust bands like Crude S.S., but still 
heavy. It reminds me quite a bit of German fiends Human 
Alert, except not as damn funny. The music doesn’t let up and 

keeps me listening intently. This is a damn good record, so 

order it.(JE) 

(Trashcan Records; Makasiinikuja 5 61800 Kauhajoki, Finland) 

V. Card-Bright, 7” 
This record has its moments, it’s kinda poppy & kinda hard, 

but all in all, it lacks the emotion & conviction that this kind of 

sound requires. It’s good, but it leaves you feeling dry at the 



end. (DS) 

(Allied Recordings PO Box 

* 460683, SF CA 94146-0683) 

Vein, 7” 
This record even scared 

me from the outside. 
Speed-metal Pantera guitar 

solos and songs like “Drinkin 
Drugin and Drivin, “Crimes” - 

and “Physical Beatings.” The 
lyrics to “Crimes” moan about 

crimes against him “and his kind,” in 
a stupid tirade about “reverse discrimination.” No further com- 

ment necessary, I presume? (KF) 

(Rectal Records, POB 210322, Woodhaven NY 11421.) 

Vodka-King Jesus, CD 

...an entertaining cross between Adrian belew-era king crimson 
and some weird ambient noise-pop synth thing. Kind of prog 
rock for the new wave set, or something like that. Edgy pop with 
Television like guitars (Especially on “My beautiful shining face”) 
that insinuate themselves into your cerebral cortex with an 

almost annoying efficiency. I can’t say I know much about these 
guys, but I'm listening to it again. Though I must mention — and 
guys, take this in the best possible way — that the last song 
would be much better without the singing, which grows tire- 
some. The verdict: 3 Great songs, one mediocre one. (DC) 

(Brain Disc/Oblivion Entertainment, 1660 E. Herndon Ave., Suite 135, Fresno, CA 

93720) a 

Well Hung Over, 7” 
Funny band name; cool glossy sleeve. A strong three-piece 

power pop outfit, there’s a hilarious song about “fanny packs” 

and the unfathomable people who wear them! “She” is a buzzy 
little ballad, tight and sweet. (KF) 

(Carving Knife Records, POB 829, Seattle WA 98111). 

White Out-Surf Star is Dead, 7” 
Ooh, nuevo wavo. Sounds just like I’m listening to a college radio 
station in 1983, on the “pop” show, to some band produced by 

Mitch Easter. None of this should be taken as a slam — they just 
sound like they're coming out of a time warp. I actually enjoyed 
this quite a bit, in a superficial kind of way. (DC) 

(Jody Records, 2557 E. Ist Street, Brooklyn, NY 11223) 

Wig Hat-Mr.Nobody b/w Loser, Nerd, Freak, Geek,7” 

The scary looking retro freak on the cover makes me not even 
want to listen to this. It’s not as bad as I thought it would be, 
but I still wouldn’t waste my money on this. The sound is inde- 
scribable. Imagine the Vindictives on crack. One listen of this 
record was plenty.(J.Z.) 

(3.11 West 21st St., Apt#lE, NYC, NY. 10011) 

Yellow Plastic Bucket-Just Got Back, 7” 

Dirge-y punk. But faster. Grimy, gritty, raw. Not really what I 

like, but I could see a whole lot of people REALLY getting into 
this. You know what I'm talking about... (MB) 

(Masterstaff; POB 70004; Bronte Postal Stn; Oakville, ON L6L 6M9; Canada) 

Yellow Plastic Bucket- Young Again b/w Empire Haple,7” 
This is really confusing and I’m much too tired to figure it out. 
Inside this record was a Xerox of some past record reviews, and 
I thought, “Wow, this will be easy, I don’t even need to listen to 

the record.” Not thinking, I decided to put the record on and 
see if it sounded like “noisy aggro stuff” or “the butthole 
surfers” as the previous reviews had touted. Ahhh, this must 
be some stupid joke cause the music is really mellow and it says 45 
rpm. They remind me slightly of Strawman without that distinctive. 
voice. I'm not sure though, just don’t.listen to anything I say.(J.Z.) 

($4ppd Masterstaff, RO.Box 70004, Bronte Station, oakville, ON L6L 6M9, 

Canada) 

Youth Brigade-Happy Hour, CD 
Sean Stern and crew return with another document to their 

long and extensive careers in the media of punk rock. I used to 
idolize this band and I have to admit, I was kind of scared to 
listen to this, due mostly to the scary cover art. To more of my 
surprise than not, I found a departure form the pop-assault of 
the previous “The Brigade” releases and a pleasant return to 

the Youth Brigade of old. This is upbeat, catchy, mid-80’s punk 
which mimics “Sound and Fury” as best as it can, but has a bit 
too many cheesy solos and cheap attempts at cute humor for 
its own good. (BVH) : 

Zark & Sepulveda-Over the Interstate Lines of the Mind, cassette 

Imagine David Byrne and Jello Biafra getting together to do a 

Talking Heads/ Lard side project, with maybe a little MC 900 
Foot Jesus too. I ain't saying if it’s good or bad, it’s just weird 
ok? You might like it. (SW) 

(PO BOX 1905; Stuyvesant Station; New York, NY 10009) 

Zoinks!-Soap Factory, 7” 2 

I remember hearing these guys before and thinking “cheesy pop 

shit” but this 7” rocks from the start! They sound a whole lot 

like the Bollweevils, so if you like them check this out. Cool 

power-pop as would be expected from Doc Strange, but jeez, I 

can't wait till these guys come here on tour. Sing along and be 
happy, not to mention the cover tells a funny and silly little 
story. (WD) 

(Dr Strange; PO box 7000-117;Alta-Loma, CA 91701) 

Zone-Win back to Sanity, 7” 
These guys remind me a whole bunch of Masskontroll except a 

bit more melodic, but not much. Same tone, same slow parts, 

same fast parts, just a whole lot alike if you ask me. And that’s 
definitely a good thing. it’s just damn good fast paced hardcore. 
Fuck yeah. it’s the kind of thing that I bob my head to and pre- 
tend like I know the words and just yell along with. Great.(WD) 

(H:G Fact; 401 Mongo-M 2-36-3 Yayoi-Cho, Tokyo, 164, JAPAN) 

V/A-Albuquerque Shit Core Vol.1,71 
I'm not a big fan of crust or whatever you'd call the musical style 
of the four bands (Feltch, Word Salad, Fractured, and Shunt) 

featured on this shit colored seven inch, but I did hear one-or 
two slightly catchy riffs throughout, and the last band, Shunt, 
was pretty decent. Actually, I think they’re pretty damn good. 
Kind of reminiscent of Born Against and that strain of hardcore 
with slightly more intelligible lyrics. Well, I don’t know, maybe 
not, but however you describe it, it’s pretty good.(J.Z.) 

(Dogshit Records, P.O.Box 40129, Albuquerque, NM. 87196) 

V/A-Ames Indie Music Sampler,CD 
This CD features 18 different indie bands pretty much in the 

rock n’ roll vein. I didn’t personally enjoy any of the bands on 
this comp immensely, but this was all put together so nice it’s 
hard to say anything bad about it. I wish some of the bands on 
the thank you list were on this comp though,(Grimple, Naked 



Aggression, Pavement, Plaid Retina, etc.) Pretty neat-o, just not 

my kinda thing.(J.Z.) 
(A.LM.S., P.O.Box 1523,Ames, IA. 50014) 

V/A-Echoes From Tuscon, CD 

Overall this is a pretty good comp. Most compilations of this kind 

(read: celebrating a local scene) are good to document but usual- 

ly sort of boring to listen to, but this is surprisingly good. There 

are some standout songs, particularly one by DAVE’S BIG 

DELUXE. Some other bands on here are: THE FELLS, LONELY’ 
TROJANS, BRENDA’S NEVER BEEN, etc. I'd get this if I were 

you. Not heavy, but mostly melodic, interesting, good. (MB) 
(Third World Underground; 1843 N. Kramer; Tuscon,AZ 85719) 

V/A-Echoes of the Nation’s Capital #2,CD 
Twenty one D.C. area bands on this diverse compilation. Most 

bands were uninteresting, but some had some talent. The stand- 

out of this record is Ape House, who seem to be straightforward 

female punk rockers. Not that the fact that they're female mat- 
ters, I just thought I'd mention it. Overall pretty swell, nothing 
amazing. I like the sleeve art concept though.(J.Z.) 

(Third World Underground, 1843 N.Kramer Ave, Tucson, AZ. 85719) 

V/A-For a Fistful of Yens, CD 
A BIG compilation of bands from all over the punk/metal 
scene. Some great tracks by United Mutation(CRUSTCOREN), 
Direct Action, Black Market Baby (these guys are STILL 
around?), Apartment 3-G, Zero Boys, and Flag of Democracy 
mix with some medicore songs from bands such as Articles of 
Faith and Attitude Adjustment and with some HORRIBLE 
songs by Vic Bondi, Reflex from Pain, Jones Very, etc..Of the33 

songs, about half are fairly good, and about 1/3rd suck REAL- 
LY REALLY hard. Ranges from full on grind-crust punk to 

glam-metal bullshit(JE) 

(Century Media; 1453-A | 4th St. #324 Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

V/A-Life Support, Tape 
Penned as a “Boston to Bosnia punk benefit comp” where the 

profits go to support a homeless punk survivor in Sarjevo. 
Mostly melodic to thrash punk stuff here, with one side being 
Boston bands and the other all Yugoslavian bands from ‘77 to 

‘82. Bands include Showcase Showdown, Cobalt, Malachite and 

the Nines. Not bad for a Tape comp. (BVH) 

(Fan Attic Tapes, c/o Ron Lacer 364 Washington St. Cambridge, MA 021 39) 

V/A-The Mortal Micronotz Tribute, CD 
Now here's a deserved tribute. The Mortal Micronotz were one of 
those great’mid-80s punk bands with (and get this) memorable 

songs — thus, good targets for a tribute album. A bunch of 

teenagers who got William S. Burroughs to write some lyrics for 
them back in 1982, these guys now get the full tribute treatment 

from Truck Stop Love, Slackjaw, and Burroughs himself, joined by 

the Eudoras. As with most tribute albums, this isn’t perfect, and 
the originals are somewhat more memorable for being, you know, 
the originals, but by and large a good deed has been done. (DC) 

(Iconoclastic Pop Records, 2500 W. 31st St, Suite B, Lawrence, KS 66047) 

V/A-Picklemania NYC, CD 

If this the best of the NYC underground, then somebody, 

please, give me the mainstream. Bands include, Sea Monkeys, 

The Wives, Iron Prostate, Rats of Unusual Size and Tub. 

Standouts are Choking Victim, who do a cool ska/punk thing, 

Ff, who have a cool pop-punk sound, and strangely enough, 

Hot Corn Girls, who have a wacky new wave-punk thing going, 

which seems to be their only saving grace. (BVH) 
(Riot/No Trousers Records, 150 East 2nd St. #1A, NYC 10009) 

VIA-Pigs Suck, 2x7” 
Ok, a double 7” featuring Manica’ Terminal Disgust, Spazz, 
Capitali$t Casualties, MassKontroll, FYP, Quincy Punx, and 
Oppressed Logic. Needless to say this rules. Every band on 

here is great, and there is not a bad song on this comp., BUY 

OR DIE!(JE) 
($5; Clean Plate Records; PO Box 2582 Birmingham,AL 35202) 

VIA-Six Pack to Go, CD 
This is a six band compilation with Less than Jake, Load, The 
McRackins, Decadent Few, No Fraud, Tiltwheel. Not a bad disc 

but it tends to have little cohesion. (EA) 

(Stiff Pole Records, PO BOX 20721, St. ee 

FL 33742) 

VIA- Stock Footage, CD 

Music from the-films of Roger 
Corman this is titled. There are ten 

bands on this disc including: 
Space Negros, Man or AStroman?, 

A-Bones and the Subsonics. Roger 

Corman did Little Shop of Horrors 

and many more films to boot. I 
know little about him or the 
music in his movies but if this disc 
symbolizes his stuff, I want more. 
There is surf, jazz and psychedelic 

on this silver round thing. The 
Subsonics song is genius and 
worth the price of admission alone, 
so if you have the chance tape this, 
buy it or steal it. (EA) : 

(Worrybird, PO BOX 95485 Atlanta, GA 

30347) 

V/A- Universal Choking Sign, LP 
This is one of those great comps that everyone should pick up. 

Independent to the core. Silk-screened covers and a huge {I 
mean huge) newspaper fold out book. Bands are Brand New 

Unit, Digh Down, Chritopher Robin, Bicker, Sparkmarker, 
Hutch, Artless Motives, Ten-O Seven, Undertow, Stovebolt, 

Jayhawker, Strain and Has Been. Highlights include Christopher 

Robin, Sparkmarker and Ten-O Seven but there isn’t a bad track 

on this record. There is everything from horns-speech-funk- 

metal-indy rock-HC on here, get it fool. (EA) 
(Excursion PO. BOX 20224 Seattle, WA 98102) 

V/A-Water Music, CD 
It would be hard to say not to buy this disk, so I won't. 
Some of the best pop punk bands to date (currently and 
such) are on here: The Queers, Boris the Sprinkler, Moral 
Crux, Sinkhole and Scooby Don’t to mention a few. This 
is probably the best compilation to come out in this 

vein of music. You all know what the sound is 
here so there is no need to elaborate. 
With 13 bands it would be hard not PES ere 

: Hey! You’ve got stuff you want 
to love a few on this.(EA) RE AES 

(Just Add Water Records, PO BOX Pa Tn an 

16328 Spartanburg, SC 2931 6) See Punk Planet South Rt. 2 Box 
5 CRT eRe ee 
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ORDER THESE 7's FROM US 
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Spaz hardcore from Wildwood Illinois tqardcore Jersey Punk with a touch of — Hardcore Jersey Punk with a touch of Hardcore Punk Everybody get naked! ; Oj s Oil}!!! These guys escaped Waukesha WI. 
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Total Funk from Virginia 
Hardcore Skaterock Drunk Hardcore Punk and these guys skate too! d signed from Bakersfield CA. » 18 or over to order this 

Political Hardcore from Israel 
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Two Chicago Punk bands teaming up to Hardcore Punk E ql 
do this split. The way it was meant to be. strong. 

pia ee are eS a EAT ~ a” These 7"s $2 each, plus postage: 
(1-5) 7" ordered add $1 postage, (6-10) 7" ordered add $2 ostage. 

Skaterock from SanDiego CA. 

Send money order or we eaten cash, NO CHECKS! tl 
e 

P.O.Box 26035-Milwaukee,Wi 53226-0035 (414) 789-6868 FAX (414) 789-5282 ) 
Dealer inquiries welcome, contact Rhetoric Records (608) 259-0403 | 
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OT "Suck" 7", x a ng See 
hings Changed" *: ag 

ther War" $4ppd -* Punky Rockit, * 

= S-song zs * 

* 
* Jon Cougar Concentration Camp 

“back in the day" S-song 7" 

(second pressing) : 

* Kids/ Jon Cougar Concentration 

Camp S-song split 7" 

* Campground/Deadbeat LP compilation: 
Bouncing Souls, Fighting Cause, 
J Church, the Kids, Jon Cougar, 

Concentration Camp,Krupted 

Peasant Farmerz, Nonsense, 

WOR CINEESAUSUMeSm ICM Rcen | El cilee, Gimanar OES ai ltmhesl 
get the latest from rhetoric records? Trusty, Verrucose,and Whatever 

* Punky Rockit “freckle fade creme” 

S-song 7" 
Nitwits/ Mohinder split 7" 

Idiot Bitch 8-song 7 
Tiltwheel S-song 7” 
Apeface/Lemming 4-song split 7” 

Queen Mab 4-song 7" 

Nitwits 6-song 7" only 3 left) 
Red Number Nine "Mary" 4-song 7" 

the Playground Compilation: 

Krupted Peasant Farmerz, 
Preachers That Lie, Collateral 
Damage, and Vomit Pancakes. 

the Curbs "Slacker" 4-song 7" 
Preachers That Lie "by dawn’s 

eat es Cs 
slow eee at play 8" ep 

ee H111KO 
— shaved pachinko? 5" ep 

AK RR RK OK 

* * 
limited edition of 10( vith hand stamped covers 

; 4 f Bogs cece Fs : early light" S-song 7” 

also available: * Gag Order “false faces" 3-song 7" 
- 3 FA * Temper Tantrum 4-song 7" 

horace pinker/face to face split 7 * Temper Tantrum/Haskel split 7" 
pachinko: deep inside... 7" 

STL LC aeSy A mea Rabbit 7", and anew 12 
inch comp. 

In the Works: I Spy 7", Rabble/ 

five inch ises are $3 u.s./ $5 world 
seven inches are $3 u.s./ $5 world Sevencinches# Poppe 

Twelve inches: #éppd 

eight inches are $4 u.s./ $6 world Two 7"s for $5 
send two stamps for a huge mailorder catalog (aol GOR er eet wee te 

‘ @ . Special wholesale prices available 

‘ 
in purchases over ten items. All 

A checks and money orders must be 

9 
made payable to Mark Whyte. Please 

WA Ow Cee. F4 04) list alternatives in case I‘m out. 

ade a 7s ae s Distributers please write me. 

pean bmmarta@students.wisc.edu 
Postage: 

fax: 608.259.0803 Seven inches: Canada add $.50 
World add $1 (surface). 

stores we deal direct. get in touch. Twelve inches: Canada add $1.50 
add #2 (surface). 



Even more reviewers get added as the. zines come in ocr truckload. Kim Bae (KB), 
Matt Berland (MB) a Connell (JC), Steve Cook (SC), Will Dandy (WD), Karen Fisher 

(KF), Aaron Gemmill (AG), Gunter Smallberries (BT), Ray pee, H), Bret Van Horn 
(BVH), Kenneth Kimmel (KK), Leah Ryan (LR), Dan Sinker (DS), Jim Testa (JT), Matt 

‘obensmith (MW) 

[CAN’T READ THE NAME] #7 
A personal zine: the 
writer closes with “it 
looks like | really pulled 
off some pretty emo shit 
this time”, and he’s right. 
It’s loaded with angst, and 
virtually impossible to 
read due to poor 
copying. Lots of deep 
feelings, though, and it 
may be worth the 
scueae if you connect 
with these sort of 
emotions. (JC) 

(111 Westwood, Hot 
Springs, AR 71913, 20pp, 
half-size, price not listed) 

‘outh. 
2 Pretty solid, professional-looking effort, and | would 

#2 #4 recommend purchasing, but then I'd look like a 
Gaunt, Nine Pound pandering idiot, instead of just an idiot. Oh, buy it 
Hammer, Speedball baby, anyway, and decide for yourselves! (KK) 
boring boring boring. ($1.00 to Anxiety 4924 Balboa Blvd. Box # 257 
annoying layouts. | don’t like Encino, CA 91316) it. (AG) 
(po box 1764/ ny ny 10009) Ape SHALL NEVER KILL APE #2 

A bunch of reviews, some rants on 
THE ADVENTURES OF sellouts, a story about some people 
PINCHY AND KARL who'd like to kick the ed’s ass and why, 

It’s a small comic zine and lastly an Avail interview. | thought 
involving postmodern the story about the kids who don’t like 
drawings and Earth Crisis. him very cool, and there’s so many 
No, | didn’t get it. Maybe reviews you might find some 
you might. I’ve got too ; interesting.Also some Crawford comics 
much to read to sit here about GG’s afterlife. Very worth a 
and try to figure it out. stamp. (MB) 
(MW) (1 Stamp; 488 Green Bay Rd.; Highland 

(AI K., POB 470923, Br. Heights, Park, IL 60035) 
OH 44147) 

THE Atomic BALLRoom #4 
THE ADVENTURES OF STICKMAN #3 Good review oriented zine with 

That about sums it up! (AG) ee a eo sete! ring a 
: urpose. Includes: a reject letter from (290 Fargo, Buffalo NY 14213) TV's “Real World” ac ditions, and 

interviews with Ten Foot Pole, Jermflux, and: 
ANTI Punk a great one with Guitar Wolf. Short and to 

This full-size zine has a chaotic but the point, like it should be. Thank you. 
nice collage cover. | have noticed (MW) 
that this sometimes indicates a lot (POB 48321, 
of bullshit scotch-taped together Athens, GA 
on the inside. Not this time. Fiction, 30604) ; 
interesting political rant about the 
Minneapolis punk scene; interview 
with Dirt Poor, record reviews, and a BEANS & RICE 
few zine reviews. This is something #2, 
you can actually read (!). (LR) Boring boring 

(Bobby Pin/5101 Valley View Road/Edina boring. Four 
MN/55436/ $1.25 ppd) totally 

ANXIETY #2 
Interviews with Sebadoah’s Lou 

Barlow, The Fixtures and Dead 
Letter Office. Pretty nice layout, 

too. Loads of columns, poetry and 
reviews, and an article and 

associated columns about pot 
and hash use among today’s 



E> Zine <a Saas 

eneric interviews with Voodoo Glowskulls, The 
rong Crowd, Right Turn Clyde, and The 

Rudiments (of the straight information, when-is- 
your-next-record-coming-out variety), music 
reviews, NAFTA commentary, and a stupid piece 
about a Tony Danza dream. Oh, | forgot about the 
fifty billion ads. Don’t bother. (KB) 

(Jack * 205 Norton * Corpus Christi, TX 78415-4341 
* $1) 

about this — read it and see for 
BEN 1s DEAD #25 yourself. (JC) 

Once again, just when everyone had oS them up (7706 AN. Bartlett Ave., Milwaukee, WI 
for dead, Darb' cone rept yee er 3 u( 
masterpiece. This issue is themed “Retro Hell (part = 
1)”. Lots of teen idol articles, waltz music, 60's Part number was torn off] 20pp, quarter-size, 
cookbooks, and other nestaigic and sappy.things. As one stamp) 

always, an absolutely huge and amazing creation. You 
probably know what I’m talking about, but if you  CAN’T FORGET #1 
don't you need to get a copy of this zine. Its one of —_ A pretty good effort from this new ma, 
the classics, and part of your education. (JC) from Pensacola, FL. Two short, powerfu 

fiction pieces (well, one is more a (PO Box 3166, Hollywood, CA 90028, | 50pp, full-size, 
vignette, but still strong.) Some personal $5.00ppd 

ppd) opinion columns, record reviews, ads 
and show reviews too. They also laid 

BETWEEN THE COVERS Voi 1 IssuE i out some pages with song lyrics, which 
You can’t beat the price! This zine is basically three are always kinda cool to read, especially 
sheets of 8.5x1 1” paper printed on both sides and for people who may never have heard of 
folded.A real DIY special. It’s all music reviews. It’s the Dende Send them a picture of you 
kinda sloppy, but it’s free. (LR) using the toilet and you may make the 

(Free/ c/o Sharon Bernardino, 821 Duryea #227, cover! (KK 
Peoria, IL 61606 / Email ($1.00 to Can’t Forget 7876 Bay Meadows 

Morticia@camelot.bradley.edu ) Dr. Pensacola, FL 32507) 

adventurous layout attempts. (AG) 
(p.o. box 80326/ lincoln NE 68501) 

Butt Uciy #15 
Deceptively simple, this is one lon, 
poem, the words taped over a series of 
very carefully selected pictures. It sucks 
you in, and leaves you stunned, deep in 
thought. | just don’t know what to say 

BEYOND Hinduism #22 CHANGE ZINE #5 
| was slightly Paras by the name of this zine, which _ Holy crap,| love this mag!! This is what 
l assumed to be making a reference to some kind of all zines should be like. fig pa s of the 
Krishnacore thing. Inside, though, there’s writing _ phattest, dopest info. around! his issue 
about why Christmas sucks, animals in captivity, . an overall basketball theme with: 
vegan Jello comments, and two fairly long letters basketball predictions, basketball _ 
from some people the editor had some angry interviews and basketball poetry, Cool 
correspondence with. Nice, but | wished the editor interviews with the guy wie does Anti- 
had devoted more time to her thoughts instead of Matter, Sick of It All, zine reviews and 
those of random letterwriters. (SC) more.... (RH) 

($1 to PO Box 29044, Portland OR 97210) ($3.00 9 Birchwood Lane Westport, CT 

76522) : 
BRV #? 

It’s a very thick personal zine filled with band photos CHUMPIRE #43 : 
and a travel diary. Lots to read if that turns you on.| One of those one pager zines with a 
know people who are intensely interested in the travel story or two and some personal 
intimate details of others’ lives, but personally, don’t — thoughts and a lot of reviews. Pe VERY 
care. | need context, baby. Someone | don’t know, well done for it’s type but it doesn’t 
talking about people | don’t know, going places | * particularly stand out that far in my m 
don’t even know about. Unless | was a friend,! don’t ——_as anything particularly life changing. If 
know why | would care. Nothing at all wrong here; | you see it, pick it up. ha 
just don’t think it’s important enough to be made (1 Stamp; POB 2514;West Lawn, PA 
into a zine. (MVV) 19609-0514) eg : 

(3 stamps to Al K., POB 470923, Br. Heights, OH 
44147) 

% 

CIRCA #3 
Very simple format (halfsize, one staple, 
xerox) but nicely done. Interviews with 
Las Lobos, Drive Like Jehu, The John 
Spencer Blues Explosion, and Fluf. Also a 
cor editorial on: Led Zeppelin, which 
ocuments the fact that they ripped off a 

bunch of old blues songs ay in their 
career and claimed them as their own. ls 
anyone surprised? The Los Lobos 
interview by Jim Knoblauch is especially 
nice. Breaking from the standard Q & 
format, it reads instead like a good story. 
My primary complaint is that there are 

virtually no women mentioned in the 

Buc Prick #3 
Punk rock plus dot matrix printers equals 
superpunk.| can’t think of the last time | saw a dot 
matrix layout - maybe 1985 with a Commodore 64. 
Nice little zine full of obnoxiousness and contacts - 
tons of ads and info for the 90’s punk. Personal stuff 
plus top tens round this out.100% Epitaph ad free”, 
as well. (MW) 

(2 stamps to 926 I Ith St. SE, Roanoke, VA 24013) 

BURNING TIME #2 
“Struggle with the meaning of right and wrong.” 
emo emo. Some OK personal thoughts on morality, 
war, religion.And an awful interview with Still Life. ct : ; 7" whi 
Pretty corny at points. Ho hum, but Kudos for Peyton cf ic Sree bo oe calls their debut album Pod a 

**_.miserable-effort.’” Ahem. (LR) 
(2 Stamps and a SASE / 216 Mayer Street / 
Reading, PA 19606) 

CometBus #33 
In order to fill all his requests for 
backissues,Aaron decided to do this 
backissue compilation issue. If you are in : 
the market for vintage Cometbus, then this 
is your ticket. If you’re much more 
interested in current Cometbus (as | am), 
then you'll have to wait until #34. (DS) 

a ($2.20 ppd; from Wow Cool 48 Shattuck 
53211, [the first two(?) digits of the street Square Box 149 Berkeley CA 94704) 

Comrort #2 
It says on the cover (among other stupid 
stut"cool poetry. Couldn't be farther from 
the truth. Bacon? Ugh.....couldn’t find an 
address, but that’s not why | said ugh! (AG) 

Commopity #2 
When | opened the envelope that 
Commodity was mailed in, | had to slap 
aoaet in the face to stop from grinning. 
This is hands down the best fanzine I've 
seen in a while. The reasons for this are 
two fold: one, the content is really good & 
very intelligently written. It’s basically your 
standard interview/review zine, but the 
interviews are amazingly well thought out 
& the reviews are honest & good too! But 
the topper is that Commodity is the 
smartest looking fanzine I’ve seen in years. 
These boys know their graphic design & 
aren't afraid to show it!! (DS) 

($2; 7 Kenney St. Jamaica Plain MA 02130) 

Controversy #2 
It’s a skateboarding zine that doesn’t make 
me ill! Really, it's well-done homestyle 
journal with blotchy yet cool pics and a 
very inviting feel to it. Interviewed are: 
Salman Agah, Tony Hawk, Jeremy Klien, and 
Mike Ternasky. Plus concert reviews and a 
piece on why Lollapalooza sucked. Go for 
it! (MW) © 

($2 to 3355 Desota, Cleveland Hts., OH 
44118) 

ing CRACKHOUSE BURNOUT #1 
13 pages of poems with paste-up art 
backgrounds, “Art is lost/and there is no 
solution/no media/no. room for, 
creation/except this festering calm of 
madness.” My thoughts exactly. (Jim T.) 

(PO Box 376; R.S.F., CA 92067 (2 stamps)) 

THE DANCE OF DAYS #2 
This was a very serious thought not exactly 
tedious read. The 2 underlying themes here 
were hardcore and homosexuality dealt 
with in a way that reminds me of Positron 
(from Chicago).A lot of excellent photos 
and intelligent interviews (with Samiam and 
Lifetime), clean layouts, and a bunch of 
“show reviews” that are written in a “I did 
this and that and this band ruled” manner. 
Overall not my cup of tea but pretty well 
done. (KB 

} (Adam Tanner * 36 South St #42 * Danbury, 
zine at all, unless you count a lukewarm CT 06810 * $2) 
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Dear You #1 
The most entertaining part of this zine is 
the fact that each page is scented with a 
different perfume (‘the zine that smells 
good because you don’t”). It features 
rants & little notes. Stick to the notes, 
they're really good! The rants (or articles) 
aren't that interesting though, (DS) 

(RR#3 Box 1355 Linesville PA 16424) 

DORK ZINE #4 
The basic, usual cut and paste zine fare. 
Seems these type zines are everywhere 
goods you decide), Inside this one:a 

own By Law interview, a few reviews 
and a few skate pictures, Nothing really 
special. (RH) 

(1 stamp? Route 2 Box 774 Copperas 
Cove, TX 76522) 

DREAM Jos #2 
A quirky little zine. Seemingly obsessed 
with oo fish ae ibe a8 etc..), the 
Dream jobbers (a husband/wife team—l 
think) serve up a comic about bingo. 
That’s it... Kinda. The best part of this zine 
are these two tiny little zines stapled into 
the binding. One's called “Beeper Fun" & 
ds hilarious! The other is called “VWhere do 
| get a parachute” and is a witty look at 

__ the job market & how to get ahead (or 
behind).All in all, a great zine! My on : 
critique is that it should be longer; it’s all 
over too soon!! (DS) 

DUMPSTERLAND #8 : ee 
This zine just keeps getting better and 
better. If you haven't caught on yet, your 
the only one, because right about now it’s 
common knowledge that this is one of 
the coolest zines around, It’s some 
thoughts by Dave about life, travels, 
‘people, and whether his zine will win the 
LO million dollar prize as Se a 
Ed McMahon.A zine you WILL buy. (MB) 

($1.50; Wow Cool; 48 Shattuck Sq. #149; 
Berkeley, CA 94704) 

Emper Days #3 : 
An emo zine wrapped in cloth (I'm not 

. making any deep statement here, it’s really 
wrapped in cloth).A walking tour. of 

_. Ypsilanti, Michigan.An article on Egon 
~ Schile, artsy pits layouts & reviews, 
Amusing. Mildly. (DS) 

($1 PO Box 100Ypsilanti MI 48197) 

Evi. Eve #14 
Not really all that much here. It's a look at 
the year and the “fear”. It’s also a history 
of the MC5 from someone who most 
obviously loves them. If you like the MC5, 
you should get this, otherwise, there's 

~~ really not much there. (MB) 
(Stamps; Grogan; 3 Tulip Ct.; Jackson, NJ 
08527) 
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FLATTER! #5 

Exnisit A #3 
Interviews with the Skunks & Act of Faith, 
some various writing about shows & tattoos, 
some reviews, a list of ska bands Alia likes.A 
whole lot of ads. | liked the Skunks interview, 
but the zine just seemed kind of 
ce by the ads & (very nice) layout. 

($2 to PO Box 534,Venice FL 34284) 

FFA#14/MY BLOODY UTERUS/ FFA #15 
Both of these issues ( #14 is a split issue) are 
more grrrl oriented but that’shouldn’t stop 
you guys from buying this. Lots of abstract, 
stream of consciousness writing, but quite 
uplifting. Well written. (RH) 

($0.50 and I stamp FFA HQ PO Box 463 
Wilmington, NC 28402) 

FIAT LUX #3-RENUNCIATION OF HiP 
This zine is so tiny that I’m going to make an 
extra special effort to keep my review short, 
lest | surpass it in length. It’s about what you'd 
expect from someone who calls himself 
“Lonewolf”, though | don’t mean that harshly. 
Basically it’s a diary/rant (which looks like it 
was typed on an old manual typewriter) 
about elitism, punk and otherwise. There are 
some brilliant moments, like “ 90% of it was 
the same bullshit | had endured my entire life 
but with a better soundtrack”. It’s honest and 
cn yee definitely well worth a stamp.At 

least. (LR) 
(1 stamp / LoneWolf PO Box 40520, Portland, 
OR 97240-0520) 

FIST CITY #1 
The interview with a young man recently 
released from prison & trying to go straight 
was both moving and informative, offering a 
point of view you don’t often find in fanzines 
(or anywhere else for that matter.) 
Unfortunately, everything else - reviews, 
fiction, paste up art, childish drawings, weak 
attempts at “humor” - just scream “bored teenager with and a lovely POP punk quiz, (RH) 
nothing else to do.” (JimT.) 

(PO Box 423 Westmount Stn.;Westmount, Quebec; 
CANADA H3Z 2T5 $1) 

Fist City #2 
Good fiction, clippings, and travel stories round out this is big enough to read. Some really 
very cool zine.At very first glance | wasn’t sure! wanted dumb, juvenile CRAPII!!.| think the 
to read through the whole thing, but it was actually good. cover phrase sums it up- “Gen 
ete (MB) the mindset of people in the sex business, Licks Rectum” (AG) 
etc. 

($1; POB 423, Westmount Stn.; Westmount, Quebec, 
H3Z-2T5; Canada) 

Fizz #2 
It used to be “Fizz” with one“'z”, but they have somehow _ looking Flipside printedon 
undergone a change or something. It’s got a full color 
glossy cover, and its packed with stuff, including 
interviews with KRSss Slim, fluf, Rancid, 16, and a cover old-school LA. punk scene insid 
piece on the Fastbacks. It’s obviously a big endeavor, and 
meaningful to at least some group of people. | read it 
couldn't figure out why they were doing it in the first 
place. Bad writing (sorry), boring content, and honestly, it a sculptor ex-coly rock crit 
reads worse than MRR. Please ignore my review if you hane Williams,) and some 
think I'm full of it = | just thought:it was’ a poor effort 
ow ;" obviously above-ground publication. I'm a jer! 

($3 to 1509 Queen Anne Avenue North #276, Seattle, WA i 
98109; email: Fizzzzzz@aol.c 

Themes are cakes and spankings, ooh! 
Flatter sports a new colour cover this ish. 
Your lovely editrix Jaina fills this fat tome 
with all sorts of artwork and other tidbits, | 
can’t list them all here. But one of them is 
sexy faa column by Uncle Anne! Mere 
words cannot describe the loveliness 
contained herein. Contains absolutely NO 
RECORD REVIEWS, yes, dear lord, get me a 
subscription. (KF) 

($3, POB 40791, San Francisco CA 
94140-0791.) 

Foop Box #7 
You'd never think a tour diary 
could be this good. On Tour with 
Hellbender, we get lots of 
interesting personal insights on a 
wide range of topics (how's that 
for vague’), neat drawings, and a 
catastrophe of the knee. | liked this 

~a lot. Great layout, great covers. 
Great Great GREAT!.. (AG) 

(two stamps or trade; 307 blueridge 
Rd./ carrboro NC 27510) 

For THE PEoPLe #6 
The. recollections. of massive......... 
elementary. school vandalism 
the high point of this zine fo 
but it also had MDC & Voodoo 
Glow Skulls interviews, a: 
-reviews (the Green Day one 
hysterical), bitching about a Ra 
show & more. 6O) es 

cool article on how to make you 
own t-shirts. Plus some zine s 

($1.00 PO Box 1124! Honolul 
96828) 

GeneRIC #6 —t 
Yeah, that’s right. Some of th 

($1; 218 autumn view drive;winston 
salem NC 27103) — 

GLOSSOLALIA #4 
‘Try to imagine a more primitive- 

construction paper and yo 
_ Idea of this zine. It’s got that: 

and __gatagey punk bands that pla 
Interesting low-life personality 

interviews (including the secor 
part of a chae with lim and | 

_ Goad of Answer Me! Zine.) 

(4470 W. Sunset Blvd #425; 
Hollywood, CA 90027 $2) 
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JESUS, JISM AND SPAGHETTI 

000000, | just feel like shooting people 
after reading this. A Lot of ranting and 
exposes, Intense! Topics: Serial Killers 

uck, Jesus: What Happened?, AIDS, 
and Music. Comics too. | can die 

GREEDY BASTARD #1 ns 
Okay, I'm just going to come out and say that this guy (editor Bill Florio) bugs me. 

- What makes it worse it that | feel like he’s supposed to bug me. He constantly makes 
“references to his own'lack of ; 
credibility, which starts to seem like 
an excuse to be stupid after a while. Huw Wuat?! #2 now. (RH) 

eons Coews. a : Interviews with Gas Huffer and NOFX. Cool ($1.50 PO Box 120652 Nashville, TN 
annoying is the rant on the band original over art that actually looks hand drawn 37212-0652) 
Spitboy, which holds them P as an 
example of"....the reason why L7 
are looked upon as a talent,’ and 
“except for a couple of except for 
a couple of exceptions (no,| didn’t 
make that up - learn to write, Bill) 
cee are incapable (italics mine) 

_ of starting real bands.“ It gets 
worse. The primary exception he 
claims is (brace yourself) the 

- GoGos.There must be something in 
the water where he lives. (LR) 

($11 clo Bill Florio / PO Box 1014, 
Yonkers NY, 10704-1014) 

_ Harpcore Rutes!! 

(like wow). One story on a bunch of different 
shows which contains a gripe about Punk 
Planet’s camera being in all their shots of Bikini 
Kill. It was a lighthearted gripe though, | think. 
Record reviews include (at last) a.review of 
Punk-O-Rama that | myself can:stand behind. | 
araphrase slightly:“‘It’s Stupid”. In general, Huh 
hat?! is interesting, readable, and well worth 

the buck. (LR) 
(PO Box 61 14/Woodridge, 1L/60517/ $1.00 ppd) 

INBRED Picnic #1 
Poetry that’s actually readable, a'story (‘Tales 
of Metal Kid”) that’s really funny, comics, 

Look out, the address is almost longer than the publication. HR! is pure distilled 
information about Hardcore in the 
anything Hardcore related; bands, 

--zines, venues, labels, and so on. He 
welcomes announcements from 
‘anyone anywhere. He doesn't list a 

_ post paid price,sa | would senda 
reply coupon or two. (LR) 

(Steve Hyland.A.N.O.F., PO Box - 
2576 Hardcore House, : 
_ Colchester/Essex/C03 4AY UK/ Free) 

‘Ho Lin Wun #2 os 
This is why | sometimes wish punks 
were wiped off of the face of the - 
planet. | think a better solution — 
would be to give people IQ tests to 
determine if they are to be allowed 
to make use of xerox facilities. 
Someone needs to offer a mail-in 
class on poetry composition. “Too 
Punk to read on the Crapper.” 
maybe, but not punk enough to stop 
me from using it to wpe my ass. or 
something. why me? (AG) 

- (Dave Brown, hood hall 1.06/ ithaca 
college/ ithaca NY 14850-7213) 

HOLY TITCLAMPS #14 
This is the Queer History issue, and 
its huge (I'd tell you how any 
pages if | could count that high!) A 
very professional looking an 
informative tome. Articles on gay 
backgrounds of historical figures. 
Tons of queer (and non-queer) zine 
reviews and resources. Personal 
experiences by some very good 

writers, including Tom Scut and Joe 
Westmoreland, and an interview 
with Glen Schellenberg of the late 
-7Qis Canadian punk band The: 
Dishes, conducted by Homocore 
ko editor Alan O’Connor, 

($3.00 to Larry-Bob POBox 590488 
San Francisco, CA 94159-0488) 

K and elsewhere. The editor is interested in 

reviews. A lot of fun, and a good first issue. (JC) 
(444 W. Poplar #4; Stockton, CA 95203, 32pp, 
half-size, $1.50 ppd) 

INCANTATION #1 
A whole bunch of record & zine reviews & a 
few HC comments typed up & pasted over old 
Vampirella & horror comics. Four ampersands 
in one sentence, impressive. Anyway, not a 
whole lot of meat here at 4 pages of text, but 
what's done is done well. Plus, this was the first 
issue; it may be bigger by now. (SC) 

(45 Madison Ave, Maplewood Nj 07040) 

INNER MUSCLE #2 
’ The editor is from Missoula, Montana! Now (I 
think) away at college. Good interviews with 
Gas Huffer & Universal Order of Armageddon. 
Review of “ice” beers. Funny record reviews.A 
little bit thin? (KF) 

(Free (send stamps), 675 E. Central, Missoula 
MT 59881.) 

| STILL BELIEVE #1 
One of those personal zines that read like 
someones diary, this one by a SoCal college 
student going to school in New York. Part 
handwritten, part computer typeset, and totally 
awash in teenaged angst and self-pity (“I have 
no friends,” “Life is so lonely,” “I read Jack 
Kerouac.”) If you got totally bummed out 
when ABC canceled My So-Called Life, this will 
make a nice substitute. (Jim T.) 

(% Greye Pineda; PO Box 1595, Cooper Station; 
NewYork, NY 10276 $1) 

It Gives Me THE CREEPS #4 
Yee haw! A new issue of IGMTC.This guy is a 
fantastic comic artist & is now focusing more 
on doing a comic zine (or is he focusing less, 
actually | couldn’t tell). The articles arent half as 
good as the comics are, but since the comics 
are wonderful, it’s still worth the effort to get 
it. (DS) 

(3-4stamps or trade; PO Box 14 Johnstown, NY 
12095) 

Joy AND SPIDER #7 
This rules! If you’re smart, like to 

doodle insane comics, and have awful 
handwriting, then you'll love this: If you 
appreciate anything worthwhile in this 
world, then you'll like this.A whole lot. 

It’s great. Cool comics of a star and a 
spider that teach lessons about 
etiquette, LaCoste and OH SO 

MUCH MORE. (AG) 
(stamps, 3531 So. Logan St./ Suite 

D234, Englewood CO 80110) . 

KIDS LOVE IT! 
_. First issue.A SMART and FUNNY 
editor (he stands out from so many, | 
had to put shout it) brings this plain- 
looking rag alive.An interview with 

John Waters makes my day! Good rant 
about the state of rock today, and he 

dares to declare the ten best bands of 
all time! Stooges, Minutemen and 

Husker Du eet y! The “real” 
story of G.G.Allin’s death, reviews, and 
other good pieces. New issue was to” 
come out in March. Hope it did. (KF) 

($2.50 cash or MO only, c/o John Sewell, 
1530 Northshore Woods Dr., Knoxville 

TN 37919.) 

LiFe is SHIT AND I’M PLANTING A 
GARDEN. #2 

LISAIPAG is great. This is the last one, 
and it’s long.An Aaa hy of a 

straightedge fe , but NO BULLSHIT 
VE AN K SHNA POSSE UNITY 

DOGMA!!! hooray. fuck yeah!!! | like 
this. It’s about life and love and ee 

and the airforce, and dogs and dad, bu 
itl! (A 

($1 LISAIPAG; c/o Mike; 24 Shawnee 

#4; Minot A7B [or maybe “AFB’’?-will], 
ND 58704) 

LIVING IN OBLIVION #1 
Interviews with 427,The Dynamoz, 
and some dude Scott from a band 

called Scrimey, which | stopped reading 
as soon as the handwriting took over. 
Most of the rest of the zine is a self- 
professed escape from the boredom 

of Warren, PA. This first issue is 
themed "Why Relationships Suck”, 

and is highlighted by a sick/funny 
centerfold cartoon of the same name, 

in which a mohawked “Reginald” 
meets “Jenn” and then disses her a 

month later for “Chrissy.” The 
drawings are really cool, and I'd like to 

see more of them. If Warren is so 
boring, at least these folks are 

reporting on the high points. (KK) 
($1.00 + 2 stamps to Living in Oblivion 

POBox 212 Warren, PA 16365) - 
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MAKE ROOM #1 
_. This slim zine is mostly devoted to record 

reviews, including a few from cool Texas 
ps bands. There's also a recipe for 
iomemade explosives and a story about a 

wrong pene number that's kind of fun. 
Seems like there should be more to it if 
this guy really expects people to mail him 
a dollar bill, though. (jim 7) 

(% Typoteen; 3118 Keller; Temple, TX 76504 

$1) 

Maxe Room #2 
_. Tiny standard zine with a Pulp Fiction 

fixation and baaad humor. It’s all relative, 
you know.A few reviews, rants, and a 
postage scam. Did you know you can coat 
Stamps with glue and wash the 
cancellation mark off later? Read about it 
here.An amusing five minute read. (MVV) 

(clo Typo, 3118 Keller, Temple, TX 76504; 
email: CASE2@delphi.com) . S 

MaximuMRockNRoit #142 
A good effort. The usual assortment of 
letters, reviews, columns, scene reports, 
and interviews. This zine bears more than 
a passing resemblance to Punk Planet; in 
the future | hope these guys can show a 
bit more creativity in the design 
department. Too many columnists. Ben 

feasel’s column was useful however, as it 
cleared up the present confusion about 
what does and does not constitute 
correct punk fashion. Worth checkin 
out even though your fingers do get dirty 
reading it. (JC) 

(PO Box 460760, San Francisco, CA 94146, 
150pp, $3.00ppd) 

Messy FLoweR #2 
This is what a perzine is supposed to be 
like.1 finished reading it & felt like Hanna 
was a my good friend of mine. Brilliant! 
Writings about crushes, pen pals, & life. 
Great great great! (DS) 

(3 stamps; RISD Box 717 Providence RI 
02903) . 

MINDLESS SCRAWL #1 
This short mini-zine doesn’t seem to be 
much more than Emily’s attempt at trying 
to convince people to become her pen 
pal. So if you want to write to a bright, 
opinionated, outgoing |6 year old girl, 
send her a letter. You can pretty much 
skip the fanzine, though. (Jim T.) 

(% Emily; 2733 Birchwood Ave; Wilmette, 
IL 60091. $1 or trade) 

Moo Cow #15 
It's a one sheeter newsprint thing of 
mostly reviews. Yes, it’s mainly reviews. 
Cool to see something this low tech and 
current, although you can take it or leave 
it. Emo/straightedge territory... (MW) 

(38 Larch Circle, Belmont, MA 02178) 

MR. JINGLE #1 
Okay, kid gets hit in the desert. Driver 
picks him ue Guy cry because the truck 
driver gave him cords. Something about 
deer, something about rapists.. whoa one 

bizarre comic. (RH) 
($1,00 Dear Jeffy 163 Buena Vista Dehalb, IL 
60115) 

My Butimic Granoma #’s I, 2, 3.... 
Goth poetry and stupid alterna-aphorisms. 
Boring, pointless, stupid, (AG) 

(68 nassahegan dr./ burlington CT 06013 

My LitTLe Rep Book (QuOTATIONS OF THE 
Punk NeRD)—-PoetrY BY CHARLES ARDINGER. 

Hey Charles, maybe you should learn to write 
some decent poetry before you inflict it upon 
some poor reviewer (in this case me). Ba 
poetry, not unlike most punk poetry that I've 
seen. lust plain awful for me, though. (AG) 

(p.o. box 894 huntington beach CA 92648- 
0894) 

NEVERENDING PaGE VoL 1, #11 
Looks and feels like a literary magazine, and 
describes itself as an open forum. Published by 
the “Instagon Foundation, a oo of 
creative individuals dedicated to spreading the 
disease of creativity into this dull and dreary 
society”. Hmm. Well, the zine abounds with 
these weird spellings and dubious wordage, 
and it contains way too much poetry for my 

- personal taste. However, | am full of 
enthusiasm for the principle behind it. With 
this issue comes a new policy: to sell more 
ads and make the zine free. Check it out, and 
send some stamps. (LR) 

(c/o Instagon / PO Box 894/Huntington Beach, 
CA/92648-0894) 

No Ipea #11 
As usual,Var comes through with a veritable 
cornucopia of insane interviews and packed 
full of a sickening lot of information. Included 
in this issue are like a million interviews with 
the mighty Sparkmarker, Sea, Floodgate, Still 
Life, Crackerbash and many more (ef which 
my only gripe is the overuse of the same 
laste with each band).There’s also a huge 

ainsville scene report, columns, a ton of 
reviews and of course a 75-minute, 30 band 
CD with the likes of Undertow, Sparkmarker, 
Ass factor 4, Clairmel, Guzzard, 4 hurch, 
Schlong and of course, others. (BVH) 

($5 ppd c/o No Idea, P.O. Box 14636, Gainsville, 
FL 32604-4636) 

NoTES FROM THE ApiARY #1 ; 
Ok, I've said it before, | don’t like zines besides 
pees but these people said they wanted 
E to review their zine, so here goes: This is 

a pretty long zine with stuff ranging from Lip 
Gloss reviews to interviews with a tattoo guy 
and even a semi-decent one with Johnny 
Ramone. In between there are a good deal of 
silly stories and computer done pictures. 
Honestly | found it a bit boring and by the 
end | was looking to see how many more 
pages were left. The two girls who made this 
(obviously best friends) obviously put a lot of 
time into this, but unfortunately they targeted 
it way too much towards themselves witl 
inside jokes and other stuff no one else would 

get or would want to get. (WWD) 
(3 stamps; Notes from the Apiary; 2946 
Avon Rd; Bethlehem, PA 18017) 

NoTHING You’ve Ever Hearp OF #14 
This is a mini zine with a nice collagey. 
look. Interviews with Kill City Babies & 
Velocipede, zine reviews, an abbreviated 
rant on boring and unsaestying aspects of 
the punk scene. Also lots of short written 
things. Everything is short. Short is okay. 
rt theres no price, sent some stamps. 

(Dave Neeson/1349 Ford Road/Lyndhurst 
OH/44124/Price?) : 

NoTHING You’ve Ever Hearp OF #? 
A fairly interesting piece about the state of 
punk rock now (MRR etc..) reviews & a. 
thing about booking your band on a tour 
Nothing earthshattering here. (DS) e 

(319 E. Summit St. Kent, Ohio 44240) : 

NOT SO HECTIC #2 
This desktop published zine is all 
interviews and reviews. Inside: RKL, 
Starved and Delirious,Violent Society, and 
Naked Aggression. (RH) 
Interesting news clips and a few reviews. 
Not bad but nothing special. 

($1.00 9 Sayres Place B West Orange, NJ 
07052) : 

Orr My Jammy #4 
Any zine that has a picture of Maria von 
Trapp on the cover must be cool, right? 
Inside, a funny-as-usual-for-them interview 
with Sinkhole, REM hatred, Juicy love, 
record & zine reviews and much more. 
The parts intended to be funny are, in a 
low-key kind of way, which never hurt an 
piece of writing ever.A treat & a half. (SC) 

($1 to PO Box 383, Albany NY 12203) 

ONE QUIET VOICE #1 
The starts with a great idea: Take the 
typical punkzine record reviews but don’t 
stop when you get to the end. Instead, 
keep going and write whatever rant or 
random thought the record has inspired. 
The execution doesn’t quite live up to the 
concept but it’s a good start. Thomas is 
thinking of doing the same thing next issue 
with live reviews. Go for it, sez |. (Jim T.) 

(Thomas; PO Box 2172;Alameda CA 94501 
Free (send 2 stamps)) 

OPUNTIA #20 oy , #22.1 (12/94), 
#22.5 (1/95), #23 (2/95) 

An interesting but exceedingly dry look 
into another branch of the zine culture. 
Covers the world of Science Fiction, 
which is a strange and foreign world 
indeed. If you aren’t familiar with terms 
like sercon, fandom, and comchair, you will 
iO not find this of much interest. 

(Dale Speirs, Box 6830, Calgary, Alberta 
T2P 2E7, Canada, usually | 6pp, $3.00 ppd 
or trade) 

OUTPUNK #3 
This was a thoroughly entertaining and 
informative read. ‘pieces of paper found 
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on the street“ section was cool - niceto | Who drs Dp to be Duarte, CA transplants from they don’t care, so neither do |. Personal rants 
know someone else picks this stuff up.A Springfield, MO. Some funny stuff, including Kim’s and lots of joking around. For an idea of the 
bit on queer skinheads, Pansy Division quest for a ’miracle’,a page to bitch and moan on attitude here, | offer this quote (a gem) from 
travel diary, interviews with several entitled "We Know What You Really Want To Read’ _the back cover..’Our zine may be small, but 
Queercore bands. An interview with Fish, (send stuff) and record reviews done at different size doesn’t matter, so fuck off’? Not-exactly a 
editor of Brat Attack zine (punk leather speed levels. Mostly handwritten. (KK) gut-buster, but not bad either. (KK) 
lesbian s/m type zie) should be required (No Price Listed, Jasen & Kim, 1508 Third St. Duarte,(75 cents to Reasonably Martian’s POBox 1341 
reading for everybody, period. Nice little CA 91010-181 5) Wilmington, NC 28402-1341) 
article on Transgender visibility, too. 
OUTPUNK also wins the irony-of-the- 
week award: editor Matt Wobensmith aia bie REGULARLY SCHEDULED 
apologizes for not including enough stuff Another long-awaited issue of this queer skinhead WA Mii tie 
on women. Hello. There’s more women zine, although it's actually over six months oldnow —_Nice price (| stamp), Interesting layout against 
in this little ol’ zine than in about seven of and no longer skinhead-identified. If you've never sa eecherourd of personal classified ads. Weird 
the others | reviewed this month read this before, it's done by a Buy named Rik,who congratulatory “interview” with someone wt 
COMBINED. In any case, he welcomes moved to the UK to search for the elusive gay skin. —_ claims to have shot Kurt Cobain. My favorite 
contributions to help him correct this scene. VVhat he found was a bogus fashion "piece is an analysis of what would happen if a 
problem next issue. (LR) ee te bey ae the same as the gay, — oe oe ain crime bill reset eran 

» scene anywhere else. He's got a vicious sense'of: ss to de legalize “gangs’’ it finds Howar 
($2) PO Box 170501 /SF,CA94117/ Email ino. and no small hatred for what mainstream gay Stern groupies, the KKK and even congress 
OUTPUNKSF@aol.com) society stands for. Included in this issue:rantson itself guilty. A few record reviews, etc. (LR). 

major labels, a story on the homophobic British Seoee Rae. 
PANTS THAT DON’T FIT #6 customs, an interview with UK queer core band C stamp / do Tim, 8248 mupert urn 

: Millersville, MD 21108 

| eee aeceet ee enemies ointless. One of those sorta political but 7 . " : Ocoee ee tae : 
more personal zines with fiction, tales of Cal't go wrong here. (MW) — MOCKTOBER i200 

__ life, random interesting bits and pieces of, ($1 or 5 IRC’s to BM Box 5834, London, WCIN 3XX, Unfortunately | didn’t have time to finish : 
uh, things (?), and a little tour bit of a tOWNUK) ee ding this because | saved it for last knowing 

_ that wasn’t called Berkeley. This was a it would give light to my heart after reading 6 
pretty satisfying read, written well, and P #1 “other zines and I'm running out of time to do. 
nicely laid out. Stuff about Food Not scpipctn these reviews. But from what | did read, | 
Bombs, washing dishes, San Jose, short My major problem with emo is that more often than highly recommend this. Lots and lots of 
stories, and (ahem) punk, (KB) not, it takes beak too seriously oe esion faring, = ec comics and aaces on Don Ho, Sam - 

Ea : : . case in point. This actually may show promise, =~ the Sham, reviews, etc. Hi entertainin 
(PO Box 720716 * San Jose ee 95112 "3 only if the zinemaker Sore yoting one people & confusing and worth the ghly b. (KB) : 
tamps or trade) : : : Ikins forh if DS) ee DESIR Ale SOE GY BIG COUBN SY) ee ae ee es starts talking for hersel (DS). = 07 E 53rd St #617 * Chicago, IL 60615 * 

PAPER CUTS ARE JUST WRONG #1 (2 stamps; 314 Moonlight Ln.Angleton TX 7751 Se ss 

40 pages of opinions (straight edge sucks ee 5: 
Los Crudos are cool, homophobia is bad, 

"ROTATE & FILL #1 
ude 2G a : Hmm.What can | say about this? It's ve 

people who ask for money on the subway A top-quality, professional effort, and fun to read. cutesy and hammy (is that a word?) and made 
annoy me... God, what an original The usual zine stuff, concentrating on the local New _ me laugh at parts but it’s a good thing it’s free, 
thinker!) and the guy doesn’t even sign his Brunswickscene. Two show reviews that both start —_let me tell you. The writing is pretty juvenile 
am i “Sibbi ‘out “This was the greatest show | ever saw in my and taken off the top of the head. If you get 

tla Gt one a you want life.” Reviewed PP#4: “this zine/rag rules”. (JC) this, | recommend yon skip over the pointless 
to shoot your mouth off in print, fine, but (20 Freeman St. Floor |, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, Sex Pistols story as well as the absurd rant 
at least have the guts to tell me who YOU 2Opp, 7x8.5”, $1.00) about being short. (KB) 
are. That's MY opinion, and I’m... (Jim T.) (10651 175th St.W * Lakeville, MN 55044 * e- 

(28 Bay Crest; Huntington Bay, NY 11743 R2D2 Is AN INDIE ROCKER #2 mail : krusty@nmr.sbay.org * free) 
50 cents+2 stamps) FUCK YEAH!!! It’s got Star Wars humor & punk 

rock humor. It’s fucking brilliant! This issue fares: SANJAM #2 
PHLEGM #1-7 our heros (the band Hypertruck and, of course, Those wacky French! First, they like Jerry 

| had to review 15 zines this issue. Out of | R2D2) learning the secret of MRR & Punk Rock. Louis, then they make this great zine! Wow!! 
all of those, only one mentioned PP in any , There's only so many oe things | can say about This is basically an interview zine (and it does 
way. That one was Phlegm. If this is telling one fanzine, so | should stop now. (DS) have a few straight interviews—No Violence, 
of anything Gehich it isn’t), then | would ($1.50;515 W. Buffalo St. Ithaca NY 14850-4013) owe enw ust as ce at | a shee 

one sheet deal writen by a high school EURO Bunch of punks the question ies a great 
ee eas AAR Rea FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU #3, #4 & #5 ea 
Telit, tio het thir thie a pretty From Santa Rosa, California, this is a thick , busy zine 
damn funny. It’s not, unless you've had a full of local psuestaneene personal opinions, 
| i h é oetry and other punk-type rambles. There's lots of 
eee be oes as arekel stories, some interviews (Kid Dynamo, TakeTHE SCHEME #1 (1/95) 

($3 plus postage; c/o Yann Dubois 9, rue des 
mesanges 35650 Le Rheu, France) 

almost made his girlfriend lose her Action [ex-Skirts] ), fiction and a general sense that Mostly punk-hardcore band interviews: Life of 
virginity by sticking his finger in her really these folks are having fun in ample amounts. Very Agony, Yuppicide, Black Train Jack. A good (and 
hard.Another one lists everyone who he __ Cool centerfold art stuff and weird line drawings all timely) editorial about violence at shows. The 
hanes gets violently raped. Yet another around. (KK) typography fee makes this a chore to 
ta 

’ 
about homosexuality (“how lon (50 cents and 2 stamps to The Rain... c/o Robert read though. (J 

was it until you could sit down again ise Sutter Ill POBox 15306 Santa Rosa, CA 95402) (clo Dan Skibra, 10 Garvey Dr., Jamesburg, NJ 
doesn’t get any better—only worse. (DS) 08831, 40pp, half-size, $2.00 ppd worldwide) 

(5946-D Green Meadow Pkwy Baltimore, REASONABLY MARTIAN’S #4 

MD 21209) 1am intrigued by the cover which is green and has SCREAMS FROM INSIDE #4 
the word Fuck or variations thereof strewn about Lots of personal ramblings, some of which | 

PILLAR TO PEON #1 (fuk frankenstien, fuc police, fuck constipation.) he found really interesting. Editor Carissa spins 
Personal politics, zine and record reviews _ he. This effort is an angry we-don't-give-a-fuck effort some pretty memorable rants on sexism in 
and other goodies are found within the that offends on a real basic level, which is kinda cool, _ her local Hardcore scene, and even has a thing 
pages of this zine done by Jasen and Kim, but gets a little tedious. That's all it tries to do, and or two to say about class (pardon me? | don’t 



A 

EP se Ce 

think | heard you right...) 
Interviews with Universal Order 
Of Armageddon & Threadbare, 
mini record reviews, anda page 
and a half of zine reviews that 
really kept my attention. It’s a lot 
of the same old stuff but 
Carissa’s world view gives ita 
new twist.VVell worth your 
attention. (LR) 

{clo Carissa/PO Box 
13044/Minneapolis, MN/55414/ 
$1.00 ppd or Trade Email: 
Clar004gold.tc.umn.edu) 

Una ae Dh s | SF 

Dreams, comix, poetry, clips from other zines, 
Packed full of interesting and strange stuff. 
“My Shell Station”,"“The Boy in ie ab 

Donalds and 
een looks cuz 1 was laughing so much, 
the Rocks” | read this ina McDoni 

(PO Box 160122, St. Louis, MO 63116, 20pp, 
full-size, $2.00 or 7 stamps) 

SmirK #31 
| don’t really get this zine, to tell the truth. It’s 
some reviews, some random clippings, and 

| think this girl is in. ‘igh sch 
am going to cut her some slack, 

_ smart and funny but so ea 
“declare what she hates (sellout 

punks, her ex-aunt, BMWs), maybe 
she should think a little more.Ve' 
funny in parts, though; punky cut 
n’paste layout. (KF) 

(Allison Cohen, 1020 Ravens Crest Dr., 
Plainsboro Nj 08536.) 

SPLATTERSPLEEN #3 
| was impressed by #2, & #3 has just 

SECOND NATURE #1 

($3 | PO BOX 11543, Kansas 
City, MO 64138 ) 

SHAVED ARSHOLE/TENTACLES 
OF DEATH 

some correspondence about “whacking” confirmed what | thought before: that 
someone like backandforth bugsbunny style. Splatterspleen is one of the most 
Huh? It’s cool, but... Hmm.(MBF intelligent zines out there right now. 

(Some 32¢ Stamps; 5946-D Green Meadow Amanda is a great writer & a great 
Parkway; Baltimore, MD 21209) thinker. This issue features pieces on 

: z ee & Pe, pene 
on!), the Russian-chechen confilct, 

SOMEDAY YOU WILL ACHE LIKE | ACHE and much much more. Especially 

| gagged when | saw the title but it’s not a great is the piece on punk rock & folk 
ourtney Love fanzine, don’t worry.Very pro- music. You go buy this now!! (DS) 

fem, anti-male theme soon emerges as topics ($1; PO Box 4061 St. Paul MN 55104) 
ns rape and oye a sob into. ae : 
and some good analysis, too. Raw an emotional.| hope ithelped to get itall out. STE COLLECTIVE BULLETIN 32 
(KF) (JAN 95) 

($1.25 to Melissa A., 225 Calyer St., Brooklyn All the way from England, this is just 
NY 11222.) one sheet but it’s packed full of 

upcoming shows, lists of contacts 
(zines, books, distro, gigs, etc.) and 
stories that make me wish | was 

This is a hardcore/skater 
zine. It has kind ofa cool 
look; heavy paper, lots of nice 
big b/w contrast. Some nice 
drawings and photographs. 
Interview with bands 
Eleventh Hour and Earth 
Crisis, and with skater 
Rodney Mullen. ae favorite 
is the centerfold: 
vegetarian/vegan guide to 
fast food. Unless you're 
really into skating, though, 
this one may not be for 
you.(LR) 

SounD VIEWS: SUBTERRANEAN MUSIC AND 
Cutture . Issues #32 & #33 there. There's a super editorial about 

Lots of substance, no bullshit. Wow, #32 had being part of a “scene,” conformity, 
interviews wit The Murder Junkies, The Wives, and just having fun with life, which | 
DIE! 16,and more. #33 has interviews with 

As far as | can figure, this is. 
a split zine. Shaved Arshole 
is chock full of rantings and 
appropriated magazine 
images and ay ron 
miniscule print. Tentacles of 
Death has horribl 

The Slackers and Mind Over Matter, plus 
comics and more. Both have mini record 
reviews and a few zine reviews. It’s focused on 
the NYC scene, but it’s interesting reading 
whether or not you're familiar with the 
specifics.A rare case of $2 being a damn good 
price for what you get. (LR) 

Ke) we could reprint, it’s really great. 

(Free w/stamp or IRC; STE Collective, 
15 Sparrow Square, Eastleigh, Hants, 
SO50, 9LB.) 

STEVE ALBINI THINKS WE Suck #5 

(Shaved Arshole, 206 Crest 
Brook Dr., Jackson MI 49203) 

SHITBIRD McGOON! (no #) 

mutilated some old comic 
books, giving rise to such 
stories as the amusing “The 
Werewolf that Ripped Off 
bls and oe em,” Si ee) 
which caused severe junior At first, | thought there were some pages 
high flashbacks. (SC) missing. This nak right from the eater iit Stick Two Fincers #12 

some live reviews, followed by some record Way punk “pc” hating Brit zine with 
reviews, followed by the back cover, It would barely readable typewriting. Ouch! A 
certainly benefit from a few more personal few show reviews with old timers 
touches - an introductory editorial, some UK Subs, Bad Manners, and the 

ore art, whatever. However, it’s well-written Ramones, plus an article on the 
With a nice mix of alt.and indie rock and fascist National Front. Yup, that about 
punk. | just wish they’d flesh it out a little does it... PS - the Hitler shirt’s in bad 
more. (Jim T.) taste.:>) (MV) 

(1004 Rose Ave.; Des Moines IA 50315 $1) (Dark Punk Mick, 54 Bekesbourne 
. Tower, Wickling Close, Orpington, Gtr. 

SPEAK . . London, BRS 4QL, England) 

Some politics mixed with hardcore. 
Interesting, adventurous layouts. | guess it’s STIFLED #5 

: OK, but | couldn’t really get into it. Editor is A few reviews, mostly personal essays 

Lollapalooza, and throws around a an ALF guy. They blew up some metalheads at on various topics such as patriotism, 
lot of attitude. The guy can write a Deicide show, which isn’t mentioned in the’ sharks, handwriting analysis. Yucky tale 
and he’s often funny, VVith a lot zine, but then who. care really, | just thought it of female genital mutilation, ew, | can’t 
more ambition, work, and money, was funny.A funny ad that makes fun of look at it. 
this would probably turn out to be _ Dischord. (AG) es 
= hap lanai 2 he oe is, it ($2/ altottingerstr 6a/ 81673munchen/ 
DORE Nee SOE UIE Seay germany. (outside europe should go to—— __ 
fesse Oe re 4 eed Bae Fs astridlaan 341/ 8310 brugge/ belgium. )) don 

: forget those cool euro accent marks!) : : your time. (Jim T.) 

Aaron Gemmill thinks you suck too! 
can’t find an address though... (AG) 

( $0.25+stamps; Oh Yeah, Green Day, 
Courtney Love) 

(96 Henry Street/ Suite 5W/ Brooklyn, 
NY/11201-1713) 

The editor calls himself ShitEd 
(get it?) and this is his punkzine. 

e interviews Schleprock, 
explains how to screw a 
chicken, complains about punk 
bands signing to major labels 
(followed by an article about why 
Jawbreaker is the best band on 
the planet... boy, is this.guy.in.for.a 
rude awakening!), dissects 

($1 ppd., Jocelyn Rousseau, 215 
- Elmore Ave., Woonsocket RI 02895.) 

(PO Box 4312; Sunland CA 91041 $1) 



| »-) Zime Reviews 

whether or not! like it, but ll say it 
straight up. | know nothing about these 
‘pes le, so. | can only be objective. This is. 

d, Stay away. If you find poorly written 
tales of vasectomy horror, and an analysis | 
of drinking (good booze bad booze- lets 
NOT call this analysis) cool, then you're 
an idiot, but you might like it (AG) 

($2; PO Box 433 Portland OR ne ee 
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SU PMINAL iL. TATTOOS #2 

Initial fe S AG Hie 
this full-size 

aN Spehdh fn neeth a 
hare nope t St ng the 

bunch, of lame int ry ie WS Aut 
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TarpBeLiy #1] 
Falter Eric b esis me a lon, ne eeplaniat 
we demise offi is former zin 
the schism ou ibe he and his ae mer editorial 

on of 

rtner: It sho ente! and familiar 
anyone who has ever cel thorated wien 

asshole. That Should cover: most mel over. 
the ge of six. The zine has a nice simple clean 

aphics, and funny essays. To to 
(be sti oh try 

Pre great 
I got an Ace Frehley trading ca 

TELEVISION Guyp. #6 

arenes ide ing, Personal "Suh? ii ee 
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t win 
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Tague ee 
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oF balk its comics Weil's 

ieee 
ard bit they’ uany 3 i 
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: of fh C8 dito é iey 
: also. some lists 

ooze is Goo 
Why, th oO Sich mone 
$1?; 1250 Skipper ed. Ave 

i Tampa, FL 6 3 
1s Bo much oe 

Pealy tha by Goat bag bad, Bur its! re: Ve int 
nde 1e tl fine (fun ingd 
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TRAILER TRASH MONTHLY 
Issue #1. Interview w/Sugarsmack, reprints from AOL 
‘on-line chats (a funny one giving apathetic come-on 
artist. his due), comix, a sad story about a student 
radio station’s demise. Lots of little stuff. (KF) 

| (1 + 2 stamps, c/o Michelle S$, POB 15295, 
Pensacola FL 32514-0295.) 

UNDER THE Volcano #23 
Bad Religion, Cop Shoot Cop, lan McKaye, Jello Biafra 
(groan. ..) plus more, don't really have an opinion of 
this zine. [t’s kinda boring, really. No interesting 
questions asked of lan. Same anti-Yohannon. dogma 
from Biafra. Two major label bands. who cares? (AG) 

(pobox 236, Nesconset, NY 11767) 

VIGILANCE FREEEZINE #4 
This also has: MooCow fanzine #14 running— 
oddly—in a sidebar. There's not that much to this 
zine, it’s really small actually, But what is here (reviews 
& rants mainly) is really nice. Actually, you should pick 
this up simply because it has one of the best 
definitions of punk I've ever read! (DS) 

(2 stamps; PO box 4021 Attleboro MA 02703) 

VILE #2 
| guess | don't really see much of a point to this zine. 
Lots of poetry/prose about personal I-have-been- 
scorned-but-will-emerge-victorious type themes and 
a few underdeveloped rants about policemen and the 
law plus poorly reproduced images and photos. 
Yawn. (KB) 

(3722 SE 15th #4 * Portland, OR 97202 * $1 or 
trade) 

heart). | lik h th [think it’s Nee steep for a Ral ise Serox’zine that probably 
costs a stamp to mai 

(clo Eric torte t hasas SE Oak Street/ 
Portland, OR/97214/ $2) 

= | size, $.50 plus 2 stamps) 

VioLaTION Fez #1 
OK, so maybe I'm biased. This zine is done by Leah Ryan, 
PP columnist & fairly regular fiction contributor. | think 
she can write like a maniac & this zine just proves it 
further! This is the “food” issue, which features short 
fiction, recipes, comics, & little paste-ups—all about food. 
It’s incredible for a first issue to have such strong 
writing! | can’t wait for more. Go Leah!! (DS) 

($1; 5 Warfield Place, Northampton MA 01060) 

Wuat’s Up With Tuat? #8 
A big ol’ Citizen Fish review, various DIY type discussion 
(pits.at, shows, putting on.a show, band politics, etc,),.a 
Las Vegas scene report, and some ultra-lowtech comics. | 
The comics: didn't do: much for me, but the rest was 
pretty appealing, if not eternal prose. (SC) 

($1 & stamps [trade preferred] to Nathan, 160 
Metropolitan, Henderson NV 89015) 

WHERE CHRIST LOST HIS SHOES #3 
This guy is from Michigan (I just moved 
here) and | wanted to be his friend but his 
likes and dislikes revealed in the large 
reviews section have negatively influenced 
me. |'m sorry, I'm a snob. There is also a 
stupid jockish story about some “homo” in 
his college dorm. Duh. Interviews w/NOFX, 
own by Law, 88 Fingers Louie...the zine 

looks good but he needs ane es 

(25 cents (send stamps!) Jim Stone, 30241 
Timberidge Cir. #301, Farmington Hills MI 
48336.) 

Witson’s Diary #5 
It could be a diary - it’s. a tiny two minute 
read with a few good reviews and the 
requisite Fat Wreck chord ads... | like the 
editor's writing style - he has good taste 
and should expand his operation. (MVV) 

(2 stamps to Jeremy Spaulding, POB 811, 
Waterloo, IA 50704-0811) 

WITHOUT A DOUBT #4 
Stuff to buy, show reviews, zine reviews and 
record reviews. Handwritten zine (sorta) 
with mini cut-and-paste paragraphs (some 
typed, others not) laid out in all sorts of 
crazy places. You gotta hunt for ‘em!!! 
Tidbits of punk for all types, with a 
seemingly informed bent towards local 
music types and touring bands. There's also 
an interview with Can kone and some 
photos. Only 8 pages. (KK 

($1,00.0r Zine trade to Without A.Doubt.20 
Westminster Road Chatham, NJ 07928 

You and Wuat Army #5 
Very packed with good writing, It's hell of 
nice to read on the shitter while your tna 
sitting there. This is the kind of zine | li 
Lighthearted at times, but not without 
weight, i it’s got personal and global, Even if | 
don't a; ‘oa it makes interesting reading. Oh 
yeah. (MB 

($12; 401 Johnson St., Little Rock, Arkansas 

72205) 

Yuko #2 
re bunch of fun stories eid stuff about love:' a” 

Stupid”,"“My High School Crush, “Stupid 
Pick Up Lines” — you get the idea. Iliked it, and 
even though it was mostly handwri Me it was 
easy to read. It had a nice feeling of innocence 
about it. (JC) 

(PO Box 322, Newark, DE 19711, 20pp, half- 
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LP/CD $12 
NT MAORI 

oes 

Sound Idea Distribution 

PO Box 3204 

Brandon, FL 33509-3204 
Phone (813) 653-2550 

Fax (813) 653-2658 
ORDERING INFORMATION. ~* 

MINIMUM ORDER IS $10 or it will 

be returned. I'm not kidding. 

PAYMENT IS TO BOB SUREN. 
Prices are postpaid in the US only. Add $3 for 
first class postage in the US if you want it. 
Can. and Mex., add $1 per item for surface. 
Can. and Mex., add $1 per item plus $3 for air. 
World, add $2 per item for surface. 
World, add $4 per item for airmail 
PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES or you will 
get a credit slip. Big orders get free stuff! 
Send $1 US, $2 world for 12 page catalog!!! 

Operation Ivy "Unreleased Energy" CD $18 
H-100s 7" $3.50 
Disorder "Pain Headache Depression" 7" $5 
Ulcer 7" $3 

Man Is The Bastard/Capitalist Casualties LP $7.50 
Failure Face/Ulcer 7" $3 

Gism CD $18 
Hiatus/ Fleas and Lice 7" $5 
Strung Out "Another Day" LP $8.50 
V/A "Tokyo Crusties" 7" $5 

Black Flag "My War" CD $13 
Capitalist Gasualties/MDC 7" $3.50 

green spock ears 

Stillsuit 
Green Spock Ears 
Db" CD AGS: 

Raia) e 
LP, GBD; GS 

New York, NY 10012 

Naked Raygun "Basement Screams" 7" $5 
Infest "Not Over Yet" 7" $6 
Green Day "Live at Gilman" 7" $6 
Insight 7" $3.50 
Strife LP $8 
7 Seconds "The Crew" LP $7 
7 Seconds "Walk Together" LP $7 
Project X CD $13.50 
Dropdead CD $11 

Victory Records XL T-shirt $12 
Lag Wagon "Trashed" CD $11 
Failure Face 7" $3 

Failure Face "All Pain No Gain" 7" $3 

Crisis of Faith "American Dream" 7" $3.50 
Blindfold LP $8 
Heresy /Meatfly LP $10 
Think Twice LP $9 
Beyond Description 7" $4,50 
Struggle 7" $3 

Extinction Of Mankind "Weakness" 7" $5 
Descendents "Don't Wanna" 7' $5 
Jara 7" $3 
V/A "Punk USA" CD $11 
Descendents "Somery" CD $15 
Descendents "Bonus Fat" CD $13 
Timescape Zero/Subliminal Criminal 7" $2.50 
All You Can Eat/Hickey 7" $3.50 
Rollins Band "Beefcake" 7" $6 
Bad Religion "Covers" 7" $6 

Ctvil Disobedience 7" $3.50 
Bubble Gum Crash 7" $3 
Heresy/Meatfly 12" $10 
Groans 7" $3.50 

Youth of Today "Break Down..." LP $8.50 
Foundation 7" $3.50 
Against All Hope "Dry Wall" 7" $3.50 
Hudson 7" $3.50 
Bingo Mutt 7" $3.50 
Hijos De Nadie 7" $3 
Suppression 7" $3 
Grade/Believe CD $8 

New address -- same dickhead! 

icide 
Dead Man Walking 

Send a stamp for our mailorder catalog 
with other releases e* merchandise to: 
Wreck-Age ¢ 451 West Broadway, 2N 

eet aeste 
Buzzy 

LP, CD, CS, out in May 

Green Day "Patrick's Picnic" CD $18 
Rorschach/1.6 Band 7" $3 
Hiatus "Way Of Doom" 7" $3.50 
Dread Messiah 7" $5 

Doom "Police Bastard" 7" $3.50 
Green Day "Live at Gilman" 7" $6 
V/A "4 Way Split" CD $12 (Got, Citizens Arrest +2) 
Masskontroll 7" flexi $2.50 

Econochrist "Trained to Serve" LP $6 
Econochrist "Skewed" 7" $3 
Spazz "Dwarf Jester Rising" LP $8.50 
Spazz "Dwarf Jester Rising" CD $11 
Spazz/Floor 7" $3.50 
Floor "Madonna" 7" $3.50 

Avskum "Crucified By The System" 7" $5 
No Comment "Demos" 7" $3 
Fear Of God "Pneumatic Slaughter" 7" $5 
Excretion/Ultima Rausea 7" $5 
Propagandhi "How To..." CD $11.50 
GG Allin, Antiseen and Murder Junkies CD $10 
TDF CD $12 (Japanese Grind!) 
Suppression 7" $3 (Awesome! Like Dropdead) 
Psycho "Shrunken" 7" $3.50 
Bombraid "Elegies" 7" $5 
Deathside "The Will Never Die" 7" $5 
Bastard "Wind of Pain" LP $9 
V/A "Crust and Anguished Life" CD $15 
MVD/Pink Flamingos 7" $5 
V/A "Boston is Burning" 7" $3.50 

Subyert "The Madness Must End" 7" $4 
Buzzoven "Unwilling" 7" $3.50 

Agathocles "Use Your Anger" LP $11 
Agathocles "Cliche" LP $10 

Agathocles "Agarchy" 7" $5 

Agathocles "Distrust And Abuse" 7" $5 
Agathocles/P sycho 7" $3.50 
Screeching Weasel "My Brain" LP $8.50 
Screeching Weasel "My Brain" CS $8.50 
Screeching Weasel "My Brain" CD $11 
Neurosis "Black" 7" $7 

Misfits "Beware and the Rest" CD $18 
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and leaves Sympathy and Maximumrocknroll crap like the Diesel Queens 

Torture Garden” CD 
RNROOS: : 

“Eddy’s Leg” 
7” on.red vinyl 
RNROO3 

The Brainsick 
“Join The Brainsick” 

7” on red vinyl 
RNROO2 Se 

Prices ppd: 7”=$3.50, CD EP=$7.00, CD=$10.00 
ENE Mlrt Mo te( MYA 

i P.O. BOX 40164 
»Bellevue, WA 98015 
Tel (206) 233-8422 
Fax (206) 885-3778 

b Stores: Distr. by Ransom Note 
Send ' tame Send 2 Joga s = 

y ~~ Oppressed Logic/ 
z Armed & Hammered split 7° 

\\ The Wussies/Fighting Cause split 7” 

an interactive self defense project 

CAR - 012 dotibutrd by REVOLVER U.S.A. 
dovble Ip/CD with 45 page “book Featuring: 
bell heeks, Penny Van Horn, Roberta Gregory, 
Cynthia Star, Robin Bowsey, Maria Mercedes, 
and many many more! 

music by: 
THE LOIS 

asi 

TEAM DRESCH 

REBECCA GATES 

NIKKI, JEN, RUBEN 
THE THIRD SEX 
FIFTH COLUMN 
HEAVENS To BETSY 
MIZZERY 

EXCUSE SEVENTEEN 
NIKK) McCWRE 

CONTAINE 
AZTECA X 

SUE P. FOX 
CHEESECAKE 

CANDY-ASS 

== 
Gre GaTs iT UP 

CD/DoubleLP + 75pg book 
either one $10 ppd. 

CANDY-ASS 
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RECORDS Feererue, Soseee 
PO Box 42382 
POX, OR 97242 

RECORDS — 
RTLANS. ON ECON 

Po fox 42382 97242 
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our NOW ON VINYL AND c 
$8 CD-S10 post paid in the states 

ourst DE U.S. “2 $2 for first item and $1 for each ) 
make checks _ -..  _ 

payable to: WI NUT | : ECOR | 
Pe Walnut st. suite 59 

BERKELEY, CA 94709 
SEND USA STAMP FOR & CATALOG oR STICK ER OR SOMATHI 

YOU GOT THE MILK. 
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pleat ed ae iLECHE CON CARNE! 

Matec ie Hable eonL P FAT WRECK CHORDS © PO. Box 460144 « San Francisco, CA 94146 ray 
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- Back Issues Available!! 

Moder rights, interviews with dae lanks 
midre and Leah - Plus more than ever 8 

_ morel! 80 pages. 

PPS interviews with. oe Kill Huggy Bear and the oe Short stories , ee Cahir Arm Keller & cei Wal Is. An art 

amik An article on foe music (), cartoons, columns reviews cine — 
ugh., sucker 76. pages 

an backissues are Two Dollars Each, 
__ __ they 2 are available from: 

| Elsewhere ‘airmail 36.00 
check (US subscriptions only) or money order made out t 

Mailorder {not Punk Planet) or well concealed cash to 

Vital Music Mailorder PO Box 20247 NYC, NY | 002 1-064 | 
” ae are > sent safely and Gece ina plain manila envelope: 

Become a PP Distributor! : 
Having trouble finding Punk Planet??? Don't complain to us, we rely on people just 
like yourself to distribute PP to your town, so why not pick up a bunch to distro?? 
Our conser rates are: - 

1-5 copies $2.00 each up front 
(6-10 copies $1.00 each up front —© 

(+ copies $1.00 each 60 days eo 
r in (with checks made out to JULIA COLE) to: 

_ Punk Planet PO Box I711 Hoboken, NJ 1000-7778 

you re Ordering 11+, just call it in at: 

(312) 227-6114 
ember, we re counting on you!! (well, kin aj 
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Punk Planet 

PO Box I7I1 

Hoboken, NJ 

07030-9998 

punk planet. 

puttin’ hair on yer head since 1994 


